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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, some y^functionalized alkyl ligands [CRR'CsHUN-J]- (R = H, R， 
=SiBu'Me, pic*H 33; R = H, R，= Ph, pic'^H; R = Ph, R, = SiMcs, pic'^'H 37; and R = 
R，= Ph dpmpH) and their metal complexes were studied. Chapter 1 describes the 
synthesis and characterization o f organolithium compounds [L i {CH(SiBu^Me2} C5H4N-
2)(tmeda)]2 34, [Li{CH(Ph)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 36, and [Li{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-
2}(tmeda)] 38, and [Li{CH(SiBu'Me2}C5H4N-2)(Et20)]2 39 which were derived from 
the metallation o f corresponding substituted methyl pyridine CHRR'CsHUN-i. These 
compounds have been characterized by X-ray structure determination and shown that 
the anionic ligand [CRR'C5H4N-2]" bonded strongly to lithium atom via the nitrogen 
rather than the a-carbon, which were supported by the N M R spectroscopic studies. 
Chapter 2 deals wi th the preparation o f t in(II) and t in( IV) compounds using 34 
and 38 as the alkylating reagents. A novel zwitterionic complex 
[Sn{CH(SiBuVe2)C5H4N-2}3][Li{LiCl(tmeda)}2] 77 was obtained from the reaction 
o f 34 with SnCb in the equivalent ratio o f 2:1, while in 1:1 ratio, a dimeric 
chlorotin(II) alkyl [Sn{CH(SiBuVe2)C5H4N-2}Cl]2 78 was obtained. In contrast, the 
reaction o f 38 and SnCl〗 affords the monomeric dialkyl compound 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}2] 79. 
Chapter 2 also deals with the synthesis and characterization o f the five-
coordinated Sn(IV) compounds [Sn{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}Bu'2Cl] 85 and 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}Me2Br] 86. 
Chapter 3 describes the syntheses of compounds o f Fe and Co containing 
anionic ligand [CRR'C5H4N-2]'. The compounds [M{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}2]2 ( M 
二 Fe 109, Co 110) were shown by X-ray structure analysis as dimers，while 
[M{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}2] ( M = Co 113, Fe 114) and [Fe{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-
2}(tmeda)Cl] 115 are monomeric. Also included are the study of the insertion reaction 
o f S to Li-C bond and X-ray structure o f compound [Ni(SCPh2C5H4N)2] 119 
A series o f zirconocene derivatives Cp2ZrLCl (L = dpmp, pic*, pic.，，or pic伞） 
were prepared and characterized by N M R and for [Cp2Zr{C(Ph)2C5H4N}Cl] 127 the 
X-ray structure has been determined. 
ii 
Among the compounds obtained, the structures of the following fourteen 
compounds were determined by X-ray crystallographic analysis: 
[L i {CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2} (tmeda)]2 34 
[Li {CH(Ph)C5H4N-2} (tmeda)]2 36 
[Li{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)] 38 
[Li {CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2} (Et20)]2 39 
[Sn{ CH(SiBuVe2)C5H4N-2} 3] [Li {LiCl(tmeda)} 2] 77 
[Sn{ CH(SiBuVe2)C5H4N-2} Cl]2 78 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2} 2] 79 
[Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}Bu2Cl] 85 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4l^-2}Me2Br] 86 
[Fe {CH(SiBuVe2)C5H4N-2} 2]2 109 
[Co {CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2} 2]2 110 
[Co {CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2} 2] 113 
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Legend of Compounds 
formulas No. Namenlature Syn. Struc. 
CH2(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2 33 2-(r-butyldimethylsilyl)- 60 
methlenepyridyl 
[Li{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 34 di[{2-(butyldimethylsilymethyl)- 60 39 
pyridyl}(7V，N, I f , 7V-tetra-
methylethylenediamine)lithium] 
CH(Me)(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2 35 2-(r-butyldimethylsilyl)- 61 
(methyl)methenepyridine 
[Li{CH(Ph)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 36 di[2-benzylpyridyl(7V, N, TV, iV- 61 43 
tetramethylethylenediamine)lithium] 
CH(Ph)(SiMe3)C5H4N-2 37 2-phenyl(trimethylsilyl)- 62 
methylenepyridine 
[L i {CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2} (tmeda)] 38 [2-{phenyl(trimethylsilyl)- 62 46 
methylpyridyl}](7V, N, N\ 
tetramethylethylenediamine)lithium] 
[Li { CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2 } (Et20)]2 39 bis [(ether) {r-butyldimethylsilyl)- 63 49 
methylpyridyl} lithium] 
[PC(Ph)2C5H4N-2}Li(Et20)2] 40 [di 口-(phenyl)}- 63 
methylpyridyl] lithium 
[Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}3] 77 [tri{,-butyldimethylsilyl)methyl- 111 91 
[Li{Li(tmeda)Cl}2] pyridyl}tin(II)][lithiumbis{(7V, N, 
？f, N'-tetramethylethylenediamine)-
lithiumchloride] 
[Sn{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}Cl]2 78 bis[2-(r-buthyldimethylsilyl)- 111 96 
methylpyridyl }chloridetin(II)] 
[Sn{ CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2} 2] 79 di[2-(r-butyldimethylsilyl)- 112 99 
methylpyridyl} chloridetin(II)] 
[Sn{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}2] 80 di{2-{r-butyldimethylsilyl)- 112 
methylpyridyl} tin(II) 
[Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}Bu'2Cl 85 [2-{r-butyldimethylsilyl)methyl- 113 105 
pyridyl} di(广-butyl)chloridetin(IV) 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}Me2Br 86 [2-{phenyl(trimethylsilyl)methyl- 113 108 
pyridyl}di(methyl)bromidetin(IV) 
[Fe2{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}4] 109 tetra{2-r^butyldimethylsilyl)- 145 129 
methylpyridyl} diiron(II) 
[Co2{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}4] 110 tetra{2Y"butyldimethylsilyl)- 145 130 
methylpyridyl} dicobalt(II) 
vii 
[Co {CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2 }2] 113 di[2-{phenyl(trimethylsilyl)methyl- 145 135 
pyridyl}]cobalt(II) 
[Fe{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}2] 114 di[2-{phenyl(trimethylsilyl)methyl- 146 
pyridyl}]iron(II) 
[Fe{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)Cl] 115 [2-{phenyl(trimethylsilyl)methyl- 146 138 
pyridyl}](7V, N, N\ A^-tetramethyl-
ethylenediainine)-chlorideiron (II) 
[CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2]2 118 bis {2-(^butyldimethylsilyl)- 146 
pyridylmethyl} 
[Ni{SC(Ph)C5H4N}2] 119 di(diphenylpyridylmethylthiolate)- 147 142 
nickle(II) 
[ZrCp2 {C(Ph)2C5H4N-2} CI] 127 (diphenylmethylpyridyl)zirconocene 1 60 1 5 6 
(IV)chloride 
[ZrCp2{ CH(SiBu Ve2)C5H4N-2} CI] 128 {2-{t- 160 
buthyldimethylsilyl)methylpyridyl} z 
irconocene(IV)chloride 
[ZrCp2{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}Cl] 129 {phenyl(trimethylsilyl)methyl- 160 
pyridyl)-zirconocene(IV)chloride 
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Organolithium Compounds Chapter 1 
Chapter 1 
Metallation of a-Substituted Picoline Derivatives 
1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1 Overview of lithiation of alkyl 
Lithium alkyls are compounds containing Li-C a-bonds. Electronegativity 
difference between L i and C suggests that the bond polarity can be described as: L严-
C "^. This accounts for the fact that lithium alkyl complexes are very reactive and 
commonly used as alkyl transfer reagent to prepare metal alkyl complexes. General 
methods of preparing lithium compounds are summarized as follows: 
1) Direct metallation. 
Organolithium compounds can be prepared by direct reaction of L i metal with 
organohalides. 
2 L i + RX E t / ) o r C 6 H i 、 [ i R + L iX O D 
However, alkyl iodides are generally unsuitable as they react readily with lithium metal 
and form coupling products. 
L iR + RI R-R + L i l (12) 
2) Metal-halogen exchange reaction. 
Metal-halogen exchange reaction provides a convenient method to prepare 
lithium alkyl complexes. 
L iR + R'X - - LiR丨 + RX (1.3) 
The reaction tends to give an organolithium complex containing the more 
nucleophilic alkyl anion, that is, to form a more stable lithium carbanion. For example, 
phenylbromide reacts with L i B i f to afford phenyllithium. 
1 
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J ^ (14) 
A great advantage of the metal-halogen exchange is its complete 
regio specificity. 
3) Metallation of C-H bond (Metal-hydrogen exchange). 
LiR + R丨 H 鳴 - LiR丨 + RH (1.5) 
The equilibrium (eq. 1.5) shifts to the right i f the acidity of R ' H is larger than 
RH, such as the reaction of PhC三CH and PhLi to give PhH (eq. 1.6). 
LiPh + PhC三CH P h C ^ C L i + PhH (16) 
This metallation reaction is usually accomplished by nucleophilic addition, with 
the more acidic carbanion acting as the nucleophilic reagent to form C-C multiple 
bonds. 
g + 伪——“、(17) 
O ^ ^ l i o 
Aggregation of lithium alkyl 
A noticeable feature of organolithium compounds is their tendency to form 
oligomers in solution as well as in the solid state. For example, the solid state structure 
of LiMe consist of tetrahedral unit or the LiqC* unit can be described as a distorted 
cube. Polymerization of organolithium compound is mainly due to the electron 
deficiency of a single molecule LiR with a two-electron two-center bond. In the 
aggregates (LiR)n, electron deficiency is compensated by means of the formation of 
multicenter bonds. Reactivity of polymeric organolithium compound diminishes due to 
the decrease of solubility. The degree of aggregation is dependent upon the nature of 
solvent. The degree of aggregation of some lithium compounds in different solvents 
are shown in Table 1.1. 
2 
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Table 1.1 The degree of aggregation of some organolithiums 
LiR Solvent Degree of aggregation 
LiCHs THF, EtaO tetramer (Li4 tetrahedron) 
tmeda monomer, dimer 
L i B i f cyclohexane hexamer 
Et20 tetramer 
LiBu^ hydrocarbon tetramer 
THF monomer 
LiPh THF, Et20 dimer 
Strong donor solvent can reduce the degree of association of (LiR)n. The 
chelating donor ligand tmeda is widely used in the lithiation reaction to increase the 
reactivity of LiR. It is also believed that tmeda acting as a chelating donor ligand is 
effective in both the cleavage of LiBu"" oligomer and through complexation of the Li+ 
cation and polarization of the Li-C bond. 
1.1.2 General review of N-functionalized alkyl ligand 
Investigations of organometallic chemistry of complexes with AZ-flinctionalised 
alkyl ligands have been an active developing area for a long time. This is mainly 
attributed to their versatile coordination behavior, their applications in the organic 
synthesis and their catalytic activities. They also model some key intermediates in 
catalytic transformations and are rather promising as potential biologically active 
materials. They were found to be useful oxidation accelerators for paints, 
polymerization catalysts, insecticides, anticorrosion agents, fungicides, and oil-soluble 
j 1 
metal carriers, ‘ and as selective clathration hosts for separating organic compounds 
such as the xylenes? Some examples of A^-flinctionalised alkyl ligands are shown in 
Scheme 1.1. 
HsCCX^ 产H 2 
— CRR* CH2 
-CRR' chC CH3 
Scheme 1.1 Selected A^-fiinctionalised alkyl ligands 
3 
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The thermodynamic acidity of a C-H bond is very low, but it can be increased 
by the other function group. For instance, nitrogen enhances the C-H bond polarity, 
increases its acidity, and stabilizes the anion. This effect in TV-functionalised alkyl 
ligands is remarkably larger than that of arenes devoid of N atom. Thus, the former 
compounds are routinely and conveniently deprotonated by organolithiums and 
relatively "weak" bases such as alkali amides in liquid ammonia, whereas the latter are 
ionized only by organolithiums complexed wi th tertiary amines^ or by stronger bases 
such as organosodiums and -potassiums. 
In 1914，Chichibabin reported the interaction of TV-functionalised alkyl ligand 
with alkali amides by reaction of 2-methylpyridine with sodium amide and methyl 
iodide; however, no side-chain condensation derivatives were obtained.^ In 1931, 
Bergstrom investigated the system of several alkylpyridines and -quinolines treated 
with potassium amide in ammonia which resulted in，in some cases, color compounds 
now known to be characteristic of carbanion derivatives of such compounds. Despite 
of this, only alkylations of the salts of 2- and 4-methylquinoline, but not those of 2-
methyl, 2,6-dimethyl- and 2，4, 6-trimethylpyridine, were unsuccessful.^'^ Formation of 
2- and 4-sodiumethylpyridines, prepared from the pyridine derivatives and finely 
divided sodium amide, were found more effective by using higher alkyl chlorides over 
two d a y , 10 Condensations of the sodium derivatives of 2-，3- and 4-inethylpyridines 
in ammonia were reported in The lithiation of the 2-methylpyridine was 
reported using LiMe^^ and LiPh^^ in 1930, but the metallation of 4- methylpyridine was 
not reported until 1954. 
Early work including the site of metallation of alkylpyridines bearing more than 
one alkyl side-chain had been reported. Chichibabin obtained 2-sodiumethyl derivative 
from the reaction of 2,4,6-trimethylpyridine and sodium amide in liquid ammonia/® 
despite the order of acidities of these side-chains in pyridine found to be: 4-Me > 2-Me 
> Me. In contrast, the metallation product of 4-methylpyridine was prepared using 
the sodium amide in liquid ammonia as metallation r e a g e n t . when using PhLi/Et20 
as metallation reagent, 2-lithiomethyl derivative of 2,4- dimthylpyridine was obtained. 
The facts reflect that the metallation of such side chain of polymethylated pyridine is 
4 
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regiospecific and controlled by some variables. The most important of these variables 
are solvent and metallic cation. 
"Coordination only" limiting mechanism was suggested for the regiospecific 
metallations of poly-alkyl pyridine by organolithium metallating agents . The reaction 
mechanism involves the complexation of the L i atom with the N atom prior to 
metallation. The metallation can undergo a favorable six-membered ring process as 
shown in eq. (1.8) so that the less acidic 2-methyl group is lithiated. In contrast, when 
basic solvents such as ammonia or other amines and alkali cations other than L i are 
used, it favors deprotonation of acidic 4-methyl group 
Me Me Me 
r ^ 八 H ^ 人 I J f t / H ^ ^ I _ 「 1 ( I 8) 
Li l / 
A^-functionalised alkyl ligands play an important role in cyclometallation 
reaction. As shown in eq. (1.9), C-H bond is cleaved and metallacycle formed, here Y 
can be an atom either to coordinate or form a covalent bond with the metal center. 
Nitrogen atom can function as the center Y In the A^-functionalised alkyl ligands, 
nitrogen atom coordinates to metal center and activates the C-H bond and results in its 
cleavage. 
O 丫 
^ C ^ntra > M ( ) + [H] 
M H \C 夕 （19) 
In the cyclometallation reaction, aromatic C-H bond is more reactive than 
aliphatic. 17，18 in general, the alkyl ligands with some active group wil l enhance activity 
of the complexes in the cyclometallation reaction. The presence of electron 
withdrawing groups on nitrogen wi l l greatly facilitate a - C - H cleavage. 
5 
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For instance, 8-methylquinoline reacts with Ir(cod)L2^^ and leads to a 
compound with a weak interaction between C-H and Ir atom. 
「 1 + 
lr(cod)L, *"^ ，mq > ^ N ^ 
。C i^njr^ CH , 
L 」 
(110) 
1.1.3 The substituted methylpyridine ligands and their derivatives. 
The objective of this work is to investigate the chemistry of some metal 
complexes with substituted methylpyridyl ligands. We have chosen the bulky group 
^尸厂butyldimethylsilyl (SiBu^Me2) as substituent and attempted to compare the 
influence of substituent group on the structure and properties of complexes. 
Followings are some substituted methylpyridyl ligands and their abbreviation. 
H 
R = R，二 SiMe3 pic"H 
R - SiMes, R，= H pic'H 
R=SiMe2, R，=H pic^H 
R = R, = Ph dpmpH 
R = Ph,R，=H pic 小 H 
R = Ph, R，= SiMe3 pic'^'H 
Scheme 1.2 Selected substituted methylpyridine ligands 
L Properties of some a-suhstituted methylpyridine ligand. 
The dissociation constants^^ of pyridine and 2-substituted alkyl pyridine 
measured by the half neutralization method at 25。C are summarized in Table 1.2. 
6 
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2-B enzylpyridine 5.13 
2-Vinylpyridine 
Silicon in the a-substituted pyridine tends to polarize the adjacent C-H bond, 
32 
hence facilitating its metallation, and stabilize the resulting anionic center. It is an 
efficient method to stabilize the C-M bond to incorporate highly hindered group such 
as SiMes group on adjacent carbon atom. In general, the acidity of disubstitued N-
functionalised alkyl ligand is larger than that of mono substituted ligand. The relative 
thermodynamic acidities of the series are postulated in the following order: dpmpH > 
pic小，H > pic"H > pic*H > pic'H. Phenyl group is capable of delocalizing the negative 
charge to a maximum extent, leaving the potential energy surface considerably flat. 
A noteworthy feature of the 7V-functionalised a-substituted ligand R" is its lack 
of p-H. The P-H decomposition path way of organometallic complex with the alkyl 
ligand wil l be suppressed. The deprotonation followed by silylation forms exclusively 
a-substituted derivatives. 
2. Electronic properties of substituted methylpyridyl ligand. 
In principle, three delocalization modes (i)-(iii) are possible for the anionic 
ligand as shown in Scheme 1.3. The 77^-Aza-allyl and amido modes are usually found 
in the complexes with metals such as Li, Na, and 
O ^ C R R ' — — — > ‘ <CV=CRR' 
(i) C-centered alkyl (ii) 77^-Aza-allyl (iii) N-centered amide 
Scheme 1.3 The charge delocalization of the anionic ligand. 
7 
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3. Some structures of the metal derivatives of the N-functionalised alkyl ligand. 
Raston and coworkers have investigated the complexes wi th A/-functionalised 
alkyl ligands pic' and pic". Metal complexes derived from these ligands, for examples, 
include the tetrameric copper compound [Cu(pic，)4],2o homoleptic Sn(II) alkyl 
[Sn(pic”)2]，2i and group 15 compounds [M(pic")Cl2]^^ ( M = As, Sb，Bi.) etc. 
1) A^-functionalised lithium compounds. 
The TV-flinctionalised alkyl ligand can bond to lithium atoms in different modes. 
In lithium complexes containing anionic ligand pic' or pic", the alkyl ligand〗〗 acts as 
carbon center ligand (1), N-centerd amido ligand (2), or r|^-aza-ally ligand (3-5). 
MesSi 八〜CH(SMe3) 
M e g S i \ _ ( t m e d a ) L i y (tmeda) 
( s 一 ) 〜 N 
\""S iMe3 I 
S iMe3 
1 2 
r 1 SiMe3 ^ y 1 • 
" 、 ‘ l X s M e 3 、 忙 e3 
S M e s 
Et2〇 — L i Li—OEt2 SMes Li 
I Li 
H - c ^ ' m (teda) (Me3Si)2CH 
S iMe3X j T > 
3 4 5 
Similarly, the reaction of dpmpH with L i B i f in Et^O gives a monomelic 
complex Li(dpmp).(Et20)2 6,24 which the shortest Li-C bond distance is 2.445(5) A. 
By means of the cationic exchange reaction, Na and K alkyl complexes 7 and 8 were 
synthesized (eq. 1.11 and 1.12). 
8 





Ph2CHC5H4N + NaOBut + L iBu^ pm，deta • 
Ph2CC5H4NNa-3(THF) + LiOBu^ + Bu^H (1.11) 
Ph2CHC5H4N + KOBut + L iBu^ Hex. THF 
2 ) ^ pmdeta 
Ph2CC5H4NK(pmdeta)(THF) + LiOBu^ + B u ^ H (1 12) 
8 
In compound 8，the K atom is bonded to a phenyl ring in an if fashion. While 
in 7，the Na atom is shown to be bonded to a phenyl ring in an r j bond fashion 
The Lipic" reacts wi th M X to form dinuclear compounds [Mpic，,]2 ( M = Cu，9; 
Ag，10; or Au, 11).20 In contrast, the reaction o f Cul wi th less hindered ligand pic' 
affords a tetranuclear complex [Cu(p ic ' ) ] / ° 12. The Cu-Cu separation o f 2.84(3) A is 
found in the structure o f 12. 
h T ! O h 
MesSi R JJLsMe, 
SiMes o r \iMe3 
M = Cu 9, Agio, Au 11. 12 
9 
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2) Divalent metal complexes. 
The reaction o f 2 equivalents o f Lipic" wi th metal(II) halides afforded a 
homoleptic dialkyl complexes [M(pic”)2], ( M = Mg^' 13，Zn^' 14，Cd^' 15, Hg^' 16， 
Sn 17, or Fe 18). The structure o f the complexes displays a tetrahedral 
coordination geometry and the alkyl ligand functions as a chelating ligand when the M 
atom is Mg，Zn Cd, Sn, or Fe. Whereas, in the cobalt alkyl compound [Co(pic，，)2] 
19, cobalt atom is in a square planar coordination.^^ 
《iMe3 S ^ ( S i M e 3 ) 2 
M = M g 13，Zn 14，Cd 15, Sn 17, Fe 18 19 
Interestingly, in the homoleptic dialkyl mercury(II) complex 16, Hg atom is 
ligated by two carbon atoms at 180° and the anionic alkyl ligand pic" behaves as a 
monodendate carbon-centered ligand. Sn(pic")Cf^ was synthesized by the treatment 
of SnCl2 wi th 1 equivalent Lipic" or by the redistribution reaction of Sn(pic”)2 and 
SnCl2. Tin(II) atom is bonded to a chelating ligand pic" and CI atom in the 
heteroleptic monomelic compound Sn(pic")Cl 20. 
^Me3 r O Me3，i『Me3 
0 广 CI 
16 M = Sn 20 
3) Trivalent metal(III) alkyl compounds. 
Trivalent antimony, bismuth compounds wi th alkyl ligands are usually 
polymeric. Polymerization can be suppressed by using ligands such as pic". From the 
. 22 
reaction of MCI3 and Lipic" in the ratio of 1:1, monomeric compounds M(pic")Cl2 
( M = As 21, Sb 22，Bi 23) have been isolated. Nevertheless, dialkyl complex have not 
10 
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been obtained from the reaction. The product from the reaction o f BiCls wi th 1 molar 
o f [Li(pic，,)]2 is an unexpected compound 24. 
MegSi S 'Mes 
\ I CI 
M 二 As 21, Sb 22，Bi 23. 
M C I 琳 丨 F L ' SME3 二 3 ~ ~ W c M = Sb 
\ I^SMq^ or M = Bi 
M THF Cyvl 
-80。C Li(pic'% THF 
X - 8 0 T 
Red solid ^；^^ M = Bi 
\ T 
MegSi 人 广 BiCl 
‘ T SMe. 
24 
Scheme 1.4 Reaction o f B i d s wi th [Li(pic”)]2 in different ratio. 
The main group(13) metal A1 or Ga halide reacts wi th Lipic" to form dialkyl 
metal complexes [M(pic，,)2Cl] ( M 二 A1 25, Ga 26) or [M(pic”)2]+ ( M = A1 27, Ga 
28) 28,29 Neutral compounds 25 and 26 can be obtained wi th the metal center being 
five-coordinate, while the metal center is four-coordinate in cationic dialkyl 27 and 28. 
MegSi p i M e . ( f ^ 1 + 
^ l\ iMe3 O 
SiMeg 3 J 
M = A1 25, Ga 26 M = A1 27, Ga 28. 
11 
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4) Group 14 metal complexes with A^-functionalised alkyl ligand. 
The reaction of (Lipic”)2 or Lidpmp with SiClsX^^ (X = H or Me) affords 
complex SiRClsX (R = pic", X = H 29, Me 30 or R 二 dpmp, X = H 31, Me 32). The 
structure determination shows the silicon is five-coordinate which displays strong 
intramolecular Si-N interaction in the compound with ligand pic'. Whereas, in the 
compound with dpmp ligand, silicon is tetra-coordinate and dpmp acts as a-unidentate 
C-centerd ligand. 
• r ^ 
> 1 、 , , _ S i M e 3 M e s S i ^ 
\ / 、 V c N 
C 丨 戈 S iMe3 X 、 , 、 p h 
X , \。丨 C l Z 
R = pic", X = H 29 or Me 30 R = dpmp, X = H 31, Me 32. 
4, Coordination Behavior of the Alkyl Ligand. 
An interesting aspect of the chemistry of metal with a-substituent 
methylpyridine ligand is their versatile bonding modes exhibited in forming complexes, 
since there are two coordination centers of nitrogen and carbon atom in the ligands 
which may bind metals in different ways. Scheme 1.5 shows some possible 
coordination modes of A^-functionalised alkyl ligands bonding to metal atom. In 
principle seven modes are possible: 
(a) unidentate neutral donor ligand via nitrogen; 
(b) C-centered a alkyl ligand; 
(c) N-centered amido ligand; 
(d) bidentate metallocyclic ligand; 
(e) bridging ligand between two metal centers; 
(f) N donor and 77^-aza-allyl bridging ligand; 
(g) amide bridging ligand. 
These alkyls usually function as chelating ligand as mode d in Scheme 1.5 or 
bridging to two metal centers as in e. It is less common to be unidentate ligand as b or 
12 
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c. Coordination mode of c，f，and g in r|^-aza-allyl or amido generally appear in alkali 
metal complexes. 
CRR'H M—CRRi f f ^ ^ C R R ' 
—b Y識 ' 
a b e d 
M—CRR' r ^ r ^ 
I V ^ I s ^ ^ N ^ C R R ' ^ K ^ C R R 
M M 
e f g 
Scheme 1.5 Coordination modes of the 7V-functionalized alkyl ligand 
As discussed above, the selection of the number, type, size, and nature of 
substituted group on a-carbon of the A^-fiinctionalized alkyl ligands allow a very wide 
modulation of the steric and electronic properties of the ligands. The bulky groups on 
the a-carbon are able to stabilize species not accessible with simple mono dentate 
ligands and show particular reactivity related to the ring itself or induced in the 
ancillary coordination positions. Because of the general interest in the structures of 
organolithium species^ '^^ "^  and as part of a general study on nitrogen flinctionalized 
alkyl ligands 33, 37 and their lithium derivatives 34, 36, 38, and 39 by N M R 
spectroscopy, X-ray structure of four lithium compounds wi l l be undertaken. 
13 
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12 Results and Discussion 
1.2.1 Syntheses of N-functionalised lithium alkyl complexes. 
Raston and co-workers have established the metallation of a-picoline using 
LiBu"" in the presence of tmeda^^ followed by quenching reaction with SiMesCl to give 
(Me3Si)CH2C5H4N-2 (pic'H) and (Me3Si)2CHC5H4N-2 (pic"H) (eq. 1.16). We have 
LiBun/tmeda . ^ ^^ ^^ _ . , 、i 
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readily explained by the steric effect of the substituted group SiBuMe2 which is much 
more bulky than the group SiMcs. The disubstituted product CH(Bu^Me2Si)2C5H4N-2 
is less favorable to be formed. In the beginning of the reaction, there is considerable 
amount of {CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2}Li in the mixture and the thermodynamic acidities 
of which is larger than that of picH for the incorporation of the silyl group on the 
adjacent carbon.^^'^^ The crude product from the above reaction was distilled at 59- 62 
°C in vacuo (ca. 0.03 mmHg) to obtain the colourless viscous liquid compound 33 in 
high yield (ca. 89 %). 
2. Lithiation of CH(SiBu^Me2) C5H4N-2-^reparation of compound 34. 
The treatment of mixture of CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2 and tmeda with 1.02 mmol 
equivalents of L i B i f in hexane results in the formation of orange crystals compound 
[Li{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 34, in 93.4% yield which is an extremely air and 
1 13 
moisture sensitive compound and was characterized by H and C N M R spectroscopy. 
Structure determination shows that it is dinuclear and the anionic ligand is bonded 
closely to the lithium atom through nitrogen. 
In lithiation reactions, the donor ligand, such as tmeda or pmdeta 
[{(CH3)2NCH2CH2}2NCH3] or coordinate solvate Et〗。or THF, behaves as the 
activating reagent?? Without the present of donor ligands in the reaction system, the 
lithiation does not proceed or only very slowly. 
3. The alkylation of [Li{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)力 34. 
The addition of excess Me l to the solution of compound 34 in diethyl ether 
afforded the a-substituted compound 35 CH(Me)(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2 in stoichiometric 
amount. Further the treatment of compound 35 in the presence of tmeda with L i B i f 
yielded a red viscous solution and attempts to isolate the product was unsuccessful. 
The possible mechanism of methylation of amido ligated L i complex 34 is illustrated in 
the Scheme 1.7. This reaction proceeds by an nucleophilic addition and elimination. 
Me l is first added to the Li-amido complex to form intermediate 34b and then L i l is 
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r n r T i ， ^ 
、 、 隱 為 ^ 八 議 敲 2 ^ 〔 人 z s 碰 2 
Li i H 、 
34 a 34b 35 
Scheme 1.7 The possible mechanism o f methylation o f 34. 
4. Metallation of henzylpyridine CH2(Ph)C^H4N-2 (pic冷H)- -preparation of 
compound 36. 
Similar method was used in the lithiation o f pic*^H as in pic+H. The red 
solution was obtained from the addition o f 1 equivalent LiBu" in hexane {ca. 1.6 mol/1) 
to the mixture o f henzylpyridine CHsPhCsII^N-J (pic**H) and tmeda at 0。C. The red 
crystalline o f [Li(tmeda)(CHPhC5H4N)]2.(tmeda) 36-tmeda was formed in 
stoichiometric amount. Crystal suitable for X-ray structure analysis was recrystallized 
from Et20. Compound 36 is sparingly soluble in hexane and comparatively less 
soluble in ether than 34. 
5. Preparation of compounds CHPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2 37 and its lithium 
compound [{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}Li(tmeda)J 38. 
Quenching of compound 36 with excess SiMegCl in EtsO followed by 
hydrolysis results in the formation o f 37. The white solid product 37 has high 
solubility in organic solvents and can be purified by recrystallizing from the cold 
methanol and yielded in 77%. 
Similar method was used to prepare [{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}Li(tmeda)] 38. 
Using tmeda as activating reagent, the treatment o f ligand 37 with 1 mole equivalent 
LiBu" in hexane afforded the reddish-orange compound 38. 
17 
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6. Lithiation of 没 万 z / 她 2 〉 G 丑 3 3 and CHPh(SiMe3)C^H4N-2 37 using 
LiBu" in ether. 
The reaction o f pic+H and LiBu" in Et20, but without tmeda, afforded a yellow 
crystalline solid (eq. 1.13) which has been identified as [Li(pic*)Et20]2 39 by the ^H, 
i^C N M R spectra in CeDe and at low temperature X-ray structure determination which 
had shown similar structure to that of compound [Li(pic')Et20]2^^ with analogous 
alkyl ligand. 
+ LiBun Et20^exane ^ [Li(pic )Et20]2 + B u m (1.13) 
、N 入 CHSiButMe2 
I 
’' H 
E t 2 0 — L i L i — 0 E t 2 
H t 
I 
B u t M e 2 S i z C f 1 
39 
In the absence of tmeda, the reaction of and LiBu" in hexane afforded a 
yellow crystalline which was characterized by ^H N M R spectrum which shows no 
signals of free ligand pic々 ，H. 
The metallation o f the methyl group followed by incorporation of alkyl group 
in picH provides a convenient method to incorporate various substituents into the a -
carbon. The attempt to synthesize PyCH2Bu^ and PyCH^Py by alkylation of B u B r or 
PyBr on the central carbon using the similar procedure as the silylation was 
unsuccessful. The main reason is presumably due to the fact that the bond energy of 
C-Br is much higher than that of Si-Cl as well as steric-hindrance precludes the 
reaction from the ^ A r 2 - s u b s t i t u t i o n . The effectiveness of the halide in promoting the 
alkylation reaction are in the order 1' > Br" > CI'. The synthetic route of dipyridyl 
methane (PyCHzPy) ligand was reported by the literature^^""^^ through reduction of 
PyCOPy. 
18 
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The mechanism of metallation in all above cases presumably involves 
heteroatom-facilitated lithiation/^ with the nitrogen center increasing the 
nucleophilicity of [Bu""]' and directing LiBu"" into the neighborhood of the active 
hydrogen (eq. 1.15). This has been established for selective metallations of methylated 
pyridines43 and is o-tertiary amine substituent-directed for aryl-lithiations.44，45 
r ^ r ^ A 
N ^ ^ R , 一 s y 卞 
Li - R 
(1.15) 
These lithium alkyl complexes are extremely reactive and widely used as the 
transfer reagent for the preparations of some metal complexes. 
1.2.2 Characterization of the ligands and their lithium derivatives. 
ipi N M R data for the compounds 33-39 are shown in Table 1.3 and ^^ C N M R 
data in Table 1.4. 
1. NMR characterization of ligand CH2(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2 33. 
The ^H N M R spectroscopic spectrum shown in Figure 1.1 is consistent with 
the formulation of fe,rbutyldimetliylsilylmethyl pyridine 33 formed. Two equivalent 
methyl groups of SiMe2 show a singlet at -0.02 ppm and the intense peak at 0.88 ppm 
is assigned to the Bu group on Si atom. The singlet at 2.33 ppm is due to the 
methylene proton. The four multiplets in the range of 6.57 and 8.41 ppm are assigned 
to four protons of the pyridyl ring. 
19 
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The 13c{1h} N M R spectrum of 33 are given in Figure 1.2. In the spectrum, 
the peaks are in good agreement with the number of types of C atoms in the molecule. 
Singlet at -5.93 ppm is attributed to carbon atoms of group SiMe〗. Two singlets at 
16.92 and 26.60 ppm are assigned to tert-carbon and methyl carbons of group SiBu, 
respectively. The a-C atom signal is observed at 26.24 ppm. Four singlets at 119.08, 
122.28, 135.34, 149.31, and 161.86 ppm are assigned to the pyridyl carbons. 
2. NMR characterization of [{CH2(SiBi/Me2)C5HJS[-2}Li(tmeda)]2 34. 
Upon lithiation of 33 to form 34, the proton chemical shifts of methyl and butyl 
proton signals of SiBi/Me〗 are similar with those of its precursor pic*H (as shown in 
Figure 1.3). However, the peaks due to the a -CH and pyridine ring protons show 
obvious difference from those of its parent species. Significant upfield shifts (about 
0.5-1 ppm) for the protons in the pyridine ring are observed when compared to the free 
ligand 33 (Table 1.3). The chemical shift of the a-C-H moves to low field (2.79 vs. 
2.33 ppm). This evidence is consistent with significant charge delocalization from ipso 
carbon onto nitrogen atom of pyridine ring and the ipso carbon is in sp^ hybridized. As 
mentioned above in (§1.2), three resonance structures of the anionic substituted methyl 
pyridine ligands were observed. For the N-centered amide model (iii in Scheme 1.3), 
the aromaticity of pyridyl ring is vanished and the effect of ring shield decreased to 
result in dramatic shift of the proton N M R peaks to high field. Another two broad 
singlets at 1.85 and 2.16 ppm is attributed to the protons of tmeda. 
The 13c {1H} N M R spectrum (Figure 1.4) of compound 34 shows eleven peaks 
which is consistent with the number of different carbon atoms. The signal at -3.02 
ppm is due to SiBuMe2. Moreover, intense absorption at 28.30 ppm and weak peak at 
19.90 ppm are assigned to CH3 and tertiary carbon of group SiMe^BiA The signal of 
a carbon atom at 64.16 ppm shifts downfield when compared to that of free ligand (J^d 
=37.92 ppm), which is due to the same reason of large shift of a-C-H in ^H N M R 
spectrum. However, the change in chemical shifts of carbon atoms in pyridyl ring is 
small except for the peak at 100.04 ppm. Two intense singlets at 57.21 and 45.71 ppm 
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3. NMR ofCH(Me)(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2 35. 
In compound 35, the incorporation of a methyl group on ipso carbon causes 
two distinct singlets at 5 -0.10 and 0.08 ppm due to methylene protons of SiMe? are 
observed in its ^H N M R spectrum (Figure 1.5, suggesting asymmetry of molecule and 
the Me groups of the Si are prochiral. The quartet signal of the methylene proton and 
the doublet of methyl protons on the a-carbon were observed, which is in full accord 
with coupling of C-H and methyl group in the compound 35. The peak of a -C-H (5 
2.52 ppm) shifts 〜0.2 ppm downfield corresponding to that of 33 for the inducing of 
methyl group. Peaks of pyridyl ring are similar to those of pic^H in somewhat different 
chemical shifts. 
There are eleven peaks in the ^^C N M R spectrum (Figure 1.6) which are 
corresponding to each carbon types of the molecule 35. Two peaks at -6.75 and -705 
ppm are assigned to two non-equivalent methyl carbons of SiMe〗 for incorporating Me 
group on a carbon, while the intense peak at 27.10 and weak peak at 17.69 ppm are 
owing to three Me carbons and tertiary C atom on group butyl, respectively. The peak 
due to a-C atom is at 30.45 ppm, while the peak at 16.15 is attributed to Me group on 
the a carbon. Five peaks of carbon signals in pyridyl ring are in the range between 
119.49 and 167 ppm which are similar to those of compound 33. 
4. and "CNMR ofCH(Ph)(SiMes)C5H4N-2 37. 
The ^H N M R spectrum of 37 in CeT>e is shown in Figure 1.7. The sharp singlet 
at 0.13 ppm is assigned to nine protons of the SiMes group. The singlet of the a C-H 
at 3.56 ppm shifts significantly upfield when compared with the signal at 4.03 ppm of 
pic^H. The signals for protons in pyridyl and phenyl rings are in the range of 6.55 to 
8.46 ppm. Two triplets at 6.55 and 6.97 as well as doublets at 6.76 and 8.46 ppm are 
presumably attributed to pyridyl ring. Meanwhile two doublets at 7.03 for one H and 
at 7.46 for two H and a triplet at 〜1.14 ppm are assigned as those of phenyl ring. 
Only eleven signals were observed in the N M R spectrum (Figure 1.8) 
of compound 37 in CeDe, which perhaps result from the symmetry of phenyl ring. The 
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peaks at -1.72 and 48.71 ppm are assigned as carbons of SiMes and a C atoms, 
respectively. Between the range of 120.05 and 163.66 ppm, there are nine lines 
(among them, the peak at 128.31 ppm overlaps with a peak of solvent CeDe) which are 
attributed to carbon atoms in pyridyl and phenyl rings. 
5. iH and NMR spectra of ligand [{CPh(SiMe3)C5輩-2}(tmecki)] 38. 
As observed in the spectra o f free ligand pic*H and its lithium derivatives, the 
N M R signals o f protons in pyridyl ring of compound 38 (see Figure 1.9) shift 
significantly upfield comparing to those of free ligand 37, which is consistent wi th the 
result of the anionic ligand pic* ,^ behaving as amido ligand as shown in X-ray structure 
determination. The intense singlet at 0.49 ppm is attributed to protons o f group SiMes 
and the two broad singlets at 1.43 and 1.58 ppm are assigned to two types of carbons 
of donor ligand tmeda. The chemical shifts o f protons in pyridyl and phenyl groups are 
in the range of 5.80 and 7.48 ppm. 
In the 13c{1H} N M R spectrum (Figure 1.10), totally fifteen peaks observed are 
agreement wi th the number of carbon atoms in molecule 38, which is different from 
those found in the ^^C spectrum of the free ligand, suggesting that the six carbon atoms 
in phenyl rings are non-equivalent. The signal o f carbon atoms on SiMes is at -1.76 
ppm, while two peaks of ligand tmeda are observed at 45.30 and 56.31 ppm. The 
chemical shift at 80.34 ppm is attributed to the a-C atom which shifts significantly to 
downfield corresponding to that in the free ligand. 
In addition, the ^H N M R spectrum of product obtained from the reaction o f 
pic伞,H and L i B i f in hexane was recorded. No peak due to a C-H is observed, 
indicating the absence of free ligand pic巾，H in the molecule. The chemical shifts of 
protons in pyridyl and phenyl rings lie in the range of 5.89 and 7.31 which are similar 
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Organolithium Compounds Chapter 1 
The 1h N M R spectrum of compound 36 is unique. Only five broad peaks are 
observed in the range of 5.68 and 7.51 ppm and the a sharp singlet at 4.89 ppm is 
attributed to the proton on a C atom. The two singlets at 1.92 and 1.70 ppm are 
assigned to those of ligand tmeda. There are still two broad peaks found in 1.22 and 
0.86 ppm. 
6. NMR characterization of [{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}Li(Et20)]2 39. 
Figure 1.11 shows the ^H N M R spectrum of compound 39. A quartet and a 
triplet at 3.16 and 0.93 ppm indicates the presence of EtzO in compound 39 and the 
ratio of Et20 to the ligand pic* is 1:1. The chemical shifts of protons in pyridyl ring 
cover the range between 5.68 and 7.55 ppm, which significantly shifted upfield by 
comparison to corresponding peaks in free ligand, but slightly downfield relative to 
those of compound 34 The singlet at 2.69 ppm is due to the a C-H. These 
presumably indicates the anionic ligand pic* either function as an amido ligand or as 
aza-allyl. Two intense singlets at 0.33 and 1.17 ppm are assigned to carbon atoms on 
SiMe2 and SiBu. 
The 13c chemical shifts of anionic ligand pic* in compound 39 as shown in 
Figure 1.12 are similar to corresponding peaks in compound 34. The other two 
intense peaks are attributed to CH2 and CH3 carbon atoms in Et^O. 
7. The 7Li NMR of the lithium N-functionalized alkyl compounds. 
The solid state ^Li N M R of lithium alkyl compounds in this work have been 
recorded and the chemical shifts relative to LiNOs ( L i , external) are listed in Table 
1.5. 
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Table 1.5 Chemical shifts of Li NMR of some N functionalized lithium alkyl compounds 
Compound 5 (ppm) Ref. 
[Li{CH(SiBu Me2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 34 2.99 this work 
[Li{CH(Ph)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 36 1.26 this work 
[Li{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)] 38 1.77 this work 
[Li{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}(Et20)]2 39 0.69 this work 
[Li{C(SiMe3)2C5H4N-2}(tmeda)] -0.68* 23 
[Li{CH(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 -0.92* 23 
[Li{CH(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}(Et20)]2 0.83* 23 
" N M R recorded in toluene solution. 
8. Mass spectroscopy of some picoline derivatives. 
The mass spectrum (EI) of 33 displays the molecular ion at mJz 207 at a very 
low abundance (-10%). The highest peak (100%) being at m/z 150 as well as a peak 
(11%) at 192 are due to [P-Bu]+ and [P-CHg]^ respectively. 
The mass spectrum (EI) of ligand 35 shows the parent peak at m/z 220 at 
higher relative abundance (81%). The other major peaks are 168 [P-Buf (100%), 260 
[P-Me]+ (18%), 150 [P-Bu-Me]+ (12%), 106 [P-SiMe2Bu]+ (21%). 
The mass spectrum of ligand 37 displays the parent peak at m/z 241 in 100% 
relative abundance. The other major fragment peaks are due to [P-Me]+ at m/z 226 
(100%), [P-2Me]+ at 230 (7.5%), and [P-SiMe3]+ at 167 (44%). 
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1.2.3 The X-Ray structures of lithium complexes 34’ 36’ 38 and 39. 
The X-ray structures of the lithium complexes 34，36, 38 and 39 have been 
determined in order to study the coordination and bonding features of these N-
fiinctionalised ligands. The coordinate and isotropic thermal parameters of 34, 36, 38 
and 39 are given in Table B.1-B.4 of Appendix B. The molecular structures of 34, 36, 
38 and 39 with the numbering schemes are shown in Figures 1.13-1.16, respectively. 
1. The Structure of [Li{CH(SiBi/Me2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 34. 
Single-crystal: X-ray structure of 34 shows the molecule is binuclear with 
crystallographically imposed C2 symmetry. The crystallographic two-fold axis passes 
through two lithium atoms and the centers of both ethylene groups from two tmeda 
donor ligands. There is half of an independent molecule in the asymmetry unit. The 
selected bond distances and bond angles are listed in Table 1.6. 
As shown in Figure 1.13, the binuclear molecule is composed of two Li(tmeda) 
fragments bridged by two nitrogen atoms from the anionic amide ligands 
[CH(SiBuM2)C5H4N-2]" and making each lithium a four coordinate tetrahedral 
geometry. The Li-N(amid。）bond distances of 2.181(4) and 2.143 (8) A are within the 
limits found for other lithium a m i d e s . T h i s value is comparable to that of 
related species [Li(pic')(tmeda)]2^^ (2.077 and 2.25 A). In the core four-member 
Li2N2 ring system, both angles of N-L i -N are 95.4 (2) and 97.6 (5)，respectively. 
The two lithium atoms are located in slightly different configuration and both 
are surrounded by four N atoms to form a distorted tetrahedral LiN4 units. The 
coordination geometry of Li( l)N4 unit is more distorted with the N-L i -N angles in the 
range of 146.3(l)-84.7(3)° than Li(2)N4 with the angles in the range of 125.2-85.2°. 
The most distorted angle is N ⑶ - L i ⑴ - N ( l a ) (146.3 (1)°). 
The tmeda ligands are chelating two L i atoms with Li-N(tnieda) distances of 
2.217(5) and 2.140(9) A, respectively. A Crystallographic Database s ea rch�� exhibit 
large variance for the N-Li bond distances in tmeda-Li fragments (1.999-2.347 A). 
These bond lengths seem to depend more on steric effects and coordinate saturation of 
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the lithium atom. The angle subtended at L i atom by the tmeda ligand is 85.0(5)°. The 
dihedral angles of both Li-N2(tmeda) coordination planes for L i ( l ) and Li(2) atoms are 
52.3。. Meanwhile, the dihedral angles of the two coordinate planes Li-N2(tmeda) 
wi th core LisN】 unit are 47.8 and 100.3°, respectively. 
The L i ( l ) -L i (2 ) bond distance o f 2.88(1) A is similar to the corresponding 
distance o f 2.83 A found in analogous complex [Li(pic')(tmeda)]2,^^ while it is longer 
than the dimeric compound Li(pic")2^^ (2.560 A). The pyridyl ring plane is nearly 
perpendicular to the core LisN? plane with dihedral angle of 78.7。，presumably due to 
steric reason. 
The anionic pic* ligand acts as an amide ligand which is supported by the 
structural data of the pyridine ring and the adjacent C( l ) -C(2) bond. The C(l) -C(2) 
bond distance of 1.385(7) A is short, within the limit o f C-C conjugate double bond. 
Likewise, the C(2)-C(3) bond length of 1.437 A in the pyridine ring is comparatively 
long, notable longer than that of bond distances of aromatic ring, suggesting the 
presence of single bond. The other bond distances of pyridine group exhibit the 
alternating bond distances o f 1.386 (5)，1.333(8), 1.406(6), 1.358 (8), and 1.354(7) for 
N⑴-C(2) , C(3)-C(4), C(4)-C(5), C(5)-C(6), C(5)-C(6), and N⑴-C(6) , respectively, 
as found in compound and 6 The C ( l ) atom is coplanar with pyridine plane, but 
Si atom is 0.266 A out of the plane. The Si( l ) -C( l ) -C(2) angle of 129.7(3)。indicates 
that C ( l ) processes some sp^ character. No contact between L i atom with ipso-csLrhon 
(L i -C ( l ) 3.20 A } was observed. 
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Table 1.6 Selected bond lengths (A) and angles (deg) of compound [Li(pic )(tmeda)] 
(i) Coordination geometry about L i atoms 
L i ( l ) -L i (2) 2.88 (1) 
L i ( l ) - N ( l ) 2.181 (4) L i (2) -N( l ) 2.143 (8) 
L i ( l ) -N(2) 2.217 (5) Li(2)-N(3) 2.140 (9) 
N( l ) -L i ( l ) -N(2 ) 99.4 (2) N( l ) -L i (2)-N(3) 113.2 (1) 
N ( l ) - L i ⑴ - N ( l a ) 95.4 (2) N( l ) -L i (2) -N( la) 97.6 (5) 
N(2) -L i ( l ) -N( la) 146.3 (1) N(3)-Li(2)-N(la) 125.2 (2) 
N(2)-Li⑴-N(2a) 84.7 (3) N(3)-Li(2)-N(3a) 85.2 (5) 
(ii) 2-[(^Butyldimethylsilyl)methylene]pyridine ligand 
Si( l ) -C( l ) 1.845 (4) Si⑴-C(7) 1.870 (8) 
Si(l)-C(8) 1.884 (7) Si(l)-C(9) 1.897 (7) 
N ⑴ - C ⑶ 1.386 (5) N( l ) -C(6) 1.354 (7) 
C(l)-C(2) 1.385 (7) C(2)-C(3) 1.437 (6) 
C(3)-C(4) 1.333 (8) C(2)-C(3) 1.406 (6) 
C(5)-C(6) 1.358 (8) C(9)-C(10) 1.55 (1) 
C(9) -C( l l ) 1.55 (1) C(9)-C(12) 1.533 (7) 
L i ( l ) -N( l ) -L i (2 ) 83.5 (2) L i ( l ) -N( l ) -C(2) 111.1 (3) 
Li(2)-N(l)-C(2) 127.1 (4) L i ( l ) -N( l ) -C(6) 113.1 (3) 
Li(2)-N(l)-C(6) 100.1 (3) C(2)-N(l)-C(6) 117.4 (4) 
S i ⑴ - C ⑴ - C ⑵ 129.7 (3) N( l ) -C(2)-C( l ) 119.5 (4) 
N(l)-C(2)-C(3) 118.0 (4) C⑴-C⑶-C(3) 122.5 (3) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 121.9(4) C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 119.9(5) 
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2. The Structure of [Li(CHPhC5HJSf-2)(tmeda)]2 tmeda, 36-tmeda. 
The molecular structure of 36 with the numbering scheme is presented in 
Figure 1.14. Selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 1.7. The structure of 
36 possesses a crystallographic imposed G symmetry and the two fold axis passes 
through two lithium atoms and the centers of both ethylene groups from tmeda donor 
ligands. There are an half o f molecule of 36 and a free tmeda in the asymmetric unit. 
Similar to 34, compound 36 is also binuclear, but somewhat in a different way. 
The structure o f 36 shows that two lithium centers are in different coordination 
environment. L i ( l ) is coordinated by four nitrogens, both H2-bridging nitrogens and 
both from chelating tmeda ligand. The geometry of L i ( l )N4 unit displays the distorted 
tetrahedral wi th coordinate angles in the range of 124.8-86.5。. L i ( l ) - N ( l ) o f 2.09(1)人 
is shorter than corresponding bond in the complex 34 and L i ( l ) -N(3) bond distance is 
2.12(2) A. 
The environment around Li(2) is remarkably different from that o f L i ( l ) atom. 
Both L i -N bond distances o f L i (2 ) -N( l ) (pic*) and Li(2)-N(2) (tmeda) are 2.26(1) A 
and 2.21(2) A respectively, which are both considerable longer than those of L i ( l ) . 
Besides, the coordinate angles surrounding the Li(2) are also greatly distorted. Of 
among, the angle of N(2)-Li(2)-N(la) is increased to 157.6(3)。，corresponding to 
angle o f N (3 ) -L i⑴-N( la ) of 111.0(3)。. 
/ Two anionic bridging ligands form an 
y / ^ "umbrella-like" structure toward to 
^ Li(2) atom. The closest distances 
between carbon atoms with Li(2) are 
^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ C ( l ) and C(2) at distances of 2.70(1) 
and 2.79(1) A, respectively. The so 
large difference between coordination 
configurations o f L i ( l ) and Li(2) may result from weak interactions between Li(2) and 
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The anionic ligands also form bridges with two Li(tmeda) fragments via the 
amido nitrognes. The C(l)-C(2) bond is regarded as an exocyclic double bond and the 
center C(l) is sp^ hybridized for the short bond distance of 1.37(1) A and the large 
angle o f C(2)-C(l)-C(7) [128.5(7)。]. The alternating length of C-C bond in pyridyl 
ring is similar to that of pic* ligand in compound 34. Commensurate with this are 
rather long N( l ) -C(2) and short N( l ) -C(6) distances of 1.386 (5) and 1.354 (7) A, 
respectively. 
The Li...Li separation of 2.91(3) A is longer than the distances in the other 
dimeric species严 but just slightly longer than that in [Li(pic,)(tmeda)]2 34; presumably 
the amido bridging mode is more adaptable to any repulsion between the metal centers. 
The bridging N atom can be considered as a tetra-coordinate center. The bridging 
angle of L i ( l ) -N( l ) -L i (2 ) in the core Li^Nz unit is 84.2(6)。. The pyridyl and phenyl 
ring planes are twisted by 26.8。. The ipso carbon atom is approximately coplanar with 
the pyridyl ring and 0.032 人 out of the plane. 
Table 1.7 Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles Q of compound [Li(pic,(tmeda)]2 36 
(i) Coordination geometry about L i atoms 
L i ( l ) -L i (2) 2.91 (3) L i ( l ) - N ( l ) 2.09 (1) 
L i ( l ) -N(3) 2.12 (2) 
N( l ) -L i ( l ) -N(3) 124.8 (3) N ( l ) -L i ( l ) -N ( la ) 100.8 (8) 
N(3)-Li(2)-N(la) 111.0 (3) N(3)-Li⑴-N(3a) 86.5 (8) 
L i (2) -N( l ) 2.26 (1) Li(2)-C( l) 2.70 (1) 
Li(2)-N(2) 2.21 (2) 
N( l ) -L i (2) -C( l ) 55.7 (3) N(l)-Li(2)-N(2) 96.7 (2) 
C⑴-Li(2)-N(2) 106.4 (3) N(l)-Li(2)-N(la) 90.8 (7) 
C ⑴ - L i ⑶ - N ( l a ) 95.2 (5) N(2)-Li(2)-N(la) 157.6 (3) 
C(l)-Li(2)-C(la) 140.7 (8) N(2)-:Li⑵-C(la) 102.6 (3) 
N(2)-Li(2)-N(2a) 84.3 (7) 
(ii) 2-Benzylpyridine ligand 
N ( l ) - C ⑶ 1.40 (1) N( l ) -C(6) 1.33 (1) 
C(l)-C(2) 1.37 (1) C⑴-C(7) 1.47 (1) 
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C(2)-C(3) 1.43 (1) C(3)-C(4) 1.35 (1) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.41 (1) C(5)-C(6) 1.37 (1) 
C(7)-C(8) 1.39 (1) C(7)-C(12) 1.39 (1) 
C(8)-C(9) 1.37 (1) C(9)-C(10) 1.35 (2) 
C (10 ) -C( l l ) 1.37 (1) C( l l ) -C(12) 1.35 (1) 
L i ( l ) -N ( l ) - L i ( 2 ) 84.2 (6) L i ( l ) - N ⑴ - C ( 2 ) 116.4 (5) 
L i (2 ) -N⑴-C(2) 96.5 (5) L i ( l ) -N ( l ) -C(6 ) 108.7 (6) 
L i (2) -N( l ) -C(6) 128.0 (5) C(2)-N(l)-C(6) 118.7 (6) 
L i ( 2 ) - C ( l ) - C ⑶ 19.2 (5) L i (2)-C⑴-C(7) 138.1 (6) 
C(2)-C(l)-C(7) 128.5 (7) N( l ) -C(2 ) -C( l ) 115.6 (6) 
N( l ) -C(2)-C(3) 117.6 (7) C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 126.8 (7) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 120.3 (7) C(3)-C⑷-C(5) 121.9 (8) 
C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 115.0 (8) N( l ) -C(6)-C(5) 126.4 (8) 
C⑴-C(7)-C(8) 125.6 (8) C⑴-C(7)-C(12) 119.5 (7) 
C(8)-C(7)-C(12) 114.8 (8) C(7)-C(8)-C(9) 120.7 (8) 
C(8)-C(9)-C(10) 122.6 (8) C(9)-C(10)-C(l 1) 118 (7) 
C(10)-C(l 1)-C(12) 120.0 (9) C(7)-C(12)-C(l 1) 124.0 (7) 
3. The structure of [Li{CPh(SiMes)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)] 38. 
In the asymmetric unit o f compound 38, there are two independent monomeric 
molecules, which are in the similar configuration. Selected bond distances and angles 
are presented in Table 1.8. The atomic coordinates are shown in Table B3 in appendix 
B. As illustrated in Figure 1.15, the molecule is void o f any symmetry and the lithium 
atom is coordinated by a pic命,and a neutral donor ligand tmeda. 
Like compounds 34 and 36, the bond distances in anionic pic小，ligand has 
conjugated double bond character and there is no contact between the ipso carbon and 
lithium atom {L i -C ( l ) = 3.288 (8) A}, suggesting that the negative charge is localized 
at the nitrogen of the pyridyl ring and the anionic pic*’ functions as amido ligand. 
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Of particular significance in the structure of molecule 38 is a large gap around 
the central lithium atom. The sum of three N - L i - N coordination angles is 327.1° which 
is greatly deviated from the 360° of trigonal and the lithium atom lies 0.67 A (av.) 
above plane of the three N atoms. The large distortion may suggest the existence of 
interaction between Li atom and phenyl ring of 
y 、 ligand pic•’. The interaction distances L i ( l ) -C(7) 
/ \ and L i ( l ) -C(8) are 2.66 (8) and 2.74 (1) A with 
\ / Li-C(cent) 2.609 A. The L i -N (amido) bond 
X / \ length of 1.978(8) A is in good accordance with 
j literature value in related monomeric lithium 
‘ l \ pyridyl complexes and shorter than the Li-//2-
\ j N(amido) in 34 and 36. 
The Lewis base tmeda ligates the lithium 
atom as donor ligand through two nitrogens with average bond distance of 2.13 A and 
chelating angle of 86.5°. 
The dihedral angles between two rings of the pyridyl and phenyl in each 
molecule are 79.1 and 90.2° for molecule I and II, respectively, much larger than in 36, 
presumably arising from steric hindrance of SiMcs group. The Si, Li , and ipso-C are 
all coplanar with the pyridyl ring. 
An alternative mode of interaction for pic如 in a monomeric species would be a 
stereochemically unfavourable four membered chelate ring and the steric hindrance 
from the silyl and phenyl groups in the anionic ligand precludes the formation of a 
binuclear species like 34 and 36. 
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C(4) C(5) 
J [ C(19) 
C(15) C(2) ( ^ ( 1 ) Q 
/ N p 务 7) 
C(10> 
Figure 1.15 Molecular structure with atom numbering scheme for compound 
[Li{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)] 38 
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Table 1.8 The selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (。）of [Li(pic扣)(tmeda)] 38 
Molecule I Molecule II 
(I) Coordination of Lithium atoms 
L i ( l ) - N ( l ) 1.977 (9) Li(2)-N(4) 1.979 (8) 
Li(l)-1SK2) 2.128(9) Li(2)-N(5) 2.11 (9) 
L i ( l ) -N(3) 2.13 (1) Li(2)-N(6) 2.14 (1) 
L i ( l ) -C ( l ) 3.288 (8) Li(2)-C(31) 3.293 (9) 
Li⑴-C(7) 2.661 (8) Li(2)-C(37) 2.68 (1) 
Li( l ) -C(8) 2.74 (1) Li(2)-C(38) 2.78 (1) 
Li( l )-C(42) 3.04 (1) Li(2)-C(42) 2.88 (1) 
N( l ) -L i ( l ) -N(2) 118.8 (5) N(4)-Li⑶-N(5) 118.4 (4) 
N ( l ) -L i ( l >N(3 ) 121.8 (5) N(4)-Li(2)-N(6) 123.9 (4) 
N(2)-Li⑴-N(3) 86.5 (3) N(5)-Li(2)-N(6) 86.5 (4) 
N( l ) -L i⑴-C(7) 72.8 (3) N(4)-Li(2)-C(37) 73.2 (3) 
N(2)-Li⑴-C(7) 135.5 (5) N(5)-Li(2)-C(37) 132.0 (4) 
N(3)-Li⑴-C(7) 125.8 (4) N(6)-Li(2)-C(37) 127.9 (4) 
(ii) 2-trimethylsilylmethenepyridine 
N( l ) -C(2) 1.379 (5) N(4)-C(32) 1.386 (6) 
N( l ) -C(6) 1.347 (6) N(4)-C(36) 1.343 (6) 
C⑴-C(2) 1.382 (6) C(31)-C(32) 1.390 (6) 
C(l)-C(7) 1.489 (7) C(31)-C(37) 1.490 (6) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.443 (7) C(32)-C(33) 1.445 (5) 
C(3)-C(4) 1.350 (7) C(33)-C(34) 1.340 (7) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.394(6) C(34)-C(35) 1.386 (8) 
C(5)-C(6) 1.356 (8) C(35)-C(36) 1.362 (6) 
Si( l)-C(l)-C(2) 124.5 (3) Si(2)-C(31)-C(32) 124.2(3) 
Si(l)-C(l)-C(7) 116.7 (3) Si⑵-C(31)-C(37) 116.7(3) 
C⑶-C⑴-C(7) 118.6 (4) C(32)-C(31)-C(37) 119.1 (4) 
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4. Structure of [Li{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}(Et20)J2 39. 
In order to provide more accurate structural data, single-crystal structure of 
compound 39 has been determined at low temperature. The molecule is a dimer with a 
crystallographically imposed inversion at the center the of LiiN? ring as shown in 
Figure 1.16. The bond distances and bond angles are listed in Table 1.9 
The dimeric molecule 39 consists of two Li(Et20) fragments bridged by two 
nitrogen atoms from the two anionic ligand pic*. Unlike the other three lithium alkyl 
compounds 34, 36，and 38 with donor ligand tmeda, the anionic pic* fiinctions as a r f -
aza-allyl ligand in compound 39 which has been supported by the two shorter bond 
lengths of L i -C( l ) (2.336 A) and Li-C(2) (2.361 A). Two L i -N bond distances are 
different with 2.145(6) A in 77 -^pic* to coordinate a L i atom and with 2.059(6) A to 
link other Li atom. The distance between Li and center of N(l), C(l), and C(2) is 
2.034 A. The angle of N( l ) -L i -N( la) in core unit of LisNs is 102.6(2)。. Li...Li 
distance of 2.628(10) A is similar to 2.636(13) A found in 
The C(l)-C(2) bond distance of 1.400(4) A between ipso and adjacent carbon 
atoms is shorter than average C{sp^yC{sp^) single bond distance of 1.466 A / ^ 
indicating the sp^ hybridized character of the ipso C ( l ) atom with the negative charge 
delocalizing into pyridyl ring and double bond character of C(l)-C(2). Similar to 
those in other 77^-aza-allyl-containing compounds,^^ an alternating change of bond 
distances in pyridyl ring has been observed. The Li-0 bond distance of 1.887(6) A is 
slightly shorter than 1.91(1) A in analogous compound [Li(pic')(Et20)]2^^ and 1.94(3) 
A in [Li{N(SiMe3)2}(Et20)]2.57 The dihedral angle between pyridyl ring plane and 
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Table 1.9 The bond lengths (A) and bond angles (。) of compound [Li(pic,(Et20)]2 39 
L i ( l ) - C ( l ) 2.336 (6) L i ( l ) - N ( l ) 2.145 (6) 
L i ( l ) -C(2) 2.361 (6) L i ( l ) -0 (1 ) 1.887 (6) 
L i ( l ) -L i ( l a ) 2.628 (10) L i ( l ) -N( la ) 2.059 (6) 
S i ( l ) -C( l ) 1.844 (3) Si(l)-C(7) 1.882 (3) 
Si( l>C(8) 1.888 (4) Si⑴-C(9) 1.911 (3) 
C⑴-C(2) 1.400 (4) N( l ) -C(2) 1.392 (4) 
N( l ) -C(6) 1.357 (4) N( l ) -L i ( l a ) 2.059 (6) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.445 (4) C(3)-C(4) 1.366 (4) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.403 (5) C(5)-C(6) 1.354 (4) 
C(9)-C(10) 1.530 (5) C(9) -C( l l ) 1.529 (5) 
C(9)-C(12) 1.536 (5) 0(1)-C(13) 1.423 (8) 
0(1)-C(15) 1.433 (9) C(13)-C(14) 1.460 (10) 
C(15)-C(16) 1.450(12) 
C ( l ) - L i ( l ) -N ( l ) 64.7(2) C ⑴ - L i ⑴-C(2) 34.7(1) 
N ( l ) - L i ⑴ - C ⑵ 35.6(1) C ⑴ - L i ⑴ - ( X I ) 124.7(3) 
N ( l ) - L i ( l ) - 0 (1 ) 125.9(3) C(2)-Li ⑴ - O ⑴ 118.6(3) 
C ⑴ - L i ( l ) - L i ( l a ) 83.6(2) N ( l ) - L i ⑴ - L i ( l a ) 49.9(2) 
C(2)-Li ⑴ - L i ( l a ) 76.0 ⑶ 0(1) -L i ( l ) -L i ( la ) 148.9(4) 
C( l ) -L i ⑴ - N ( l a ) 107.6(2) N ( l ) -L i ( l ) -N ( la ) 102.6(2) 
C ⑵ - L i ( l ) - N ( l a ) 122.5(2) L i ( la) -L i ⑴ - N ( l a ) 52.8(2) 
C(l)-Si( l ) -C(7) 106.0(2) C(l)-Si( l )-C(8) 114.3(1) 
C(7)-Si(l)-C(8) 106.6 ⑵ C(l)-Si( l )-C(9) 113.7(1) 
C(7)-Si ⑴-C(9) 107.9(2) C(8)-Si ⑴-C(9) 108.0(1) 
L i ( l ) -C( l ) -S i ( l ) 134.8(2) L i ⑴-C( l ) -C(2) 73.6(2) 
Si ⑴ - C ⑴ - C ⑵ 131.6 ⑶ L i ⑴ - N ( l ) - C ⑵ 80.7 ⑶ 
L i ( l ) -N( l ) -C(6) 132.3(2) C(2)-N(l)-C(6) 118.6(2) 
L i ⑴ - N ( l ) - L i ( l a ) 77.4(2) C(2)-N( l ) -Li( la) 125.0(2) 
C(6)-N( l ) -L i ( la) 113.5(2) L i ( l ) -C(2)-C( l ) 71.7(2) 
L i ( l ) -C(2) -N( l ) 63.7(2) C( l ) -C ⑶ - N ( l ) 118.7(2) 
Li( l)-C(2)-C(3) 135.0(2) C(l)-C(2)-C(3) 123.7(2) 
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N(l ) -C(2)-C(3) 117.5(2) C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 120.8(3) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 120.1(3) C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 117.4(3) 
N( l ) -C(6)-C(5) 125.5(3) Si ⑴-C(9)-C(10) 110.9(3) 
Si ( l ) -C(9)-C( l 1) 109.4(2) C(10)-C(9)-C(l 1) 109.7(4) 
Si( l)-C(9)-C(12) 111.5(2) C(10)-C(9)-C(12) 107.5(3) 
C( l l ) -C(9) -C(12) 107.8(3) L i ( l ) -0(1) -C(13) 121.7(4) 
L i ( l ) -0 (1) -C(15) 122.5(4) C(13)-0( l ) -C(15) 115.4(5) 
0(1)-C(13)-C(14) 113.8(5) O ⑴-C(15)-C(16) 108.5(6) 
5. Comparison of structural data of lithium complexes 34’ 36, 38，and 39. 
Al l three structures discussed above are different, and both lithium derivatives 
34 and 36 with mono-substituted ligands pic* and pic伞 are the dinuclear, while the 
complex 38 with di-substituted ligand pic小，is monomeric although with an amido type 
interaction as in 34 and 36. The geometric differences is probably due to the steric 
effect o f the ligands. The sequence in terms of the steric bulk o f the ligands can be 
described as pic伞,> pic* > pic伞.By comparison of structures o f the related compounds 
Li-pic，and Li-pic" reported by Raston^^ and coworkers shows that number o f 
substituted groups on ipso carbon，the their electronic properties, and the steric effect 
can influence the coordination behavior o f ligand. Also the donor ligand affect the 
structure o f complex. The donor ligand tmeda makes the pyridyl alkyl ligand tend to 
coordinate to the lithium atom in amido mode.^^ In the complexes with donor ligand 
tmeda, such as [Li(pic’)(tmeda)]2, Li(pic")(tmeda) as well as the three compounds in 
this work, the substituted pyridyl alkyl ligands are all in the amido type of bonding to 
lithium atom, but in the complexes [Li(pic*)(Et20)]2 and [Li(pic')(Et20)]2^^ with weak 
donor ligand Et?。, both anionic ligands pic* and pic，act as "^aza-allyl. 
Two L i atoms in complex 36 are situated at different environments. The Li(2)-
N bond distance is much longer than L i ( l ) -N . There is weak interaction between Li(2) 
and ipso carbon atom. Also complex 38 has a weak interaction between lithium center 
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and phenyl group. The bond distances within pyridyl ring and between adjacent C and 
ipso C in the ligands show obvious alternating pattern (shown in Table 1.9), which is 
consistent with the ^H N M R spectrum. 
Table 1.9 Comparison of selected bond distances (A) of the 
anionic ligands in compound 34, 36, 38, and 39. 
6 一 
compound 34 36 38 39 
C(l)-C(2), A 1.385 (7) 1.37 (1) 1.382 (6) 1.400 (4) 
C(2)-C(3), A 1.437(6) 1.43 (1) 1.443 (7) 1.445 (4) 
C(3)-C(4), A 1.333 (8) 1.35 (1) 1.350 (7) 1.366 (4) 
C(4)-C(5), A 1.406 (6) 1.41 (1) 1.394 (6) 1.403(5) 
C(5)-C(6), A 1.358 (8) 1.37 (1) 1.356 (8) 1.354 (4) 
N-C(6), A 1.354(7) 1.33 (1) 1.347 (6) 1.357(4) 
N-C⑶，A 1.386 (5) 1.40 (1) 1.379 (5) 1.392(4) 
The structures of the four complexes show that the substituted N -
flinctionalised ligands [2-CR'(R)C5H4N]' act as N-center amido ligand, no contact 
between L i atom and the ipso-cavhon C( l ) and adjacent ring carbon C(2), except a 
weak interaction of Li(2) and C( l ) in 36. The analogous ligand^^'^^ pic', pic", and 
dpmp all have similar coordination behavior. 
Based on the structural data shown in Table 1.10, the ligands are mostly 
coordinate to the lithium atom in //-aza-allyl or amido mode. It is possibly attributed 
to the alkali metal make the anionic ligand polarity with ionic character. In order to 
reduce the electronic density on the _ - c a r b o n atom, the negative charge delocalizes 
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Raston and coworkers^^ had investigated the lithiation reaction of mono- and 
bis-trimethylsilylmethyl pyridines (pic'H and pic”H) with or without donor ligands 
tmeda or (-)sparteine (sp) in hexane, or in coordinating solvents EtsO and THF. The 
result shows that L i complex produced is mainly dependent on the reaction condition 
as shown in Scheme 1.6. Monosubstituted ligand pic, with lithium atom usually forms 
dinuclear complexes, while the bisubstituted ligands such as the pic" or dpmp associate 
with lithium atom to give monomeric or dimeric complexes. 
/SiMe3 
f ^ SiMe3 、 [ f ^ 
, 、 , I Et^O—Li Li 务 0Et2 
(SP)UH Me ； I I 
\ ( v ) ^ ^ SiMerCj 
O l ^ ^ V f ^ ^ 
N Me V^CH^SiMes —^[Li{2~CH(SiMe3)Py}{2-CH2(SiMe3)Py}] 
f x J ^ ^ ^ (tmeda)u:^ 〉u(tmeda) 
(") j i K (V) 
SiMe3 W M S 丄 
(tmeda) i Li < | H 
今 yN^^ Js^ TMS MS'-^k^Nk 『T、™s 
j j ^ MS^ U ^ 
Li(thf)n{2-(C(SiMe3)2Py] 
Scheme 1.6 The reaction for picH, pic'H, and pic”H. Reagents and c o n d i t i o n s�;： ( i ) 
[Li(tmeda)Bu"], hexane, ca. 0。C; (ii) SiMesCl, hexane, ca. 20。C; (iii) 
SiMesCl, 0Et2，ca. 35 X ; (iv) LiBu", hexane, ca. 0 (v) LiBu", hexane-
0Et2, ca. 20。C; (vi) THF. ca. 20。C; (vii) [Li(sp)Bu^, hexane-OEt�，ca. 20 X ; 
(viii)' (iv) then ca. 0.2 mol equiv. of OEt〗; (ix) Mel, hexane, -78。C; and (x) 
MgBun, heptane-Et20, ca. 20 then Mel in hexane, -95 X . 
More recently, Stalke et aP has reported the metallation of bis(pyridyl) methyl 
which afforded [Li(2-NC5H4)2CH(L)2] { U = 2THF 41 or H2C(2-NC5H4)2 42} (eq. 
1.16 and 1.17). Interestingly, introducing of second pyridyl group on the ipso C 
results in significant changes of charge distribution of the anionic ligand which adopts 
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2(2-NC5H4)CH2 + 2BiPU 
[(THF)2Li(2-NC5H4)2CH] + Bu^H (1 16) 
41 
2(2-NC5H4)CH, + 2Bu«Li - 跳 皿 toluene, 
[H2C(2-NC5H4)2Li(2-NC5H4)2CH] + Bu«H + Bu^Li q 口） 
42 
amido mode a as shown in eq. 1.18. In the anionic ligand, the negative charge is almost 
located on two nitrogen atoms and little on the ipso carbon atom so that the ligand 
associates lithium atom through two N atoms to form a six-membered chelating 
heterocycle. Usually, the mono-pyridyl functionalised ligands chelate to non-alkali 
metal, such as A1 and Ga^^"^^ in C-center mode, while the di-Py functionalised ligand 
commonly ligates to the A1 and Ga atom in N-center mode46. 
f / n — o t S D 
(1.18) 
a b 
w h H H 
Y 11 / i ^ c I 
^ ^ v ^ N I 
• 一 广 N 、 。 V n J 
/ \ H e ' / / \ 
THF THF Me 
41 42 M = A143, Ga 44 
I t is noteworthy that the coordination behavior of the isoelectronic analogues 
of the pyridine-flinctionalised amido ligands, such as 2-amino-6-methylpyridine 
(Hamp)47 and phenyl(2-pyridyl)aniido^^ bind to lithium in a different way from that of 
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the alkyl ligand. The amido ligand associates with lithium atom in a bridge or chelate 
manners. The structure o f I - I I I give some example o f the amido ligands bonding to 
lithium atom. 
L-][分 L N - U A \ Z L 义 
口 R R I R T 
(I) (11) (in) 
L = OP(NMe2)3 
The stability o f lithium pyridine-fiinctionalised alkyl complexes can be further 
enhanced by incorporating bulky or more electron withdrawing substituent, such as 
phenyl, trimethylsilyl, or,如 'Z-butyldimethylsilyl, which all increase the capacity o f 
negative charge delocalization and the acidity of the methyl proton. These sterically 
hindered substituted groups can also protect metal center from nucleophilic attack. 
In this work, one of the substituted groups chosen, SiBuMei, is in principle 
more sterically hindered than the SiMes. I t wi l l be too bulky to bear more than one 
group on the ipso carbon. The size of the anionic ligand pic本 is intermediate between 
two similar ligands pic" and pic'. So it makes some difference from the other two 
ligands. The coordination behavior o f ligand pic* seems more like that o f pic', as 
shown by the degree of association of two lithium complexes [Li(pic”(tmeda)]2 and 
Li(pic，)(tmeda)]2. However, ligand pic本 can possibly make more stable organometallic 
complex than pic', as it is sterically more hindered. 
In conclusion, both steric, electronic factors and degree of substitution at the 
a-carbon atom seem to influence the nature of interaction between lithium with the 
substituted pyridyl-functionalised alkyl ligands, the electron-density distribution in the 
hydrocarbyl group, and also the degree of association for the system studied. Based 
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on our and other research group's s t u d i e s , i t has clearly established that the 
substituted methyl pyridine ligands are capable of bonding lithium atom in a variety of 
ways, readily adapting to the electronic and steric requirements of metal centers and 
coordinating ligands. I t appears that the choice of solvent or supporting donor ligand 
also dramatically affects the feature of the lithiated compounds. It has also established 
that N-center amide type of coordination mode seems to be more predominant in 
lithium complexes of the three ligands although the metal complexes derived from 
these organolithium complexes are mainly of metal alkyl complexes. 
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1.3. Experimental Section. 
Materials. 
2-picoline, 紀 At-butyldimethylsilylchloride, trimethylsilylchloride, 2-
benzylpyridine, 2-diphenylmethyl-pyridine, and w-butyllithium in hexane {ca. 1.6 mol/1) 
were purchased from Aldrich and used without further purification. 
(1) Preparation of [CH2(SiBi/Me2)C5HJ^-2] 33. 
A solution o fL iBu" in hexane ( 39.0 ml, 1.6 M, 61.4 mmol) was added slowly 
to a ether (ca. 70 m l ) solution of a-picoline (5.70 g，61.2 mmol) and tmeda (7.15g, 
61.5 mmol) at 0。C and then stirred for 2 hrs at 20°C. The resulting red solution was 
added to a solution of BuMe2SiCl (8.90 g, 5.91 mmol) in 40 ml o f diethyl ether at 
0°C. The mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred for 5 hrs. To 
the resulting pale yellow slurry was added 20 ml water to dissolve the solid. The 
organic layer was separated and the water layer was extracted by portions of 60 ml of 
ether. The combined organic layer was dried by anhydrous MgS04, filtered, 
concentrated, and distilled in vacuo, boiling point 59-61。C in 0.03 mmHg, to obtain 
colourless liquid 11.6 g, yield 94.6%. Anal. Calc. for C^HsiNSi: C, 69.50; H, 10.21; 
N, 6.75%. Found: C, 69.24; H, 10.21; N, 6.77%. i R N M R (250 MHz, ^/^-benzene): 5, 
-0.023 (s, 6H, SiMe2), 0.88 (s, 9H, SiBu^), 2.33 (s, 2H, S iCI t ) , 6.57 (t, IH) , 6.65 (d, 
IH) , 7.04 (d, IH) , 8.41 (m, IH). ' 'C N M R (250 MHz , CeDs): 5 (ppm) -5.93, 16.92, 
26.60，26.24, 119.08, 122.28, 135.34, 149.31, 161.86. Mass Spectrum (m/z): 207 
[P]+，192 [P-Me]+,150 [P-Bu]+. 
(2) Preparation of f{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}Li(tmeda)j2, 34. 
To a mixture of CH2(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2 33 ( 2.289 g, 11.04 mmol ) and 
tmeda ( 1.67 ml, d = 0.77, 1.29g, 11.06 mmol ) at 0°C was added a solution of LiBu" 
in hexane ( 1.6 mol/1, 6.95 ml, 11.12 mmol ). The formation of orange solution was 
observed. The resulting solution was warmed to room temperature and stored at -18。C 
for 24 hrs to afford orange crystals which were collected and dried in vacuo to give the 
title compound I I ( 3.53 g, 97.0% yield). N M R (500 MHz, ^4-benzene): 5 (ppm), 
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0.353 (s，6H，SiMe2)，1.223 (s, 9H，SiBu,，1.877 (s，4H, NCH2), 2.119 (s，12H, 
NCH3), 2.746 (s, IH，SiCH), 5.508 (t, IH) , 6.465 (d, IH)，6.547 ( t , lH) , 7.205 (d, 
IH) . 13c N M R (250 MHz, c/g-benzene): 5 (ppm), -3.02, 19.90, 28.30, 45.71，57.21, 
100.04, 118.25, 132.56, 147.87，168.19. ^Li (300 MHz, solid): 5 (ppm) 2.99, Mass 
spectrum: m/z, 559，487，355 [2pic*-Bu]，297 [(2pic^-Bu'Me2], 239，150 [pic、Bu]+, 
73. 
(3) Preparation of [CH(Me)(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2] 35. 
A diethyl ether (20 ml ) solution of [{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}Li(tmeda)]2 
(1.347 g，4.01 mmol ) was added dropwise to a solution of M e l ( 0.58 g，mmol ) in 15 
ml o f ether at 0°C and stirred for 4 hrs at room temperature and a pale yellow slurry 
was obtained. To the slurry was added 10 ml of water to dissolve L iCl and organic 
layer was separated. The water layer was extracted by portions o f 50 ml ether. The 
extracts were combined, dried by anhydrous MgSCU, filtered. The volatiles were 
removed in vacuo to give a pale yellow viscose CH(Me)(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2, yielded 
99%. Anal. Calc. for CigHsgNSi: C, 69.33; H, 10.47; N, 6.33%. Found: C，69.79; H, 
10.46; N, 6.20%. 1H N M R (250 MHz, ^/^-benzene): 5 (ppm), -0.10 (s, 3H, SiMe), 
0.080 (s，3H, SiMe), 0.86 (s, 9H, SiBu), 1.482 (d, 3H, J = 7.3 Hz, CMe), 2.52 (q，IH 
J = 7.3 Hz, CH), 6.558, (t，IH), 6.70 (d, IH) , 7.04 (t, IH) , 8.44 (d, IH). ^^C N M R 
(250 MHz,减-benzene): 5 (ppm), -7.05, -6.75, 16.15, 17.69, 27.10, 30.45, 119.49, 
121.70，135.34, 149.25. Mass spectroscopy: (m/e) 220 [P-l]+, 206 [P-Me-1]+，164 [P-
Bu]+, 107 [P-SiMe2Bu'+l]", 106 [P-SiMes]', 73. 
(4) P r e p a r a t i o n o f [Li{CH(Ph)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2.tmeda’ 36-tmeda, lithiation of 
2-henzylpyridine (Py-CH2Ph, pic伞H), 
To a mixture o f 2-benzylpyridine (pic^H, 4.36 g，25.8 mmol) and tmeda (3.5 g, 
4.5 ml, d 二 0.77, 30.1 mmol) was added a L i B i f solution in hexane (1.6 mol/1, 16.5 ml, 
26.4 mmol) at ca. 0。C and the solution turned to dark red immediately. Standing at 
room temperature for a little time afforded dark red crystalline, yield: 7.67 g, 98%. The 
crystal suitable for X-ray structure determination was recrystallized from Et20. Mass 
spectroscopy: m/z 336 [2pic”+，245，182, 168 [pic”+, 105, 79. 
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(5) Preparation of [CH(Ph)(SiMe3)C5H4N-2] 37. 
A solution o f LiBu" in hexane (1.6 mol/1, 18.70 ml, 30.0 mmol ) was added 
slowly to a solution o f 2-benzylpyridine (5.00 g CHzPhCsK^N-J, 29.5 mmol ) and 
tmeda (4.60 ml, d = 0.77, 3.54 g, 30.5 mmol ) in 40 ml o f ether at 0°C. The deep red 
solution was allowed to warm to r.t. and stirred for 4 hrs. The reaction solution was 
added slowly to a solution o f SiMesCl ( 3.40 g, 31.3 mmol ) in 15 ml o f ether to turn 
to a white slurry which was warmed to room temperature and stirred for fiirther 4 hrs. 
To the suspension was added 10 ml o f water to dissolve solid and organic layer was 
separated. The aqueous layer was extracted by portions o f 30 ml o f ether. The extracts 
and the organic layer were combined which was dried by anhydrous MgSO* and 
filtered. The volatiles were removed in vacuo to give a pale yellow viscose to which 
was added 5 ml o f M e O H and then the solution was stored in refrigerator to give white 
crystals which was isolated, washed by little cool MeOH, and dried in vacuum to get 
the title compound 4.40 g, yielded 61.7%. Anal. Calc. for C^sHigNSi: C, 74.63; H, 
7.93; N, 5.80%. Found: C, 74.27; H, 7.93; N, 5.63%. N M R (250 M H z ,凑-
benzene): 5 (ppm), 0.13 (s, 9H, SiMes), 3.56 (s, IH, CH), 6.55 (m, IH) , 6.76 (d, IH). 
6.97 (t，IH), 7.03 (d, IH) , 7.17 (2H), 7.46 (d, 2H), 8.46 (d，IH). ^'C N M R (250 
MHz, CeDe). 5 (ppm), -1.72, 48.71, 120.03, 123.67, 125.25, 128.72, 135.75, 142.22, 
148.90，163.82. Mass spectroscopy: m/z 241 [P]+, 226 [P-Me] \ 210, 167 [P-SiMes-
2]\ 148，73. 
(6) Preparation of [Li{CPh(SiMe3)C5HJSf-2}(tmeda)], 38. 
To a mixture of CHPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2 ( 3.72 g，15.4 mmol ) and tmeda ( 
2.40 ml, d = 0.77 g/cm^ 1.85 g, 15.9 mmol ) at 0°C was added a solution of LiBu" in 
hexane ( 1.6 mol/1, 10.00 ml, 16.0 mmol). The resulting solution was warmed to room 
temperature and stored at -18°C for 18 hrs to afford orange crystals which were 
collected and dried in vacuo to give the title compound 38 ( 5.51 g, 98.3% ). ^H N M R 
(500 MHz，CeBe)： 5 (ppm), 0.383 (s, 9H, SiMes), 1.230 (s, 4H, NCH2), 1.413 (s, 
12H，NCH3), 5 .688 (t, IH) , 6.526 (t, IH) , 6.677 (d, IH) , 6.737 (t, IH) , 6.882 (t, 2H), 
7.15 ( IH) , 7.352 (d, 2H). ' 'C N M R (250 MHz , CeDe)： 5 (ppm) 2.45, 45.30，56.31, 
80.34, 102.49, 117.55, 120.75, 125.25, 128.75, 129.14, 131.31，133.02，147.14, 
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150.22, 163.81. Mass spectroscopy: m/z 569, 478 [2pic*^’-2]+, 407 [2pic•，-SiMesf, 
369, 333 [2pic*^’-2SiMe3-l]+, 256, 241 [pic^,H]+, 168 [pic***’-SiMe3]+, 148, 73. 
(7) Preparation of [Li{CH(SiBt/Me2)C5H4N-2}(Et20)]„ 39. 
To the solution of CH2(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2 ( 0.40 g, 1.93 mmol) in EtzO (5 ml) 
at 0°C was added slowly LiBu" (1.3 ml, 2.08 mmol). The orange reaction mixture 
was allowed to warm to room temperature. After standing for 2 days, yellow crystals 
o f 39 were obtained, yielded 0.37 g (68%). ^H N M R (250 MHz dg-benzene): 5 (ppm) 
0.33 (s, 6H，SiMes), 0.92 (t, 6H, EtaO), 1.18 (s, 9H, SiBu'), 2.72 (s, IH , C-H), 3.15 
(q，4H, Et20), 5.68, (m, IH，C5H4N), 6.59 (m, 2H, C5H4N), 7.56 (d, IH , C5H4N). ' 'C 
N M R (250 M H z d6-benzene): 5 (ppm) -3.04’ 14.48, 19.14, 27.60, 58.67, 65.73, 
102.96, 117.87,133.90, 147.87., 167.36. Mass spectroscopy: m/z 560, 487, 355 
[2pic'-Bu], 332，297 [2pic*-SiBuMe2]. 
(8) Preparation of [{C(Ph)2C5H4N-2}Li(Et20)2] 40. 
The complex 40 was synthesized by the published method^^. To a solution of 
4.45 g (18.1 mmol) ofPhsPyCH in diethyl ether was added at 0°C 11.5 ml (11.5 mmol) 
of LiBu" in hexane ca. 1.6 mol/1 and the colorless solution quickly turned dark red. 
After keeping at -18 °C for 24 hrs, dark red crystallines C5H4NPh2CLi(Et2)2 were 
obtained which were collected and washed with pentane, and dried in vacuo, yielded 
6.26 g (86.5%). 'HNMR(d6-benzene): 5 0.88(Et20), 3.10 (EtsO). 
(9) The lithiation of CH(Ph) (SiMes) C5H4N-2 37 using LiBu" in hexane. 
The addition o fL iBu" solution (0.85 ml, 1.36 mmol) in hexane to (0.32 g, 1.32 
mmol) of CH(Ph)(SiMe3)C5H4N-2 37 in 5 ml of hexane at 0°C gave an orange colour 
solution. After warming to room temperature and standing at room temperature for 1 
day, yellow solid was isolated from the solution, yielded 0.26 g. The ^H N M R (250 
M H z d6-benzene) of the yellow solid: 5 (ppm) 0.28 (s, 9H, SiMes), 5.89 (b，IH), 6.28 
(b, IH) , 6.75 (b, 6H,), 7.31 (b, IH). 
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Chapter 2 
Syntheses and Structures of Organotin Complexes 
with yS^Functionalised Alkyl Ligands 
2.1 Introduction. 
Synthesis of organotin compound can be dated back to 1849, when Frankland 
obtained diethyltin diiodide, EtsSn^. The first organostannylene SnRs was reported 
by Lowig^^ in 1852. Ethyl iodide was treated by sodium-tin alloy, and diethyltin, 
triethyltin iodide and hexaethyldistannane were obtained (eq. 2.1). Only after 1950, 
the development of organotin chemistry research became very fast. 
E t I + Sn(Na) SnEt〕+ Bt^SnL +Et3SnSnEt3 (2.1) 
Organotin compounds have shown wide applications in industry, environmental 
and biological aspects, and in organic synthesis. For example, in organic synthesis, 
they play the role in allowing various transformations to occur with excellent regio-
and stereoselective control. Organotin compounds are also used as stabilizers in PVC 
to prevent thermal degradation during processing and long-term photodegradation. 
These had led to tremendous growth in organotin chemistry research. 
One of the objectives of this work is to investigate the synthetic and structural 
chemistry of some novel organotin compounds. Simple dialkyl- and diaryltins(II) 
compounds SnRs (R 二 Me, Ph, etc.) are reactive intermediates in many reactions. In 
the absence of trapping reagents, they aggregate to form cyclic, linear or branched 
oligomers. 
2.1.1 A general review of divalent tin alkyl chemistry. 
The reaction of anionic alkyl with SnCb are generally used in the synthesis of 
stannylenes SnR〗. For instance, the reaction of organolithium or Grignard reagents 
with SnCl2 (eq. 2.2 and 2.3). 
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2LiR + SnCl2 SnR: + 2LiCl (2.2) 
R = 2,4,6-(Bu)C6H2, 4-CH3C6H4-S, C5H5, CsMes. 
SnCl^ + 2RMgX — Sn l ^ + MgCl^ + MgX^ (2.3) 
Or by reduction o f dialkyltin dichloride with Na, Zn, sodium naphthalenide (eq. 2.4). 
R2SnX2 + Na+CioHg- SnR: (2.4) 
Organostannylenes SnR2 usually form polymers, unless bulky R groups are 
used. For example, freshly prepared diphenyltin is a monomeric, but it readily 
2 3 
polymerizes to a higher polymer(eq. 2.5). , 
2Ph2Sn: ^ PhSn—SnPh ^ (SnPh2)n (2.5) 
丄 I I 
Ph Ph 
R iSn—SnR2 
R.SnCl , + R'MgCl 她 x / T H F , | | 
R2Sn—SnR2 
R 二 Z-Bu, /-amyl; R，= Z-Bu 
Dialkyl t in compounds (SnR2)n [R = Me, n = 6; R = CHsSiMcs, n = 4; R = 
CH(SiMe3)2, n = 2] are known, and they were prepared as follows (Scheme 2.1): 
R2 / S n 
R 二 CH(SiMe3)2 R = Me R2S11 ^SnR: 
R 2 M = M R 2 \ / I 
\ / R 2 S 、 产 
RMgCl or LiR V R2 
SnCl2 -JK 
R 二 Ph / \ 尺 = 卿 — 3 ‘ R 2 S n — S n R , 
R3Sn—SnR3 + Sn - R * 一 SnR, 
Scheme 2.1 Some alkylation reactions of SnCh by the RMgCl or LiR. 
The heterocyclic SnR2 [R = (CHSiMe3)2C6H4-o] has been obtained from the 
reaction o f a dilithium reagent with t in(IV) or a t in(II) precursors.^ 
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SiMes S n o ^ M e j sMes 
^ ^ C H L i ( t m e d a ) _ _ ^ ^ ^ A ： ^ 
I T 一 L JL /Sn 
^ ^ - ^ C H L i (tmeda) SnC^ • ^ " " ^ ‘ H 
SMe3 SiMes " 
(2.7) 
Other examples such as cyclic stannaindene compounds [Sn{2-
(NMe2)CHRC6H4}2] (R = 46 or Me ' 47), [Sn{2-NMe2C6H4CH(SiMe3)]2' 48, 
[Sn{C6H5NC(SiMe3)2-2}2]7，8 49, and Sn{2,6-(CH2NMe2)2C6H4}]'''' 50 have been 
reported. They were prepared by the reaction of corresponding lithium alkyl wi th 
SnCl2. 
VnMc, < Q " " 广 
R k j 
R = H 46, Me 47 48 
( M e 乂 H ^ C - V - C H , 
f=\ ^Sn. / I _ I 
^C(SiMe3)2 M e , N — S n ^ N M e ^ 
CI 
49 50 
2.1.2 Structures of some Sn(II) alkyls. 
The structure o f compounds with the 
formula SnR2 are mostly polymer. The X-ray / 产 
structure o f crystal [Sn{CH(SiMe3)2}2]2 51 shows ^ 
a non-planar centrosymmetric dimer with an Sn-
Sn-distance of 2.768(1)人"-丄“in the structure of / ^ 
R2Sn=SnR2, a significant feature is the novel Sn-
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Sn double bond exists. The bent double bond of 
sp2 pz 
/ r y < r \ , Sn-Sn is proved by the two stretching vibrations 
^ S n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S n ^ u(Sn-C)antisym and D(Sn-C)— in the IR spectrum. 
、、、、、I ^ ^ The bent bond is formed by orbital-overlap 
Pz sp2 
between occupied sp^py hybrid orbital each of the 
stannylene units and vacant pz orbital o f the other stannylene. 
In cyclohexane or benzene solution at low concentrations/^ N M R spectra 
shows that [Sn{CH(SiMe3)2}2] 51 is monomeric, although at higher concentrations in 
toluene ^^C N M R data indicate some evidence for monomer-dimer equilibrium.^ The 
ii9Sn- spectra show single peak and shift significantly to low field of 2315 ppm at 
100°C which is believed to be due to the monomer, however, at -108 two signals 
are observed at higher field which have been attributed to different conformations of 
the dimeric species (eq. 2 . 8 ) ” 
2 SnCl, . 4 L i R ^ , 
2 -4 LiCl ^T? , S n = S n 
/I 
R R 
Me Solution Solid state 
R = CH(SiMe3)2 or Me^；^— 
Me (2.8) 
The " V " shaped structure of monomer of 51 in the gas phase was deduced from the 
electron diffraction data. The C-Sn-C angle is 97(2)。and a Sn-C bond distance 
2.22(2) A.7-16,17 The first ionization potential was found to be close to that for the 
atomic metal (7.42 eV for SnR?) and attributed to the lone pair orbital on the metal. 
Ab initio M O and MNDO calculations based on HbSnSnH? all indicate that a trans-
folded structure is more stable than a planar structure, as found experimentally in 51 
The crystal structure of [Sn{(CHSiMe3)2C6H4-o}] 51 is a tetramer with Sn-Sn 
bond distance of 2.85 A. And S n M {Ar = 2,4,6-(/^o-Pr)3C6H2} is a trimer' ' which 
exists as an equilibrium between cyclotristannae and distannae in solution state. 
The tin(II) compound Sn[(PPh2)2CH]2 53, from the reaction of SnCb and 
(PPh2)CHLi, is a tri-coordinated species/^"^® In that compound, one (PPh2)2CH' 
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ligand chelates Sn atom through two P atoms and the other ligand ligates metal atom 
through the carban center. While, in the complex Sn[(PMe2)2CH]2 54, Sn atom is 
tetracoordinated by P atoms and no Sn-C bond. 
2.1.3 Reactivities of dialkyltin compounds. 
The tin compounds SnR〗 can function as terminal or bridging ligands and 
coordinate to some transition metal complexes. The tin atom of SnR2 can donate a 
lone pair electron into the empty orbital of transition metal. The transition metal can 
21 
back-donate electrons to the vacant p ox d orbitals of the tin [(d->p)7i; or (d->d)Tc]. 
The orgaontin compound can also behaves as a Lewis acid. The reaction of SnR〗 and 
Cr(C0)6 produces an adduct compound R2SnCr(CO)5 55 (eq. 2.9). SnRi group 
replaces the C2H4 in the reaction of [Rh(PPh3)2Cl(C2H4)] and SnR〗 to give 
-Rh(SnR2)(PPh3)2Cl] 56 (eq. 2.10). In the following reactions, the SnR〗 is behaved as 
a carbene analogue. 
^ M ^ - S n 遍 M — "Sn 
書 ⑶ ow) 
(d->p)7r (d->d)7i 
SnR2 + Cr(C0)6 R2SnCr(CO)5 (R = CH(SiMe3)2) (2.9) 
-CU 
SnR2 + Rh(PPh3)2Cl(C2H4)——-RKSnR^XPPh〕):。！ （2.10) 
[R = CH(SiMe3)2] 
The oxidative addition reaction of SnR2 with halogens affords the 
corresponding tin(IV) complex. 
SnR2 + X2 ——-尺2滅2 (211) 
When diethyltin is heated above 150。C, it decomposes to tin metal and 
tetraethyltin. 
2SnEt2 Sn + SnEt* (2.12) 
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I t can oxidize in air and forms dialkyltin oxide 
2SnR2 + O2 (R2SnO)n (2.13) 
The stannylene SnsIU (R = CH{SiMe3}2) when treated with MesNO afforded 
the compound [SnR2(-0)]2，io which is a dimer with two O atom bridges. 
/。、，、TTr^  CH(SiMe3)2 (SMe3)2HC n / 
( S M e 3 ) ^ H C Z 〜 、 释 3 》 
Tin ( I I ) compounds with A^-functionalised sterically hindered ligand 
[C(SiMe3)2C5H4N-2]' have been reported?，^ The highly hindered ligand coordinates 
t in(II) center in chelating fashion. Novel monomeric complexes Sn(R)X {R = 
C5H4NCRR'', X = R, CI, or N(SiMe3)2} have also been synthesized and fully 
characterized by ^H, ^^C, and ^^^Sn N M R spectra and X-ray analyses. 
The ^H N M R spectrum of compounds Sn(R)X {R - C5H4NCRR,-, X = R, CI, 
or N(SiMe3)2} in i/g-toluene shows that there is a dynamic process in solution (eq. 
2.14). The process involves (i) the open of donor N-Sn bond to form two- or three-
coordinate tin structure; (ii) free rotation around Sn-C bond; and then (iii) the close of 
N-Sn to achieve an exchange process. 
SiMeg 
SiMes I 
X \ / 7 ； N , 
/ ^ n — ~ ~ N (C/ 4 SiMes 
SiMes ^ 
Free rotation (2 14) 
2. 1.4 General view on hypervalent organotin chemistry. 
The field o f organotin(IV) chemistry have attracted much attention in both 
basic research and industry. Hulmer^^ has revealed a five-coordinated Sn(IV) structure 
o f MesSnCl-py species by X-ray determination in 1963. The development ended the 
view of normally four-coordination about tin and initiated the diversified study of tin 
chemistry. Up to now, the coordination number of Sn(IV) atom is found to cover 
large range from 3 to 7, in varying isomeric forms and lattice arrays, but the main 
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coordination modes are I tetrahedral; I I trigonal bipyrimdal; and I I I octahedral 
geometry. 
I sp' I I sp'd I I I sp'cf 
Scheme 2.2 The principal coordination geometry of tetravalent tin 
Three isomers are possible for the bipyramidal geometry (II) with the SnRsXs formula, 
but, experimental and MO calculation^^ have shown that the favorable coordination 
configuration of the tin(IV) atom is trigonal bipyramidal with the carbon ligands at the 
equatorial sites and the more electronegative halide and donor atom at the axial 
positions {tran- mode)?* 
X R ^ 
R K 
:( i R 
tran- mode cis- mode mer- mode 
Scheme 2.3 Tin(rV) complexes with functionalised-substituted alkyl ligands 
Organotin halides SnRnCU-n can be prepared by redistribution reactions as in 
eq. 2.15-2.17. These organotin halides are widely used as starting materials to prepare 
various organotin compounds. The CI in SnCU can be replaced sequentially by 
nucleophilic substitution. 
3SnR4 + SnCl4 > ARsSnCl (2.15) 
SnR4 + SnCU > 2R2SnCl2 (2.16) 
SnR4 + SSnCU > 4RSnCl3 (2.17) 
Functionalised with atom (Y) on alkyl or aryl ligand not only influences Sn-C bonds 
and their reactivity, but also coordinates to Sn center and form a Sn-(C, Y) chelating 
ring. Recently, several novel triorganotin compounds containing (C，N) chelating 
ligands have been synthesized and their structures determined by X-ray methods. The 
Sn-N coordination bond distances in these compounds range from 2.372 to 2.965 A by 
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the X-ray structure determination. Such as the reaction o f 2,4-(N02)2(N^)C6H3 and 3-
25 
MeOCeHtSnMes affords an unexpected tin compound (eq. 2.18). 
NO2 
OMe NO2 O2N OMe 
0 + • — 和 如 . 在 + d 





Triorganotin compound 59 was obtained from the transformation o f tetraorganotin 58. 
仏 c 。 c i + 浓 1 C^c。。h + 從 
Ph CI e 
u (2.19) 
58 59 
The followings are examples o f some triorganotin halides containing (C, 
N ) chelating ligands. 
Br R Br Br Br 
60 R 二 Me 62，R=H a，R，=R,, = Me 64,R二H a,R’二R’，=Me 69 
61: R = Ph 63, R= SiMe3 b, R'= Me, R”二Ph 65，R:Me b,R'=Me,R"=Ph 
， c, R，二 R" = Ph 66, R=Et c,R'=R"=Ph 
67，R=i-Pr 
68, R二t-Bu 
^ | < M e 炉 < 
Br Br Br R , 厂 CI 
70 R，= R，, = Me 72 R = Me 74 R = Me 76 aR=Me, R'=R'-H 
71 R，= Me, R" =Ph 73 R 二 Ph 75 R 二 Ph 76 b R=Ph,R'=0Me,R"=N02 
Triorganotin halides with a (C, N)-chalating ligand 
74 
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N M R spectroscopic studies on the organotin compounds provides useful 
information. For example, relationship between coupling constants and s electron 
density in the bond has been widely studied. For butyltin(IV) compounds, the linear 
relationship was found between magnitudes of and and bond 
angles 9 ofC-Sn-C bond?? 
|\/(i3C-n9sn)| = (9.99 士 0.73)e - (746 士 100) 
but for methyltin(IV) compounds, the following equation had been deduced. 
e = 0.01611V(iH-U9Sn)|2- 0.799|2j(iH-ii9Sn) | +133.4 
Recently, the chemistry of the monomeric or dimeric dialkyl t in(II) complexes 
has attracted much attention. The strategy used in this work is by using sterically 
hindered ligand to stabilize the SnR2 unit and prevent aggregation. One of our 
objectives is to explore the reactivity of the organo-lithium reagents prepared in 
Chapter 1 and use as transfer reagent to prepare novel Sn(II) alkyl complexes. In 
addition, this part also dealt with the synthesis and structure of the onganotin(IV) 
compounds with the y^A^-functionalised alkyl ligands. 
75 
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2.2 Results and discussion. 
2.2.1 Synthesis of low-valent tin complexes with the P-N-functionalised alkyl 
ligands. 
The Sn(II) compounds Sn(pic03Li[Li(tmeda)Cl]2 77，[Sn(pic*)Cl]2 78, and 
Sn(pic如)2 79 have been synthesized. The anionic ligand [^BuSiMe2CHPy]' shows 
interesting feature, it coordinates to the tin atoms in a different way from the other 
methylpyridine ligands such as pic" and pic命，.The reaction of SnCl〗 with 2 equivalents 
o f [ {L i (pic”(tmeda)}2] 34 results in the formation of tri-alkyltin(II)-lithium complex 
[Sn(pic*)3][Li{LiCl(tmeda)}2].Et20 TT-EtsO (eq. 2.20) in 64.1% yield. The compound 
77 is a lithium stannate complex resulted from nucleophilic addition of the intermediate 
compound Sn(pic)2 by Li(pic^), is the first example of a zwitterionic lithium trialkyl 
stannate(II) compound being structurally characterized. Stannyl-lithium complexes 
with direct Li-Sn bond [PhsSnLi'Cpmdeta)] had been reported recently.^^ 
( _ < / r a) + snc, ^ ^ ^ 6 & h 
r V siButMe^ Y r 
； 
Q| 
( t m e d a ) L < ^ i > i ( t m e d a ) 
77 (2.20) 
While the treatment of SnCh with one mole equivalent of [{Li(pic*)(tmeda)}2: 
yields a dimeric tin(II) complex [Sn(pic”Cl]2 78 (eq. 2.21) in 75% yield. Binuclear 
chlorotin(II) amides having chloro-bridges have been prepared by the redistribution 
reaction of Sn(NR2)2 with SnCb.'^ 
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SiBu^Meov / = \ 
h C ^ < R O Q R 
( t m e d a ) / 〉 _ d a ) + SnCl, > C K X 
\ / H 25 C H ,Sn Sn ^^ 
『 Y 、 B u t M e 2 CI CI 
R = SiBu Me2 78 (2.21) 
I t is noteworthy that the reaction of SnCb with two equivalents of 
[Li(pic*)(tmeda)]2 does not afford SnR2, only 77 was isolated. To prepare dialkyltin 
compound Sn(pic”2, we have carried out the reaction of [Li(pic*)(tmeda)]2 and 
'Sn(pic*)Cl]2 in the ratio of 1 : 1 . The reaction afforded a yellow solid compound which 
was characterized by proton N M R and suggesting the dialkyltin complex 80 was 
obtained. 
R O O R h 4 
c / 、 1 h 左 H 
(2.22) 
78 R = -SiBuMe2 80 
For the ligand pic—, treatment of SnCh with either 2 or 1 equivalent of 
:Li(pic小,)(tmeda)] 38 produces monomeric dialkyl complex [Sn(pic中，)2] 79 (yield 
79%). In the all three reactions, it was found that i f a solvent mixture of Et^O and 
hexane was used the reaction goes complete and the products was isolated easily. 
Ph 
Ph\ Li(tmeda) \ ^ r w ^ ^ 
k J 25 C y ) p / \SMe3 
79 (2.23) 
77 
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The oxidative-addition reaction of [Sn(pic**^ ，)2] with CHsPhBr-/? was attempted 
and no reaction occurred. This shows that complex 79 is relative stable towards the 
reagents studied. 
In contrast, the reaction of SnCl2 with pic" in the ratio of 1:2 afforded the 
monomeric dialkyl t in compound [Sn(pic”)2] 49 (eq. 2.24). 
( M e 3 S i ) f > 
. P I [L i (p ic") ]2 i 二 、 S ( r ^ 
《 ， N C(Me3Si)2 
(2.24) 
While the reaction of the lithium alkyl with SnCb in 1:1 ratio afforded the 3-
coordinate Sn(II) monomeric compound [Sn(pic")Cl] ^ (eq. 2.25). In this work, 
the monosubstituted ligand pic* being less bulky than pic" is expected to form 
oligomeric compounds. 
(Me3Si)oC. 
1/2 [L i (p ic”) ]2 J 〉 S n \ 
(2.25) 
Al l these facts show that the bonding behavior of the ligands depends mainly on 
the steric effect o f substituted groups on the _ - c a r b o n of the ligands. Different 
substituted groups on the 尔so-carbon atom can change the steric effect o f ligands as 
well as electronic properties and results in different coordination behaviors with metal 
atoms and the degree of aggregation. 
2.2.2 NMR spectra of tin(II) alkyl complexes. 
The 1h N M R data of compound 77, 78, 80, and 79 are listed in Table 2.1. 
1. NMR spectra of [Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}s][U{Li(tmeda)Cl}J 77. 
^H N M R spectrum of complex 77 in (i6-benzene at room temperature is shown 
in Figure 2.1. It displays two sharp SiMe? signals separated by 110 Hz (0.27 and 0.71 
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ppm), suggesting the three A^-functionalised alkyl ligands are equivalent in solution, but 
two methyl groups in the same ligand are prochiral. The intense singlet at 0.79 ppm is 
attributed to the proton atoms of group S'\Bu\ While the two singlets at 2.02 and 2.15 
ppm are assigned to the methylene and methyl protons of tmeda, respectively. The 
peak due to a-C-H greatly shifts toward high field at 1.69 ppm, as compared to 
corresponding chemical shift 2.33 ppm of the free ligand, indicating the shielding effect 
caused by the Sn atom. The coupling of the a-proton to ^^^Sn (^ Jsn-H =32 Hz) was 
observed. The signals of protons on the pyridyl rings cover the range of 6.32 to 8.89 
ppm with a similar pattern of the free ligand. 
In the 13c N M R spectrum of compound 77, five peaks in the range of 113.82 
and 172.39 ppm were observed, which is in agreement with the number of carbon 
atoms on the pyridyl rings. In the upfield region, only six peaks were found. The 
signals at -0.90 and 20.66 ppm were assigned as those of two prochiral SiMe〗 groups. 
The chemical shift of methyl carbons of SiBu is at 28.26 ppm, but the peak of tertiary 
carbon was not observed. The peak at 39.38 ppm is presumably attributed to the ipso 
carbon. And two signals at 46.24 and 57.21 are assigned to those of tmeda. 
Table 2.1 The ^H NMR chemical shifts (6) for compounds 77, 78’ 79, and 80 in Jg-benzene. 
严t ； p h 
‘ A ( S i — M e 2 、 人 C J 、 - M e 3 
1 H 
Cpds. SiMCn (n = 2,3) SnBu' H I H3 H4 H5 H6 
77 0.27,0.71 0.79 1.69 7.10 6.9 6.32 8.89 
78 0.33 0.86 2.49 7.19 6.78 5.75 8.06 
80 0.23 0.94 2.14 6.49 6.90 6.34 7.95 
79 0.27 6.54 6.66 6.39 7.84 
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2. NMR spectrum of [Sn{CH(SiBi/Me2)C5H沢-2}Cl]2 78. 
Significant variation in the ^H N M R spectrum of compound 78 (Figure 2.3), 
when compared with compound 77, only one Me peak at 0.33 ppm for the SiMe? 
group was observed. The peaks of a -C-H coupling with ^^^Sn and ^^^Sn are also 
observed with the J^sn-H = 52 Hz (average for ^^^Sn and ^^^Sn), indicating there is 
interaction between ipso carbon with tin atom in the solution state. As compound 77, 
the two methyl groups of SiMe2 are prochiral, suggesting the compound is fluxional in 
the solution state at room temperature. It is possible due to the free rotation around 
C(ipso)-S'\ bond rather than undergoing a process with "open-close" of weak Sn-N 
bond as well as rotation of Sn-C bond like compound [SnRX] {R = pic"; X = R 49, CI, 
81 or N(SiMe3)2 82^ (eq. 2.14). The intense singlet at 0.86 ppm is due to the protons 
of SiBu group. The chemical shift at 2.49 ppm of a C-H is significantly different from 
that found in compound 77, but moves slightly downfield as compared to free ligand. 
The signals of pyridine ring protons at the range of 5.74 to 8.06 ppm move toward 
upfield with the largest shift A5 0.83 ppm v兄 free ligand pic^H, which is consistent 
with the distortion of pyridyl ring, exhibiting delocalization of negative charge. The 
ii9Sn N M R spectrum of compound 78 in CeDg also displays only one signal at 75.9 
ppm. 
5. 1H NMR spectrum of product from the reaction of [{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-
2}a]2 78 and[Li{CH(SiBi/Me2)C5HW-2}(tmeda)]2 34. 
The ^H N M R spectrum of yellow product 80, obtained from the reaction of 
[Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}Cl]2 78 and [Li{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 34 in 
the ratio 1:1 (eq. 2.22), was shown in Figure 2.4. Interestingly, the proton signals of 
two methyl groups on the Si atom merge into a broad peak at 0.23 ppm, which is in 
the middle of those observed in the compounds 77 and 78. No signals of donor ligand 
tmeda were observed as compound 77. The singlet at 0.86 ppm is integrated to nine 
protons owing to SiBu. The peak at 2.14 ppm was assigned to a C-H. Two doublets 
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4. lH NMR spec/run1 of con1polfnd [Sn{CPh(SiMeJ)C5H.N-2}2} 79. 
IH NMR of compound 79 shows two equivalent pic<P' ligands. The singlet at 
0.27 ppm is due to SiMe3 group . The pyridyl ring protons signals shift to upfield 
(between 6.39 and 7.84 ppm) compared to those offree ligand. 
5. 119Sn NMrD t 1\ spec ra of tin (11) compounds with ligand anionic 
119Sn NMR of divalent tin compounds is very sensitive to the coordinate 
environment. As shown in Table 2.2, the chemical shifts of compounds 77, 78, and 80 
are dependent upon the number of alkyl ligands at tin atom. 
Table 2.2 The comparison of 119Sn NMR chemical shifts (8) for 
compounds 77, 78, SnR(X) {R = pic", X = R 49, Cl, 81, 
or N(SiMe3h 82 and SnCI(OCBut2CH2PMe2) 83 at 25°C. 
Cpds. 77 78 80 49 81 82 83 
0 209 75 .9 165 141.0 350.6 325.8 1034 
ref. this work this work this work 7,8 7,8 7,8 7 
2.2.3 Syntheses of Sn(IV) con1pounds [Sn(CRR 'C5H.N-2)R "2X}. 
Two tin(IV) complexes [Sn(CRR'C5ILN-2)R"2X] (R' = SiButMe2, R' = H, R" 
= Bu\ X = Cl 85 or R = Ph, R' = SiMe3, R" = Me, X = Br 86) have been prepared (eq. 
2.26). Organotin(IV) dichlorides were used as starting materials and reacted with 
lithium reagents [CR'R"NC5IL-2)Li(tmeda)]n in the solvent mixture of ether and 
hexane to give the complexes 85 and 86. All these complexes were isolated as 
colorless crystals and characterized by their microanalyses, NMR, mass spectra and X-
ray determination. 
84 
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MR"2C1 + {2-NCsRtCRR'Li(tmeda)}n 
-LiCl 
(2.26) 
R' = H R" = But , , 85' , 
R=Ph , R' = SiMe3, R" = Me 86' ,
n = 2, for R =SiButMe2, R' = H; 
= 1 , R=Ph , R = SiMe3. 
In aIr, compound 85 decomposes to a colorless crystal [CISnBut2(JL2-
OH)2SnBut2CI] 88 (eq. 2.27). The structure has been determined by X-ray and shows 
a dimeric structure with two Ji2-hydroxy bridges. The Sn(IV) atoms are five-





But H But 
\ ........ 0, / Cl-Sn.... /Sn-Cl 
I "0 ' But H But 
2.2.4 NMR characterization of [Sn(CRR 'C5H,J[-2)R "2Xj (X = Cl or El). 
(2.27) 
The variable-temperature IH N11R spectra of compound 85 in the d6-benzene 
were recorded, but no changes have been observed between 25-65 QC. The IH N11R 
spectrum recorded at 25°C is shown in Figure 2.4. It shows two methyl signals of 
SiMe2 at -0.17 and 0.53 ppm. In addition, two peaks due to the two non-equivalent 
tert-butyl groups attached to the tin atom and the chemical shifts are 1.13 and 1.55 
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The singlet at 3.16 ppm with tin satellites is assigned to the C-H and the 
chemical shift is significantly larger than that of free ligand. The effect of Sn(IV) atom 
is different from those of Sn(II) that tends to shift the C-H signal upfield (in compound 
77 and 78) or slightly to downfield (in 80). The coupling constant 2Jsn_H of 117Sn and 
119Sn for ipso C-H are 77.05 and 73.88 Hz, respectively. The satellites due to the 
coupling between 117Sn and 119Sn with butyl group of SnBut2 are also observed. The 
3Jsn_H values of the two non-equivalent But groups bonding to Sn atom are 92.75, 
82.13 (119Sn_H) and 90.6, 76.85 Hz C17Sn-H), respectively. The chemical shifts 
(between 6.37 and 7.75 ppm) of pyridyl ring move upfield as compared to pic*H. 
There should be two diastereomers, (S)C(S)Sn and (S)c(R)sn, in which four But groups 
are expected. Only two butyl peaks were observed at room temperature which must 
result from the rapid inversion of configuration at Sn(IV) atom (eq. 2.28). The 





l3C NMR spectrum of compound 85 was recorded and it shows five peaks at 
downfield region between 113 and 173 pp m, which are in agreement with the number 
of carbon atoms in pyridyl ring. As observed in IH NMR spectrum, two peaks due to 
non-equivalent SiMe2 were found at -4.84 and -1.25 ppm. Also, the two intense peaks 
at 30.37 and 31.60 ppm are assigned to two different types of methyl carbon atoms in 
Sn-But2. The signal at 27.39 ppm is due to methyl carbon atoms of the SiBut . 
88 
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Table 2.3 IH NMR data (ppm) of compounds 
Sn(CRR'C5f4N-2)R"2X, 85 and 86, in d6-benzene. 
Comd. SiMen SiBut a C-H H atoms in Py & Ph 
85 -0.17,0.53 1.10 3.16 6.37,6.88,6.98,7.75 






2. IH NMR spectrum of conlpound [Sn (CPh(SiMe3) C5HJI-2}Me2Br} 86. 
IH NMR spectrum of compound 86 in d6-benzene is shown in Figure 2.5. The 
intense singlet at 0.08 ppm is due to the protons of SiMe2. Two singlets with tin 
satellites at 0.46 and 1.02 ppm are assigned to the non-equivalent methyl groups on the 
tin atom. The 2Jsn_H values are 62.55 and 59.81 Hz corresponding to 117Sn and 119Sn 
which are smaller than the values found in compound 85, indicating a decreased s-
orbital participation in the Sn-C bond. 33 As found in compound 85, signals of pyridyl 
and phenyl protons move significantly to upfield between 6.35 to 7.46 ppm. 
3. 119Sn NMR spectra of conlpollnds [Sn{CH(SiBl/Me3)C5HJI-2}But2CI} 85 and 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5HJI-2}Me2Br} 86. 
The 119Sn NMR spectra of compounds 85 and 86 were recorded. The 119Sn 
NMR data of 85, 86, and some other five-coordinated Sn(IV) compounds 
SnCI(L)Me234 (L = {N(SiMe3)C(Ph) }2CH 89, {NHC(Ph) }2CH 90 and 
ChSn(CH2CH2CH2)2NMe 9135 are shown in Table 2.4. Both compounds 89 and 90 
are five-coordinated Sn(IV). The chemical shifts of 85 and 86 all move dramatically 
downfield with respect to those of 89 and 90. 119Sn NMR depends on the 
coordination number of tin atoms in the organotin compounds. 36,37 The 119Sn NMR of 
85 shows considerable high-field shifts with respect to its precursor, tetra-coordinate 
But2SnCh, 123.0 ppm. 37 The high-field shift of 86 with respect to the 85 presumably 
results from the relative strong Sn-N bond and deshielding effect. 
89 
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Table 2.4 ^^ S^n NMR of compounds 85，86，and some other compounds. 
Compound ^ S6 ^ ^ n 
S(ppm) -22.82 -41.59 -184.15 -187.65 -7.17 
4. Mass spectra of compounds [Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}Bu'2ClJ 85 and 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}Me2Br] 86. 
In the mass spectrum of compound 85, the molecular peak was not observed. 
The peak with relative low abundance (0.25%) at m/z 417 is due to the [P-Bu^ . The 
peak at m/z 326 is assigned to the fragment of [P-2Bu-a]+. The most intense peak at 
m/z 150 (100%) dues to [p ic^-Bu^ fragment. There are three peaks beyond the 
molecular weight which are at m/z 549 (15.59%), 567 (4.5%), and 695 (1.43%) which 
presumably come from the coupling of ion fragments. 
Mass spectrum of compound 86 displays molecular peak with isotopic 
distribution at m/z 469 (10.27%). And the other major fragment peaks are [P-Me]^ at 
m/z 454 (85.21%), [P -B r f 390 (4.03%), [pic^,]+ 240 (17.76%), [pic^,-Me]+ 225 
(100%). 
on 
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2.2.5 The structure of tin(II) alkyl complexes [Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}3]-
[Li{Li(tmeda)Cl}2] (77), [Sn{CH(SiButMe2)C5H沢-2}Cl]2 (78), and 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H3-2}2] (79). 
1. The structure of lithium trialkylstannate(II) complex complexes 
[Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}3][Li{Li(tmecki)Cl}2] (77). 
The structure of 77 consists of discrete molecules in the monoclinic unit cell 
and there is a molecule in the asymmetric unit. A perspective view of the molecule 
with the numbering scheme is shown in Figure 2.6. The coordination and isotropic 
parameters are listed in the Table (B.4). The selected bond distances and bond angles 
are given in Table 2.5. Al l the atoms in the three pyridine rings are disordered in two 
positions. 
The structure of the tin(II) compound 77 containing L i and tin atoms is an 
unexceptional zwitterionic type of complex. The molecule does not possess any 
crystallographic symmetry and it consists of [Sn(pic*)3Li] and [{Li2Cl2(tmeda)}2] 
species which are contact ion pair with a weak Li-Cl interaction of 2.41(3) A. 
In the core part of Sn(pic”3Li, the anionic pic* ligands bridge between tin and 
lithium atoms by the nitrogen atoms coordinating to L i and ipso-C atoms binding to Sn 
atom. The geometry around the tin center (ZSn = 283.3。）indicates a sterically active 
lone pair at tin atom. 
The [Sn(pic*)3] unit acts as a tridentate ligand and the three pic* bound to the 
lithium via the nitrogens of the pyridine rings. The configuration of SnCs unit is 
trigonal pyramidal and the Sn atom lies 1.25 A out of the plane of the three 
coordination _ - c a r b o n atoms. The angles of C-Sn-C are very similar with mean 
angle of 94.4 (6)° which is much less than the ideal angles 109.28° for sp^ 
hybridization, suggesting more p orbital characters rather than the repulsion of the lone 
pair electrons. The Sn-C bond distances of 2.35(av.) A is significantly longer than 
those in related tin(II) alkyl complexes Sn[CH(SiMe3)2]2 51 2.22(2),” 
[Sn{C6H3(CH2NMe2)2-2,6]C\] 50 2.158(8) A^^ and is similar to those found in 
[Sn(pic”)2] (2.35 A), [Sn(pic”)Cl] (2.32 A), and Sn(pic”)N(SiMe3)2 [2.356(8) A ] / ' ' 
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The lithium atom in the [Sn(pic*)3Li] unit is bound to the chlorine atom of a 
dimeric unit of [Li(tmeda)Cl]2 and complete a slightly distorted tetrahedral geometry. 
The average bond length of L i -N bonds is 2.03 (3)A and all bond angles o f N - L i ( l ) - N 
and Cl -L i ( l ) -N are around 110。. A noteworthy feature is the two angles of L i ( l ) -
Npyridine-C are asymmetry, angles Li(l)-N(l，2, or 3)-C(l, 13，or 25) and L i ( l ) -N ( l , 2, 
or 3)-C(5, 17, or 29) are about 110 and 126°, respectively, and the average summary 
of angles around N(i) (i = 1, 2, or 3) is 354.8。. The L i ( l ) atom is 2.63 A out of plane 
described by the three nitrogens of the pyridyl rings. 
Table 2.5 Selected bond distances and bond angles for compound 
[Sn{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}3Li1[Li(tmeda)Cl]2 77. 
i) Coordination of [Sn{C5H4NCH(SiBu'Me2)}3Li] 
Sn(l)-C(6) 2.356(16) Sn(l)-C(18) 2.333 (15) 
Sn(l)-C(30) 2.346(18) 
L i ( l ) -C l ( l ) 2.414 (27) L i ⑴ - N ( l ) 2.014(35) 
L i ( l ) -N(2) 2.050 (29) L i ( l ) -N(3) 2.041 (33) 
C(5)-C(6) 1.599 (26) C(17)-C(18) 1.594 (27) 
C(29)-C(30) 1.599 (25) 
C(6)-Sn(l)-C(18) 94.3(6) C(6)-Sn(l)-C(30) 94.6(6) 
C(18)-Sn(l)-C(30) 94.3(7) 
C l ( l ) -L i ( l ) -N( l ) 105.2(12) Cl( l ) -L i ⑴-N(2 ) 106.5(12) 
N ( l ) - L i ⑴-N(2 ) 112.6(16) CI ⑴ - L i ⑴-N(3) 106.1(14) 
N( l ) -L i ( l ) .N(3) 116.6(15) N(2)-Li ⑴-N(3) 109.1(14) 
L i ( l ) -C l ⑴-L i (2 ) 126.6(11) L i ⑴ - C I ⑴-L i (3) 125.7(12) 
Li(2)-Cl ⑴-L i (3 ) 79.0(12) L i ⑵-Cl(2)-Li(3) 79.7(11) 
L i ( l ) -N ( l ) -C ( l ) 110.7(9) L i ⑴-N( l ) -C(5) 124.5(9) 
Sn(l)-C(6)-C(5) 106.0(10) Sn(l)-C(6)-Si(l) 106.8(8) 
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C(5)-C(6)-Si(l) 111.9(13) 
Li( l )-N(2)-C(13) 108.6(10) Li( l)-N(2)-C(17) 127.3(9) 
Sn(l)-C(18)-C(17) 107.5(11) Sn(l)-C(18)-Si(2) 108.1(7) 
C(17)-C(18)-Si(2) 110.9(10) 
Li( l )-N(3)-C(25) 109.2(9) Li( l)-N(3)-C(29) 126.3(9) 
Sn(l)-C(30)-C(29) 107.5(11) Sn(l)-C(30)-Si(3) 106.6(8) 
C(29)-C(30)-Si(3) 112.0(11) 
ii) [Li(tmeda)Cl]2 
Li(2)-Li(3) 2.972 (45) 
L i (2)-Cl( l ) 2.359 (29) Li(2)-Cl(2) 2.306 (35) 
Li(2)-N(4) 2.056 (39) Li(2)-N(5) 2.126 (41) 
L i (3)-Cl( l ) 2.312(34) Li(3)-Cl(2) 2.335 (34) 
Li(3)-N(6) 2.192 (45) Li(3)-N(7) 2.131 (45) 
CI ⑴-Li(2)-Cl(2) 100.3(12) CI ⑴-Li(2)-N(4) 125.0(16) 
Cl(2)-Li(2)-N(4) 118.3(17) CI ⑴-Li(2)-N(5) 112.2(17) 
CI ⑵-Li (2)-N(5) 109.5(16) N(4)-Li ⑶-N(5 ) 91.1(15) 
CI ⑴-Li (3) -Cl ⑵ 100.8(12) Cl(l)-Li(3)-N(6) 128.3(17) 
Cl(2)-Li(3)-N(6) 107.5(18) CI ⑴-Li(3)-N(7) 111.3(19) 
Cl(2)-Li(3)-N(7) 117.3(17) N(6)-Li(3)-N(7) 92.9(16) 
The two trigonal planes defined by the three coordinated C atoms and the three 
N atoms, respectively, are nearly parallel with a dihedral angle of 0.9。and is in 
staggered configuration with a twist angle of about 40° as shown in Scheme 2.1. The 
dihedral angles of between any two pyridine planes out of the three pyridine rings are 
in the range of 67.0-103.9。. Sn(l), L i ( l ) , and Si(i) ( I = 1’ 2，or 3) are all non-coplanar 
with corresponding pyridyl ring plane, which were listed in Table 2.6 as comparison. 
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\ / \ t^-
a b 
Scheme 2.1 a) Simplified diagram of SnCsNsLi ； b) the projection along Sn to Li axial. 
Table 2.6 The deviation ofLi( l ) , Sn(l), and Si(i) from corresponding pyridyl plane (A) 
Plane L i ( l ) Sn(l) Si(i) dehedral angle。 
Pyl 0.78 2.14 -1.01 
Py2 -0.72 2.21 0.84 73.3 
Py3 -0.75 -2.06 0.93 67, 103.9 
In the [Li(tmeda)Cl]2 dimeric moiety , L^Ch unit is planar. The Li...Li 
separation is 2.97(5) A. Each L i atom is chelated by two N atoms of tmeda donor 
ligand and two //2-bridging CI atoms. The Sn(pic”3Li and [Li(tmeda)Cl]2 units 
associate together through a weak interaction between L i ( l ) and Cl ( l ) to form a 
zwitterionic compound. 
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C(31) C(36) c(321 
C(25) V y O C(13) 
0(38) ⑶丨 
• ) \ C^) / 
C(42) C(47) 
Figure 2.6 Molecular structure and atom numbering scheme of compound 
[Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N}3][Li{LiCl(tmeda)}2] 77. 
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2. The molecular structure of [Sn{CH(SiBt/Me2)C5H4N-2}Cl]2 78. 
Complex 78 is dimeric and has no crystallographic symmetry. The molecular 
structure is shown in Figure 2.7 and the selected bond distances and bond angles are 
listed in Table 2.7. The tin(II) atoms are bound by the anionic ligands via an inter-
bridging fashion and form an eight-membered ring in a “boat” form. The geometry at 
the tin centers are trigonal pyramidal, like compound 77, with a stereoactive lone pair 
at the metal center. 
The mean Sn-C(ipso) bond distance is 2.308 (6) A which is shorter than those 
observed in complexes [Sn(pic”)2] (2.35 A). The terminal Sn-Cl bond with the 
distance of 2.446(3) A is in endo position of the ring. The bond lengths of Sn( l ) -N( l ) 
and Sn(2)-N(2) are 2.287(7) and 2.267(5) A, respectively, which are significantly 
shorter than those found in four coordinate subvalent tin compounds with analogous 
ligands SnR2 (R = pic"" '^^  , 2.42; pic*^，2.432 A) and similar to the monomeric three-
coordinate tin(II) Sn(pic”)X { X = CI, 2.27; N(SiMe3)2, 2.299 A} . The relative strong 
interaction between Sn and donor N atoms is partly attributed to the decrease of 
coordination number. Sn...Sn separation is 4.040 A which is too long to be considered 
as bonding interaction between them. Both Sn(l) and Sn(2) atoms lie 1.30 (1)A out of 
the planes described by their coordinate atoms N(l)，C(18), Cl ( l ) and N(2), C(6), 
Cl(2), respectively. 
Sn atom is co-planar with pyridine ring and the angles of Sn-N-C(l)，Sn(l)-N-
C(5), Sn(2)-N(2)-C(13), and Sn(2)-N(2)-C(17) are all about 120。，revealing the N 
atom is sp^ hybridized. 
Table 2.7 Selected bond lengths and bond angles of compound [Sn(pic”Cl]2 78. 
Bond distances 
Sn(l)-Cl( l ) 2.438 (3) Sn( l ) -N( l ) 2.287 (7) 
Sn(l)-C(18) 2.309 (6) Sn(2)-Cl(2) 2.454 (3) 
Sn(2)-C(6) 2.306 (6) Sn(2)-N(2) 2.267 (5) 
N ( l ) -C ( l ) 1.367 (9) N(l)-C(5) 1.351 (9) 
C ⑴-C(2) 1.390(12) C ⑴-C(6) 1.471 (9) 
C⑶-C(3) 1.366 (12) C(3)-C(4) 1.362 (14) 
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C(4)-C(5) 1.366 (15) C(9)-C(10) 1.509 (13) 
N(2)-C(13) 1.357 (10) N(2)-C(17) 1.343 (10) 
C(13)-C(14) 1.412 (9) C(13)-C(18) 1.456 (11) 
C(14)-C(15) 1.366 (12) C(15)-C(16) 1.365 (14) 
C(16)-C(17) 1.362(10) 
Bond angles 
C l ( l ) -Sn( l ) -N( l ) 92.0(2) Cl( l)-Sn(l)-C(18) 95.8(2) 
N( l ) -Sn( l ) -C(18) 89.6(2) Cl(2)-Sn(2)-C(6) 94.3(2) 
Cl(2)-Sn(2)-N(2) 92.8(2) C(6)-Sn(2)-N(2) 89.8(2) 
Sn( l ) -N( l ) -C( l ) 121.5(5) Sn(l)-N(l)-C(5) 120.5(6) 
C( l ) -N( l ) -C(5) 117.9(7) 
Sn(2)-C(6)-Si(l) 111.5(3) Sn(2)-C(6)-C(l) 110.8(4) 
Sn(2)-N(2)-C(13) 120.6(5) Sn(2)-N(2)-C(17) 120.2(5) 
C(13)-N(2)-C(17) 119.2(6) N(2)-C(13)-C(14) 119.3(7) 
Sn(l)-C(18)-Si(2) 112.2(4) Sn(l)-C(18)-C(13) 110.4(4) 
Si(2)-C(18)-C(13) 120.4(4) 
Q The configuration of the eight-
\ / I member heterocyclic ring composed of 
\ S ^ — — j ~ c Sn(l)，Sn(2), N ( l ) , N(2), C( l ) , C(6), 
y ^ g / C(13), and C(18) is in a "boat" form. The 
two pyridine ring planes tilted up the 
bottom of boat with the dihedral angle of 30。. Sn(l) and Sn(2) are co-planar with 
N ( l ) , C(l)，C(2), C(3), C(4), C(5), C(6) and N(2), Me 
C(13), C(14), C(15), C(16), C(17), C(18) planes, 
respectively. Si j 
The coordination angles Cl-Sn-N(av.) is Me Bu^ 
92.4(2), Cl-Sn-C(av.) 95.0(2)，and N-Sn-C(av.) 89.7 H 
(2)。，respectively. Two Me groups on the ipso-
carbon lie slightly at different environment from each other. The bulky tert-h\xiy\ 
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Bond Distance (A) 
1 1.471(9), 1.456(9) 
2 1.39(1), 1.412(9) 
^ 3 1.36 (1), 1.37 (1) 
5 2 4 1.37(1)，1.37(1) 
^ 5 1.37 (1), 1.36 (1) 
6 N 7 cSiButMe2 5 1.351(9), 1.34 ⑴ 
7 1.367(9), 1.36(1) 
A noteworthy feature o f 78 is the polarity o f pyridyl ring which is consistent 
wi th the relative stronger donor Sn-N bond (2.288 A). The bonds between adjacent 
carbon and ipso C atoms, C( l ) -C(6) and C(13)-C(18), are rather short [1.471(9) and 
1.456(11) A], corresponding distances in 77 and in 79 are 1.59 and 1.505 A. The 
bonds C( l ) -C(2), and C(13)-C(14) are enlarged to 1.390 and 1.412, respectively and 
bond distances o f N-C(adjacent) o f N ( l ) - C ( l ) and N(2)-C(13) [1.367(9) and 1.36(1) 
A] are slightly longer than bonds N( l ) -C(5) and N(2)-C(17) [1.351(9) and 1.34(1) A]. 
Al l facts suggest the distortion o f pyridine ring which results from the delocalization o f 
negative charge. 
5. The structure of complex[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2} 2] 79. 
The structure o f complex 79 was confirmed by the X-ray crystal structure 
analysis. The dialkyltin(II) complex 79 as shown in Figure 2.9 is a monomer. The 
selected bond distances and bond angles are listed in Table 2.8. 
The central Sn(II) atom is four-coordinate being chelated by two nitrogen and 
two carbon atoms from two anionic pic'''' ligands in the (C, N ) four-member 
coordination fashion. The SnNzC? unit shows square pyramidal geometry with two 
nitrogen atoms in trans positions. Four coordination atoms make a least-square base 
plane from which deviations of N ( l ) , N(2)，C(l), and C(16) atoms are about 士0.276 A. 
The Sn( l ) atom occupies the apex with a lone pair of electrons and is 1.17 A departed 
from the base plane. Sn-N bond distances are 2.446(5) and 2.417(4) A, comparing 
with the 2.42A found in Sn(pic")2^ '^ , which is much longer than the distance of 2.27 A 
in [Sn(pic，，)Cl]. The mean Sn-C distance is 2.331(4) A which is within the realms of 
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C ⑷ C(3, 





( ^ v ® 
W - — C ( 1 8 ) C(19) 
% 孙 ( 3 。 ） 
C(29) 
Figure 2.8 Molecular structure and numbering scheme of Compound 
[Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}2] 79 (25% thermal ellipsoids). 
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The average bite angle of N( l ) -Sn-C( l ) and N(2)-Sn-C(16) is 60.0。and the 
bite distance N...C is 2.383 A. The dihedral angles between pyridyl and phenyl planes 
from same ligand are 58.0 and 113.8。, respectively. Sn atom is 0.029 and 0.49 A out 
o f two pyridyl planes, respectively. The angles Sn(l)-N(l)-C(2,6) and Sn(l)-N(2)-
C(17,21) exhibit apparent asymmetry (av. 93.0 and 146.3。) which is due to the steric 
strain o f chelating ring. 
Table 2.8 Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (�) for compound Sn(pic. )2 
(i) Coordination geometry about Sn atom 
Sn( l ) -C( l ) 2.329 (4) Sn( l ) -N( l ) 2.446 (5) 
Sn(l)-C(16) 2.333 (4) Sn(l)-N(2) 2.417 (4) 
C( l ) -Sn( l ) -N( l ) 59.7(1) C(l)-Sn(l)-C(16) 103.6(1) 
N( l ) -Sn( l>C(16) 93.3(1) C(l)-Sn(l)-N(2) 92.2(1) 
N( l ) -Sn ( l ) -N ⑵ 137.1(1) C(16)-Sn(l)-N(2) 60.3(1) 
(ii) 2-[Phenyl(trimethylsilyl)methylene]pyridine ligands 
C⑴-C(2) 1.498 (6) C(16)-C(17) 1.509 (6) 
C⑴-C(12) 1.502 (5) C(16)-C(27) 1.500 (6) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.394 (8) C(17)-C(18) 1.393 (7) 
C(2)-N( l ) 1.345 (5) C(17)-N(2) 1.337 (5) 
C(3)-C(4) 1.385 (8) C(18)-C(19) 1.372 (8) 
CX4)-C(5) 1.364 (8) C(19)-C(20) 1.372 (7) 
C(5)-C(6) 1.357 (10) C(20)-C(21) 1.365 (8) 
C(6)-N( l ) 1.341(7) C(21)-N(2) 1.341(6) 
C(7).C(8) 1.391 (5) C(22)-C(23) 1.390 (7) 
C(7)-C(12) 1.393 (5) C(22)-C(27) 1.389 (5) 
C(8)-C(9) 1.351 (8) C(23)-C(24) 1.366 (9) 
C(9).C(10) 1.368 (7) C(24)-C(25) 1.359 (7) 
C(10)-C( l l ) 1.377 (5) C(25)-C(26) 1.369(7) 
C( l l ) -C(12) 1.395 (6) C(26)-C(27) 1.400(7) 
Sn( l ) -C( l ) -Si ( l ) 103.4(2) Sn(l)-C(16)-Si(2) 105.7 ⑴ 
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Sn( l ) -C( l ) -C(2) 93.8(2) Sn(l)-C(16)-C(17) 92.0(2) 
S i ( l ) -C( l ) -C(2) 107.2(3) Si(2)-C(16)-C(17) 110.2(3) 
Sn( l ) -C( l ) -C(12) 118.5(3) Sn(l)-C(16)-C(27) 118.8(3) 
Si ( l ) -C( l ) -C(12) 114.9(3) Si ⑶-C(16)-C(27) 113.5(3) 
C(2)-C(l)-C(12) 116.4(3) C(17)-C(16)-C(27) 114.5(3) 
Sn( l ) -N( l ) -C(2) 92.9(3) Sn(l)-N(2)-C(17) 93.0(3) 
Sn( l ) -N( l ) -C(6) 147.2(4) Sn(l)-N(2)-C(21) 145.3(3) 
C(2)-N( l ) -C(6) 119.8(5) C(17)-N(2)-C(21) 119.9(4) 
4. Comparison of structures of divalent tin alkyl complexes. 
The monomeric and dimeric t in(II) complexes were obtained using the 
sterically hindered N-functionalised alkyl ligands pic* and pic*，. In both compounds 
77 and 78 with mono substituted ligand pic*, the ligand functions as a bridging ligand to 
two metal centers [a Sn(II) and a lithium atoms for compound 77 and two Sn(II) 
atoms for 78，respectively]. The Sn(II) atoms are three-coordinated, however, t in 
metal is bound to three carbons in the trialkyl t in compound 77，while, in 78 they are 
coordinated to one carbon, nitrogen and chlorine. The coordination geometries o f both 
tri-coordinated compounds are trigonal pyramidal with a lone pair electrons at the tin 
center. 
| 1 产 \ M 产 
Trigonal pyramid Square pyramid 
Interestingly, the bis-substituted ligand pic*^，bonded to the Sn(II) atom forms a 
tetra-coordination monomeric compound. The ligand acts as a chelating ligand with 
the mean bite angle o f 60.3°. The coordination environment surrounding the Sn(II) 
atom is square pyramidal with four coordination atoms on the base and a lone pair 
occupying the apex. 
Tin has the electronic configuration In subvalent organotin complexes, 
t in is generally regarded as sp^ hybridized, with two of the hybrid orbitals involved in 
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bonding and the third containing a lone pair of electrons,i In all three compounds, the 
coordination angles are about 90。，suggesting most of the p orbitals of tin take part 
bonding. 
In these tin(II) compounds, the CQpso) atoms of N-flinctionalised alkyl ligands 
are in principle chiral centers. Furthermore, the tin atom is also a chiral center in 
compound 78. These compounds all come from the lithium alkyl compounds with 
C(adjacent)-C(/>5o) double bond. The crystal of 77 is a diasteroisomer, resulting from 
the distortion of each pyridyl ring in two opposite position. The crystal of 79 consists 
of two trans-coordimtQd diasteroisomers with the carbon in (R, R) and (S, S) 
configurations, respectively, to get intermolecular the diasteromerization in crystal. 
MesSL p, >減 3 3 \ Ph ^ Pl^ / 
X A nQ? 
Ph SiMe3 MesSi Ph 
Diastereoisomers of [Sn(picf)2] 79 
In principle, there are seven optical isomers for two chiral centers in complex 78. In 
fact, only two isomers were isolated. 
\ N ^ V N V 7 
\ / 下 sn / 
> Sn \ Sf ^ ^ \ 
s / 
Diastereoisomers of [Sn(pic牛)Cl]2 
Sn (R) and C* (R, S) Sn (S) and C (R, S) 
Some structural data of the compounds as well as Sn(pic”)2 and Sn(pic”)Cl 
are listed in Table 2.9 to comprehend their coordination features. 
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Table 2.9 Comparison of selected structural data of Sn compounds 
Sn(pic”3Li Sn(pic*')2 Sn(pic”)2 [Sn(pic*)a]2 Sn(pic”)Cl 
Compounds 77 79 78 
Geometry at Trig. py. Sq. py. Sq. py. Trig. py. Trig. py. 
M SnCs SnN2C2 SnNsCs SnNCCl SnNCCl 
Sn-N ( A ) 2.446(5), 2.417 (6)(av.) 2.287 (7) 2.27 
2.417(4) 2.267(5) 
Sn-C(A) 2.36(2), 2.329(4), 2.352 2.308 (6) 2.32 
2.33(2)，2.35(2) 2.333(4) 
bite angle: 60.3 (1) 5 9 . 6 9 _ 
N-Sn-C (。） 
Ref. this work this work this work 7,8 
2.2.6 The structure of [Sn(CRR，”2X] (X = CI or Br). 
1. The structure of [Sn{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2]Bu'2Cl] 85. 
The molecular structure of 85 is presented in Figure 2.10，and selected bond 
distances and bond angles are in Table 2.10. 
The coordination environment surrounding the tin atom is more appropriately 
described as a greatly distorted trigonal-bypyramid with three coordinate C( l ) , C(13), 
and C(17) atoms in the equatorial plane. The Sn atom lies 0.36 A out of the equatorial 
plane oriented on the same side as the C l ( l ) atom (the three C-Sn-C angles are 108 .8, 
126.4 and 116.6). The two apical atoms are C l ( l ) and N ( l ) , respectively, but the 
C l ( l ) -Sn( l ) -N( l ) angle of 156.0(3)。greatly deviates from linear angle 180。，which is 
attributed to the four-member chelating ring strain. 
Table 2.10 Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles (。) for compound 
[SnBu^2{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4-2}Bu^2Cl] 85. 
(i) Coordination geometry about Sn atoms 
Sn( l ) -Cl ( l ) 2.443(6) Sn( l ) -N( l ) 2.630(8) 
Sn( l ) -C( l ) 2.163(8) Sn(l)-C(13) 2.212(9) 
Sn(l)-C(17) 2.18(1) 
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Cl ( l ) -Sn( l ) -N( l ) 156.0(3) Cl ( l ) -Sn( l ) -C( l ) 98.0(3) 
Cl( l )-Sn(l)-C(13) 97.2(3) Cl( l)-Sn(l)-C(17) 102.9(3) 
N ( l ) -Sn ( l ) -C ( l ) 58.0(4) N( l)-Sn( l)-C(13) 92.3(4) 
N( l>Sn( l ) -C(17) 92.3(4) C(l)-Sn(l)-C(13) 108.8(3) 
C(l)-Sn(l)-C(17) 126.4(4) C(3)-Sn(l)-C(17) 116.6(4) 
Pyridyl alkyl ligand 
S i ( l ) -C( l ) 1.907(9) Si(l)-C(7) 1.86(1) 
Si(l)-C(8) 1.89(1) Si(l)-C(9) 1.875(9) 
N( l ) -C(2) 1.33(1) N( l ) -C(6) 1.34(1) 
C ⑴-C(2 ) 1.49 ⑴ C ⑵-C(3) 1.35 ⑴ 
C(3)-C(4) 1.35(2) C(4)-C(5) 1.37 ⑶ 
C(5)-C(6) 1.36(1) 
Sn( l ) -N( l ) -C ⑵ 83.1(3) Sn(l)-N ⑴-C(6) 148.8(3) 
C(2)-N(l)-C(6) 120.2(7) Sn( l ) -C( l ) -Si( l ) 120.6(4) 
Sn(l)-C(l)-C(2) 98.4(5) Si(l)-C ⑴-C(2) 116.0(6) 
The anionic alkly ligand pic* acts as a bidentate chelating ligand to Sn(IV) atom 
through the ipso-C and donor N atoms to achieve a four-member chelating with a 
small bite angle of 58.0(4)。. The Sn-C (ipso) bond distance is 2.163(8) A which is 
slightly longer than the bond distance of 2.14 A found in the SnPh2[o-
C6H4{CH(SiMe3)2}].42 The two butyl Sn-C(13) and Sn-C(18) bonds are slightly 
different being 2.18(1) and 2.212(9) A, respectively. Sn-Cl distance of 2.443(6) A 
which is in the covalent bond (2.4 A).43 
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Figure 2.10 Molecular structure with atom numbering scheme of compound 
[Sn{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}Bu2Cl] 85 (25% thermal ellipsoids). 
The long Sn-N distance of 2.630(8) A in 85 is intermediate between the value 
of Sn-N bond distances reported in the literature (ranging from 2.372-2.965 入严，舅 
In contrast, in the Sn(IV) compound SnPh2(Q')Cl'' 92 with analogous N -
flinctionalised alkyl ligand [Q' 二 &{CHSiMesJCgHyN], tin is also in the penta-
coordinate arrangement with Sn-N bond distance of 2.490(3) A which is considerably 
short in triorganotin complexes. However, the Sn-N bond distances are found to be 
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2.782(11) and 2.965(11) A in SnCl2Ph2.pyrazine.44 The significantly long Sn...N 
distance possibly due to the steric hindrance from two bulky Bu groups and the alkyl 
ligand which prevent the closer approach of the tin. 
In order to quantify certain geometric features around the Sn and ipso C ( l ) 
atoms, selected torsion angles were calculated and summarized in Table 2.11. For 
instance, an 'anti，relationship of the steric hindered SiBuMe2 group and one Bu is 
evident. Accordingly, the torsion angle of C(13)-Sn(l)-C(l)-Si( l) was found to be 
167.0°. The conformation around Sn and the ipso-C bond is staggered (see Table 2.11 
and Scheme 2.6 a), while the conformation of Si and ipso C bond is in the middle of 
staggered and eclipsed modes (b). The following diagrams show the two Newmen 
projections along the C(l>—Sn(l) and C( l ) —Si ( l ) directions, respectively. 
Table 2.11 List of selected torsion angle O for [Sn{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2}Bu^2Cl] 85 
Cl( l ) -Sn( l ) -C( l ) -Si ( l ) ^ C(13)-Sn(l)-C(l)-Si(l) 
C(17)-Sn(l)-C(l)-Si( l) -46.0 Cl( l)-Sn(l)-C(l)-C(2) 166.5 
C(13)-Sn(l)-C(l)-C(2) -66.1 C(17)-Sn(l)-C(l)-C(2) 80.9 
C(7)-Si(l)-C(l)-C(2) 134.9 C(7)-Si ⑴-C( l ) -Sn( l ) -16.5 
C(8)-Si( l)-C(l)-Sn(l) 101.1 C(8)-Si(l)-C(l)-C(2) -17.3 
C(9)-Si( l)-C(l)-Sn(l) -137.2 C(9)-Si ⑴-C( l ) -C(2) 104.3 
SiButMes SnBut CI 
„ t /Me 




Scheme 2.6 Newmen projection for compound [Sn{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N-2}Bu2Cl] 
85. a, along the C-Sn Bond; b, along the C-Si bond. 
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2. The molecular structure of [Sn{CPh(SiMes)C5H4N-2}Me2Br] 86. 
The crystal structure of compound 86 and atom numbering scheme are 
displayed in Figure 2.11. Selected bond distances and bond angles are listed in Table 
2.12 and the coordinate and thermal parameters are given in Appendix. 
Compound 86 is shown by X-ray structural 
analysis a five-coordinated trigonal bipyramidal 50 
structure similar to that of the compound 85. The ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Sn^——C (ipso) 
three C atoms are in the equatorial plane with ^o 
Me i l l .y) 
three angles of C(i)-Sn-CG) around 120°. While 
N and Br atoms at two axial positions. The Sn 
atom lies 0.34 人 out of the equatorial plane toward the same side as the Br atom, 
which is similar to that in 85. The angle Br ( l ) -Sn( l ) -N( l ) of 163.4。is slightly larger 
than corresponding angle in 85. The chelating angle of pic伞’ at Sn atom is 61.3°. The 
dihedral angle between pyridyl and phenyl ring planes is 67.4°. 
Table 2.12 Bond distances and bond angles of Sn(pic小,)Me2Br 86 
Sn( l ) -Br( l ) 2.623 (1) Sn( l ) -N( l ) 2.460 (4) 
Sn( l ) -C( l ) 2.215 (4) Sn(l)-C(16) 2.123 (6) 
Sn(l)-C(17) 2.129 (6) C( l ) -S i ( l ) 1.918 (4) 
C(l)-C(2) 1.510(6) C ⑴-C(7) 1.516(6) 
N( l ) -C(2) 1.352 (6) N( l ) -C(6) 1.337 (6) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.390 (6) C(3)-C⑷ 1.364 (7) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.404 (8) C(5)-C(6) 1.362 (7) 
C(7)-C(8) 1.404 (6) C(7)-C(12) 1.384 (6) 
C(8)-C(9) 1.394 (7) C(9)-C(10) 1.366 (8) 
C(10)-C( l l ) 1.367 (8) C( l l ) -C(12) 1.384 (7) 
Si(l)-C(13) 1.874 (6) Si(l)-C(14) 1.874 (6) 
Si(l)-C(15) 1.867 (6) Br(l)-Sn(l)-C(16) 97.9⑶ 
Br(l)-Sn(l)-C(17) 97.2(2) C(16)-Sn(l)-C(17) 119.0(2) 
Br ( l ) -Sn( l ) -C( l ) 102.1(1) C(l)-Sn(l)-C(16) 122.0(2) 
C(l)-Sn(l)-C(17) 111.5(2) Br ( l ) -Sn( l ) -N( l ) 163.4(1) 
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N(l) -Sn( l ) -C(16) 91.6(2) N( l)-Sn( l)-C(17) 89.9(2) 
N ⑴ - S n ( l ) - C ( l ) 61.3(1) Sn(l)-C(l)-C(7) 110.0(3) 
Sn( l ) -C( l>C(2) 95.1(2) C(2)-C(l)-C(7) 114.0(3) 
Sn( l ) -C( l ) -S i ( l ) 113.6(2) C(7)-C(l)-Si( l ) 115.7(3) 
C(2)-C ⑴ - S i ( l ) 106.7(3) C ⑴-C(7)-C(8) 120.8(4) 
C ⑴-C(7)-C(12) 122.5(4) C(8)-C(7)-C(12) 116.7(4) 
C(7)-C(8)-C(9) 121.3(4) C(8)-C(9)-C(10) 120.0(5) 
C(9)-C(10)-C(l 1) 119.8(5) C(10)-C(l 1)-C(12) 120.6(5) 
C(7)-C(12)-C(l l ) 121.6(5) Sn(l)-N ⑴-C(2) 89.1(2) 
Sn( l)-N( l )-C(6) 151.4(3) C(2)-N(l)-C(6) 119.2(4) 
C ⑴ - C ⑵ - N ⑴ 113.4(3) C ⑴ - C ⑶-C(3) 125.9(4) 
N(l)-C(2)-C(3) 120.6(4) C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 120.1(5) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 118.6(5) C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 118.7(5) 
N(l)-C(6)-C(5) 122.8(5) C ⑴ - S i ⑴-C(13) 108.7(2) 
C(l)-Si( l )-C(14) 114.6(2) C(13)-Si(l)-C(14) 108.8(3) 
C( l ) -Si ⑴-C(15) 107.9(2) C(13)-Si(l)-C(15) 109.1(3) 
C(14)-Si(l)-C(15) 107.7(3) 
Significant difference between both compounds 85 and 86 is the Sn-N bond 
distances. The Sn( l ) -N( l ) bond distance of 2.460 (4) A is significantly shorter than 
that in compound 85, while slightly shorter than the 2.490 (3) A in SnPh2(Q')Cl'' 92. 
This difference presumably results from the relative smaller steric effect comparing to 
that in the analogous compounds 85 and 92. In contrast, the Sn-C(l) bond distance of 
2 .2 15 (4) A is lengthened that of 85, which is consistent with the synergetic effect. 
The two bond distances between methyl C and Sn atoms, Sn(l)-C(16) and Sn(l)_ 
C(17), are 2.123 (6) and 2.129 (6) A which are shorter than 2.212(9) and 2.18(1) A of 
two corresponding Sn-C (butyl) bonds. 
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Figure 2.11 Molecular structure with atom numbering scheme of 
compound [Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2jMezBr] 86. 
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2.3 Experimental. 
Material 
The compounds SnBu2Cl2, SnMe2Cl2, and SnMesBr? were obtained 
commercially from Aldrich Chemical Limited and were without fiirther purification. 
2.3.1 Syntheses of subvalent tin alkyl compounds. 
1. Synthesis of [Sn{CH(SiButMe2)C5H沢-2}3][Li{LiCl(tmeda)}2] 77. 
A solution of [{CH(SiButMe2)C5H4N-2}Li.tmeda]2 34 ( 0.500 g, 1.57 mmol) 
in 30 ml of Et^O was added dropwise to a suspension of SnCb (0.150g, 7.9 mmol) in 
30 ml o f hexane and the mixture was stirred for 5 hrs and a yellow mixture was 
obtained. After filtration, concentration (ca.lO ml), and kept at -20 yellow 
crystals of 77 was obtained which readily loses solvent and become powdery. The 
crystals were collected, washed with cooled hexane, and dried in vacuo. Yielded 
0.356 g (64.1%). Elemental Analysis: Found: C, 53.12; H, 8.55; N, 8.63%: Calc. for 
C48H92N7Cl2Li3Si3Sn: C, 54.29; H, 8.73; N, 9.23%. N M R in ^4-benzene: 6 (ppm): 
0.27 (s, 9H), 0.71 (s, 9H), 0.79 (s, 27H), 1.69 (s，3H), 2.01 (s, 8H), 2.15 (s，24H), 
6.32 (t, 3H), 6.97 (t, 3H), 7.10 (d, 3H), 8.89 (d, 3H). ^^ C NMR: -0.90, 20.7, 28.3， 
39.4, 46.2，57.1，113.8, 123.7, 135.3, 149.0, 172.4. ' ' 'Sn: 209 ppm. 
2 . Synthesis ofdinuclear complex [Sn{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2}Cl]2 78. 
A solution of [{CH(SiButMe2)C5H4N-2}Li.tmeda]2 34 (0.472 g 1.43 mmol) in 
25 ml of ether was added dropwise into a slurry of SnCh (0.276 g, 1.46 mmol) in 30 
ml of hexane. After stirring for 4 hrs, the pale yellow mixture was filtered to separate 
the white solid formed. The resulting pale yellow solution was concentrated to ca. 10 
ml in vacuo and kept at -20 for 18 hrs. to yield white needle-like crystalline solid 
which was collected by filtration, washed by cool pentane, and dried in vacuo and 
yielded 0.389g (75%) of compound 78. The crystal suitable for X-ray structure 
determination was recrystallized from the mixture solvent of EtzO and hexane. 
Elemental Analysis: Found: C, 39.95; H, 5.64; N, 3.94%: Calc. for CsAH^NsClzSisSn。： 
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C，39.98; H, 5.59; N, 3.89%). ^H NMR in benzene- /^g： 5 (ppm): 0.33 (s，6H), 0.86 (s, 
9H), 2.49 (s with Sn splitting, IH), C5H4N: 5.75 (t, IH), 6.78 ( t， IH) , 7.19 (m, IH). 
8.06 (d, IH). ii9sn N M R in benzene-^ /6： (ppm): 75.9. Mass spectrum (m/z): 429, 326 
(Sn+pic”，206 (pic*-Bu). 
3. Synthesis of Sn{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}2，79. 
A solution of [{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}Li.tmeda] 38 ( 0.634 g, 1.74 mmol ) in 
25 ml ether was added slowly to a suspension of SnCb ( 0.167g, 0.880 mmol ) in 
hexane (30 ml), and stirred at room temperature for 6 hrs. The solid (LiCl) was 
separated from the yellow mixture, the filtrate was concentrated to about 10 ml. After 
stored at low temperature (-20 for a few days, reddish yellow crystals of 79 were 
separated by filtration, washed with hexane, and dried in vacuo, yielded 0.412g (79.0% 
) .M.p. 155-160 °C . Element Analysis: Found: C, 60.20; H, 6.00; N, 4.72%: Calc. for 
C3oH36N2Si2Sn: C，60.11; H, 6.05; N, 4.67%). ^H NMR in benzene-Jg： 5 (ppm): 0.27 
(s, 9H, SiMes), C5H4N and CgHs： 6.39 (t, IH), 6.54 (d, 2H) 6.66 (t, IH), 6.82 (m, 
4H), 7.84 (d, IH). 
4. Synthesis of Sn(pic力 80 from reaction of [Sn{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2}Cl]2 78 
with [{CH(SiButMe2) C5HW-2}Li. tmeda]2 34. 
To a 20 ml of ether solution of [SnClC5H4NCH(SiButMe2)]2 78 (0.26 g, 0.36 
mmol) was added slowly a solution of [C5H4NCH(SiButMe2)Li.tmeda]2 2 (0.25 g, 
0.38 mmol) in 15 ml ether. The result mixture was stirred at room temperature for 6 
hrs and then filtered. The pale yellow filtrate was concentrated {ca. 10 ml) and stored 
at-18。C for three days to a yield yellow solid (0.21 g, 55%). ^H NMR in ^/e-benzene: 
5 (ppm): 0.20 (b, 6H), 0.94 (s, 9H)，2.14 (s, IH), 6.34 (t, IH), 6.49 (d, IH), 6.91 (m, 
IH), 7.96 (d, IH). i i9SnNMR: 165 ppm. 
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2 . 3 . 2 Synthesis of tetravalent-tin complexes with substituted methylpyridine ligand. 
1. Synthesis of [Sn{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2}Bu'2Cl] 85. 
A so lu t i on o f But2SnCl2 (0 .373 g, 1.23 m m o l ) i n 2 0 m l o f hexane w a s added 
s l o w l y t o the so lu t i on o f [ L i { C H ( S i B u t M e 2 ) C 5 H 4 N - 2 } ( t m e d a ) ] 2 34 ( 0 .422 g, 1.28 
m m o l ) d isso lved i n 10 m l o f hexane. T h e m i x t u r e was a l l o w e d t o st i r at 25 f o r 4 h. 
A f t e r f i l t r a t i on , the so lvent w a s r e m o v e d under v a c u u m and the res idue w a s ex t rac ted 
w i t h 20 m l o f pentane. T h e f i l t ra te was concent ra ted ( t o ca. 10 m l ) and coo led t o -18 
t o a f f o r d co lor less crystals o f c o m p o u n d 85 w h i c h w e r e separated b y f i l t ra t ion , and 
washed w i t h coo led pentane, and dr ied i n vacuo, y ie lded 0 .46 g ( 7 9 % ) . E lemen ta l 
Ana lys is : F o u n d : C, 50 .30 ; H , 8 .02; N, 2 . 9 0 % : Calc. f o r CsoHsgNClSiSn: C , 50 .60; H , 
8 .07; N , 2 . 9 5 % ) . m.p.。C. N M R i n benzene-c/e： 6 -0 .17 (s, 3 H ) , 0.53 (s, 3 H ) , 1.01 
(s, 9 H ) , 1.10 (s，9H), 1.55 (s, 9 H ) , 3 .16 (s, I H ) , 6 .42 (m, I H ) , 6 .88 (m, 2 H ) , 7 .74 (m, 
I H ) . 13c N M R : 5, -4 .84 , -1 .25 , 27 .39, 30.37, 31.60, 34 .71，35.08, 38 .94 , 119.70, 
123.84, 137.14，147.34, 165.43. " ^ S n N M R in de-henztne: 5, - 22 .82 ppm. M a s s 
spec t rum: m / z 417 , [P -Bu]+ ; 326, [ P - C l - 2 B u t + l ] + ; and 150. 
2. Synthesis of [Sn{CPh(SiMes)C5H4N-2}Me2Br] 86. 
T o a s t i r red so lu t ion o f MezSnBr? (0 .318 g, 1.03 m m o l ) i n 10 m l hexane was 
added d r o p w i s e a so lu t i on o f [ L i { S i M e 3 C ( P h ) C 5 H 4 N } ( t m e d a ) ] (0 .386 g, 1.06 m m o l ) i n 
hexane (20 m l ) at 25 T h e m i x t u r e was st i r red f o r 4 h and vo la t i les w e r e r e m o v e d in 
vacuo. T h e residue was ext rac ted w i t h 20 m l o f ether and the w h i t e so l id was r e m o v e d 
by f i l t ra t ion . T h e color less f i l t ra te was concent ra ted t o ca. 10 m l i n vacuo and coo led 
t o -18 and color less crystals o f c o m p o u n d 86 w e r e obta ined in 8 6 % y ie ld (0 .39 g) . 
E lemen ta l Analys is : Found : C, 42 .92 ; H , 5.18; N , 2 . 9 1 % : Calc. f o r C i7H24NBrSiSn: C, 
43 .53 ; H , 5 .16; N , 2 .99%) .m .p . 168。C. ^H N M R in benzene-c^: 5 (ppm) : 0.13 (s, 9 H , 
S iMes) , 0 .51 (s w i t h Sn spl i t t ing, 3 H , SnMe) , 1.20 (s’ w i t h Sn spl i t t ing, 3 H , SnMe) , 
C5H4N and C6H5： 6 .38 (m, I H ) , 6.83 (m, 2 H ) , 6 .99 (m, I H ) . 7 .21 (m, 3 H ) , 7 .50 (m, 
I H ) . i i 9 s n i n ^/6-benzene: 5 (ppm) , -41.59. Mass spect rum: m /z 469, [ P f ; 454 , [P-
Me ]+ ; and 225. 
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Chapter 3 
Transition Metal Derivatives with y^Functionalized 
Alkyl Ligands 
3.1 Introduction. 
3.1.1 The decomposition pathways of organometallic compounds. 
T h e d iscovery o f ferrocene, ("S-CsROzFe i n 1950 has in i t ia ted the rap id 
deve lopment o f o rgano t rans i t ion chemistry. Nevertheless, l i t t le progress has been 
made i n organometa l l i c chemistry o f the t rans i t ion metals w h e n compared w i t h the 
ma in g r o u p elements at that t ime. The reason is par t ly a t t r ibu ted t o the thermal 
instab i l i ty o f t rans i t ion meta l -carbon bond. The a - M - C b o n d is usual ly m u c h weaker 
than the M - X bonds ( X = CI, O, N etc). The possible decompos i t i on pathways f o r 
meta l hydrocarby ls are shown in the fo l lowings^: 
1. a - H y d r o g e n transfer (e l iminat ion) • 
H 
[ M ] — C — H ^ 麵 , ^ h e r 
** L M J ^ H decompositio 
H 
2. yS^Hydrogen transfer (e l iminat ion) . 
R R / R 
[M]——C C——H _ — — ^ [ M ] II may lose alkene; 
/ C \ hydride may decompose 
R R R R further 
3. Cyc lometa l l a t i ons :厂 -Hydrogen transfer (e l iminat ion) . 
[ M ] z C V — [ / < X 
H-CH2Z \r H, CH2 R 
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4. ( ^ H y d r o g e n transfer (e l iminat ion) . 
— r O o 
5. In t ramolecu la r e l im inat ion o f hydrocarbon. 
R 
[ M ] 、 [ M ] + 丄 
^ R R 
[ M ] \ [ M ] + 
\ h H 
6. B inuc lear ( in termolecu lar ) e l iminat ion. 
[ M ] — R + H 一 [ M ] 一 [ M ] — [ M ] + R — H 
7. Free radical (homo ly t i c ) f ission. 
[ M ] — — R [M]+ + R+ -
A m o n g them, /^^el iminat ion is the most faci le pa thway f o r decompos i t i on i n M -
C bond-con ta in ing complexes. The mechanism o f the (3-el imination was suggested by 
Lappe r t and coworke rs i n 1970.2 The impor tan t cond i t i on f o r y^e l im ina t ion is the 
existence o f y^hydrogen. I n addi t ion, the steric con fo rma t i on is cruc ia l f o r the 
mechanism t o be viable, i.e. the M L n and y ^ p r o t o n should be in cw -con fo rma t i on (eq. 
3.1) . B u l k y g roup o n the a - C a tom makes the decompos i t ion in to o le f in become 
ster ical ly unfavorable.^ 
P干 [ H 》 H ] H ^ C H R 
H - C H _ _ ^ Y " ? I C H 一 L n M H + \\ 
i M " T AA r w L n M " H I L H 】 
C N = n + l C N = n + 2 (3 .1) 
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3.1.2 Iron(II) and cobalt(II) alkyl complexes. 
A m o n g the i r o n ( I I ) a lky l complexes k n o w n , the ma jo r i t y are 18-e lect ron 
compounds w i t h the fo rmu las [ F e R ( X ) L n ] or [ F e R z L J . C o m p o u n d s such as 
R2Fe(bipy)2 ' ( R = M e 94，Et 95, Pr" 96, o r R2 二（CH2)4 97) , (77'-C5H5)FeR(CO)2' ( R 
= M e 98, B u 99) , (PMe3)2FeMe2(CO)2^ 100 have been repor ted. 
These dono r l igands conta in empty t^ orbi ta ls w h i c h accept electrons f r o m 
meta l center as s h o w n in F igure 3.1. Such ；r-bonding is an impor tan t source o f 
s tabi l izat ion i n the i r complexes. 
M Complex L 
/=^、、、 
/ 、 、 、 、 产 Q ^ ^ 
/ i 
/ / filled empty 
t I ‘ 
、 \ 、 u / 、 
Figure 3.1 Effect of ；r-bonding on n-acceptor ligands.^  
3.1.3 Homoleptic iron(II) and cobalt(II) alkyls. 
The syntheses o f some homolept ic meta l alkyls and aryls o f i i W . i o and 
cobaltU-14 have been repor ted, bu t on ly f e w were st ructura l ly characterized. Coba l t ( I I ) 
homo lep t i c ary l complexes [Co(2,4,6-Me3C6H4)2] / - i2 was obta ined f r o m the react ion 
o f C0CI2 w i t h L i (2 ,4 ,6-Me3C6H4) (Scheme 3.1). Recent ly , the st ructure o f [Fe(2,4,6-
Me3C6H4)2]2io 101 and [Co(2,4,6-Me3C6H4)2]2 ' ' 102 we re repor ted, w h i c h are d imer ic 
s t ructure w i t h three-coord inated M atoms. Other coba l t ( I I ) homolep t i c complexes 
inc lude Co(Ph)4Li2(THF)4i4 104, ( tmeda)CoR2^' ( R = CH^SiMes 105 and O ^ C M e s 
106), [(tmeda)2LiMCo(CH2SiMe3)4f 107 and the Co(C6F5)2''''' 108. The Co(C6F5)2 
can be prepared either by react ion o f C0CI2 and Gr ignard reagent C e H s M g B r i n THF^^ 
o r by reac t ion o f C e F s I and cobalt meta l generated by the R ieke method. 口 
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[Li(THF)4]+ 




12 Scheme 3.1. The preparation of complex Co(2,4,6-Me3C6H4)2 
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3.2 Results and Discussion. 
3.2.1 Syntheses ofM(II) (M 二 Fe or Co) N-functionalized alkyl complexes. 
1. The reaction ofMCh with [Li{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)J2 34 
M e t a l ( I I ) a lky l compounds (MR2)2 [ M = Fe and Co ; R = C H ( S i B u M e 2 ) C 5 H 4 N -
2] w e r e obta ined f r o m the react ion o f MCI2 ( M = Fe o r C o ) and the a lky l l i t h ium 
reagent (Scheme 3.2). Treatment o f FeCh w i t h ca. t w o equivalents o f 
"L i (p ic*) ( tmeda)]2 a f fo rded the d imer ic comp lex [Fe(pic*)2]2 109, w h i c h is a pale 
b r o w n p r i sm crysta l and sparingly soluble i n ether and toluene. F r o m a simi lar react ion 
o f F e C b and one equivalent o f [ L i ( p i c ” ( t m e d a ) ] 2 ’ the expected F e ( p i c * ) a comp lex 
have no t been isolated. 
H O ^ H 
Et2〇 ButMe2SiC N CSiButMe2 
MCI2 + [pic L i . ( tmeda) ]2 -L iCl > ^ ^ 
ButMe2S〉p 2 \ d t M e 2 
M 二 Fe, 109 
M = Co , 110 
Scheme 3.2 Synthesis o f binuclear complex [M2(pic牛)4] 
Table 3.1 Physical properties of compound 109 and 110 
C o m p o u n d Y i e l d ( % ) C o l o u r m.p. ( T ) 
109 58.1 Pale b r o w n 155-158 
n o 40.4 D a r k green 164-165 
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Simi lar p rocedure o f prepar ing comp lex 109 was used t o prepare the coba l t ( I I ) 
comp lex 110 The react ion o f C0CI2 w i t h t w o equivalents o f [ L i ( p i c ” ( t m e d a ) ] 2 
y ie lded a dark -g reen c o m p o u n d o f [Co(pic*)2]2 110 B o t h complexes 109 and 110 are 
ex t remely air-sensi t ive and have l o w solubi l i ty i n d ie thy l ether. A f t e r f i l te r ing o f f L i C l 
f r o m the reac t ion mix tu re , the dark-green f i l t ra te was a l l owed t o stand in r o o m 
tempera tu re and crystals o f 110 we re obtained. 
T h e a t tempt t o prepare M P P h 3 ( p i c ” 2 ( M = Fe o r C o ) by the react ion o f 
M(PPh3)Cl2 w i t h [L i (p ic * ) ( tmeda) ]2 was unsuccessful. The p roduc ts isolated we re 
109 and 110, respect ively. 
Inser t i on reac t ion t o M - C bond by t reat ing the compounds 109 and 110 w i t h 
excess S o r CS2 have been at tempted. N o produc ts have been isolated o r 
character ized f r o m the resul t ing dark b r o w n solut ions w i t h a f o u l odor . Recent ly , 
some inser t ion react ions o f Fe -C bond have been studied by F lo r ian i and coworkers . 
They repor ted the inser t ion react ion o f the Fe-C bond by B u N = C and P h N ^ C , The 
t rea tment o f [Fe(2,4,6-Me3C6H4)2]2^^ w i t h B u N C results i n the f i rs t homolep t i c 
im inoacy l o f i r o n ( I I ) (eq. 3.2). The compound 111 contains rf-C, N and //2-C, N 
iminoacyls . 
t But\ Mes Mes 
^ N二C c \ / \ 
Fe2Mes4 + 4 ButN二C Fe-——;Fe 
/C C=N N 
M e s ^ M e s ^ ^But , , , , 
111 
H o w e v e r , the react ion o f Fe2Mes4 and benzoni t r i le PhN二C (eq. 3 .3) leads t o 
the f o r m a t i o n o f c o m p o u n d 112 w i t h m ix tu re o f l igands. 
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MeS\ Ph ph 
C c ' 
II // 
Fe2Mes4 + 4 PhN=C • M e s � 入 / 
N N Mes 
II / I C Ph / � Ph Mes (3 3) 
112 
2. The reaction ofMCh with [Li{CPh(SiMe3)C5H^-2}(tme(ki)] 38. 
Simi lar m e t h o d as fo r the compounds w i t h l igand pic* we re used t o synthesize 
the i r o n and cobal t complexes w i t h l igand pic*，. In terest ingly, monomer i c complexes 
o f i r o n and cobal t M(pic伞’)2 ( M 二 Co, 113; o r Fe, 114) we re obta ined f r o m the 
react ions. The syntheses o f the i r on and cobal t complexes is shown in the eq. 3.4. The 
da rk b r o w n crystal l ine sol id o f 113 was obta ined f r o m the react ion o f C0CI2 w i t h 
.Li(pic伞，)(tmeda)] i n the ra t io o f 1:2, bu t on ly dark sol id was isolated f r o m the react ion 
o f F e C h and [L i (p ic**0(tmeda)] . Compounds 113 and 114 has been character ized by 
microanalysis, mass spectroscopy, and fo r 113 an X - r a y structure has been determined. 
B o t h compounds are considerably soluble in E t^O solvent, w h i c h are d i f ferent f r o m 
dinuclear compounds 109 and 110 conta in ing pic* l igand. Based o n the X - r a y 
s t ructura l result o f 113 and their solubi l i t ies, i t is not unreasonable t o predic t that 114 
is also monomer ic . 
Me3Si\ , p h 
Ph Li(tmeda) � O n / C ^ 
2 + M C I . Et?0 , M W 
2 25�C ph/C\ N 0 
^ ^ S M e s 
(3 .4) 
M = Co 113 
Fe 114. 
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Table 3 .2 Physical properties o f compound 113-115 
C o m p o u n d Y i e l d ( % ) C o l o u r M a g n e t i c m o m e n t ( B . M . ) 
113 63 dark red 3.28 
114 52 dark red 4.18 
115 71 red 5.61 
T h e reac t ion o f F e C k and [Li(pic伞’)(tmeda)] i n 1:1 s to ich iometr ic ra t io a f fo rded 
a r edd i sh -b rown comp lex [Fe(pic**OCl(tmeda)] 115 (eq. 3.5). I t has been character ized 
by element analysis, mass spect rum and X - r a y structure determinat ion. A t t e m p t s t o 
prepare the coba l t ( I I ) analogue, a f fo rded an ext remely unstable c o m p o u n d w h i c h 
decomposes rap id ly at r o o m temperature and prevents the character izat ion. 
Ph\ 广 eda) , £ ! 【 。 巴 iMes 
S i M e s - C y N + M a , L / 
2 L C H ‘ CH3 
(3 .5) 
115 reddish b r o w n 
Recent ly , the compounds [M(pic，,)2] ( M = F e ' ' 116 or C o ' ' 117) have been 
synthesized (eq. 3 .6) and character ized by X - r a y structure determinat ion. B o t h 
compounds are monomer ic , bu t the geomet ry at the meta l atoms are di f ferent . The 
i r o n a t o m o f the c o m p o u n d 116 is i n tetrahedral geometry , wh i l e the cobalt a tom o f 
117 is i n a square planar geometry. Therefore, the compound 114 w i t h the similar 
a lky l l igand pic* is expected to be a tetrahedral geomet ry at the i r on center. 
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八 I 1 TMS 
Y Y " , T M S Me3S.. / y 
LI + MCI2 / \ SiMes 




M = F e l l 6 , C o 117. 
A t t e m p t s t o synthesize n icke l complexes w i t h l igands pic本 and pic小 was 
unsuccessful . The react ion o f N iC l2 w i t h l i t h i um a lky l comp lex [p ic *L i ( tmeda) ]2 34 
gave a deep b r o w n slurry w i t h some br igh t b lack p o w d e r presumably N i metal. A 
w h i t e c o m p o u n d was isolated f r o m the so lu t ion m ix tu re and was ident i f ied by p r o t o n 
N M R and mass spect rum as the coup led p roduc t pic^-pic^ 118 (eq. 3.7). I n the ^H 
N M R spec t rum o f the coup l ing compound 118 as shown in F igure 3.2, t w o p i c * -
g roups appear equivalent, bu t t w o methy l groups o n same s i l icon a t o m show di f ferent 
w i t h chemical shifts o f - 0 . 6 1 and 0.29, respect ively, as the methy l g roups are prochi ra l . 
The chemical shif t o f the a - C H moves signi f icant ly down f i e ld t o 3.66 p p m fo r the C - C 
coup led p roduc t . The pro tons o f C5H4N g roup have similar sp l i t t ing modes l i ke those 
i n i ts precursor p i c *H , however , the chemical shifts are somewhat d i f ferent . 
H , ® u t M e 2 
[Li(pi(?)(tmeda)]2 + NiCl: ^ N ' ^ c — C n + Ni 
ButMesSi H 
^ ^ (3 .7) 
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A t t e m p t s t o synthesize the vanadium-pic* comp lex was unsuccessful. The 
reac t ion o f VCI3 w i t h 1 or 1.5 equivalent o f [L i (p ic* ) ( tmeda)]2 has led t o the f o rma t i on 
o f the coup led p roduc t p ic*-p ic* compound 118, as in the react ion o f N i C l 〗 and 
[L i (p ic* ) ( tmeda )]2 . The mass spect rum o f 118 shows the signal at m /z 412 w i t h the 
re lat ive abundance o f 30 .16%, w h i c h is consistent w i t h molecular peak [ p i c * - p i c T . 
The other ma jo r f ragment peaks are due t o [P-Bu]+ at 355 (58 .37%) , [ P - S i B u M e 2 ] ' at 
297 ( 1 0 0 % ) , [ P - S i B u M e 2 - B u ] " at 239 (22 .75%) , respectively. 
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3. The Reaction of [CPhzCsHJ^]— with S and Synthesis of Complex 
[Ni(SCPh2C5H沢)2] 119. 
Trea tmen t o f L i ( d p m p ) w i t h excess sulphur i n T H F o r E t i O resul ted i n a 
scarlet so lu t ion w i t h a f o u l smell (eq. 3.8) , presumably SC(Ph2)C5H4N" 120 was 
fo rmed . T h e hydro lys is o f SC(Ph2)C5H4N" i n air by H2O has led t o f o r m a t i o n o f 
HOC(Ph2 )C5H4N 1 2 1 (eq. 3 .9) w h i c h was ident i f ied by i ts mass spect rum and ^H 
N M R . T h e mass spect rum shows the parent peak [HOC(Ph2)C5H4N]+ at m /z 261 w i t h 
the re la t ive abundance o f 26 .70%. The other signals are assigned t o [dpmp]+ at m /z 
244 i n 1 0 0 % and [dpmp-Py]+ at 167 in 28 .15%, respect ively. 
Ph 
.Ph 、 / 
、 人 p Z excess S/THF 、 N 八 / 
Ph -S (3 .8) 
1 2 0 scarlet so lu t ion 
r ^ Ph r ^ Ph 
S ^ A / Q2/H2Q ‘ S A / 
-S O H ( 3 9 ) 
121 
The scarlet so lu t ion conta in ing 120 was reacted in situ w i t h a s lurry o f N i C h in T H F 
and a f fo rded an air stable compound w h i c h was ident i f ied by X - r a y structure 
de te rmina t ion as 1 1 9 (3 .10) . 
o 
/ h Ph S / P h 
^ A / + 麵 C I 2 V / C \ 
- s 0 (3.10) 
1 1 9 pale b r o w n crystal 
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3.2.2 Characterization of iron(II) and cobalt(II) alkyl complexes 
1. The magnetic properties of compounds [Co{CPh(SiMe3) C5H4!S[-2}2] 113 and 
[Fe{CPh(SiMe3)C3H4N-2}(tmeda)ClJ 115. 
T h e magnet ic susceptibi l i t ies o f compounds 113 and 115 in to luene so lu t ion 
w e r e de termined by Evan ' s method^^ at r o o m temperature. The ef fect ive magnet ic 
m o m e n t o f 3.28 jub i n 113 is s igni f icant ly large f o r a l o w spin cf e lectronic state w h i c h 
is consistent w i t h a square planar coord ina t ion geomet ry at cobalt . I n general, the 
square planar coo rd ina t i on geomet ry w i l l have an empty dx2.y2 orb i ta l because o f i ts 
m u c h h igh energy f o r cf o r cf meta l complexes. The large ef fect ive magnet ic momen t 
is a t t r ibu ted t o a large orb i ta l cont r ibu t ion . The values in the range o f 2 .1-2 .9 " B we re 
22 
f o u n d in some cf cobal t complexes w i t h square planar coord ina t ion geomet ry • 
* 2 0 
M o r e o v e r , e f fect ive magnet ic moments o f 3 .11 ju^ i n analogous c o m p o u n d Co(p ic”)2 
is s l ight ly smaller than that o f 113. 
The ef fect ive magnet ic moment o f 5.61 jub i n 1 1 5 is consistent w i t h f ou r 
unpa i red electrons expected f o r a h igh spin c f ion. The homolep t i c i r o n complexes 
[ L i ( L)2 [ Fe (p i c ) 4 f 3 ( L 二 T H F or C4H8O2) w i t h methy l py r idy l anionic l igand also were 
bel ieved as h igh spin d t i r on center w i t h the ef fect ive magnet ic momen t o f 5.30 "B . 
2. Mass spectra of the iron(II) and cobalt(II) compounds. 
The molecu lar we igh t o f 943 fo r compound 1 1 0 is beyond the measurable 
range o f the mass spectrometer, the parent peak has no t been recorded, bu t a signal 
observed at m /z 4 7 1 in the relat ive abundance o f 2 0 . 6 % was assigned t o [ C o ( p i c , 2 ] . 
The other ma jo r peaks at m /z 357 (39 .64%) fo r [ l / 2 P - 2 B u ] + , 355 (28 .18%) f o r 
f ragment o f [ l / 2 P - S i B u M e 2 r , 299 (86 .91%) fo r [ l / 2 P - S i B u M e 2 - B u ] \ 287 (28 .18%) 
f o r [ l / 2 P - S i B u M e 2 - B u - M e ] \ 206 (29.16) fo r l igand [pic*]+, and 150 ( 1 0 0 % ) fo r 
[p ic、Bu ]+ we re recorded. 
I n the mass spect rum o f compound 113 , the peak at m /z 598 is assigned t o the 
T + C o ] + i n the relat ive h igh abundance o f 28 .47%, w h i c h presumably come f r o m the 
coup l i ng o f molecu lar peak and Co atom. The molecular peak was observed at m/z 
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539 i n the re la t ive abundance o f 23 .35%. The other ma jo r f ragment peaks are at 524 
( 2 . 6 5 % ) f o r [P-Me]+ , 300 ( 1 0 0 % ) f o r [P- pic*^ ，]+, 284 ( 1 8 . 3 1 % ) f o r [P- pic*，-Me]+, 240 
( 3 4 . 8 8 % ) f o r the l igand peak [pic*^ ，]+, 225 ( 5 2 . 8 2 % ) f o r [pic"^，-Me]+, 210 ( 1 3 . 2 6 % ) f o r 
[p ic '^ ' -Me2]^ 167 ( 9 . 8 6 % ) f o r [pic*，-SiMe3]+, and 73 (21 .43) f o r [SiMe3]+. 
T h e mass spect rum o f c o m p o u n d 1 1 4 shows the molecu lar peak at m /z 536 in 
the re la t ive abundance o f 14%. The other ma jo r peaks are [2 pic小,]+ at m /z 480 (28%) , 
[2 pic*，-Me]+ at 465 ( 7 % ) , [2 p i c^ ' -S iMes ] ' at 407 (1 .92%) , [2p ic^ ' -2S iMe3] ' at 333 
( 2 5 . 7 7 % ) , [pic•，]+ at 240 (65 .55%) , [pic命，-Me]+ at 225 ( 1 0 0 % ) , [pic '^ ' -SiMes]" at 167 
(37 .15%) . 
3.2.3 The X-ray structures of the complexes. 
1. Structure of [Fe{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}2]2 109. 
X - r a y s t ructure determinat ion shows that comp lex 109 is a d imer w h i c h 
possesses a crysta l lographic invers ion center at the midd le o f t w o Fe a t o m l inked line. 
F igu re 3.3 displays the O R T E P d raw ing w i t h the number ing scheme o f molecu le 1 0 9 
The selected b o n d distances and angles is l isted in Table 3.3 and the a tomic coord inate 
parameters f o r the molecule, g iven in Table 13 i n Append ix . 
The asymmetr ic un i t comprises o f a ha l f o f independent molecu le i n 109. The 
other ha l f mo lecu le is generated by invers ion center. T w o anionic l igand pic* moiet ies 
b r idge be tween t w o i r on centers t h rough the _ o - c a r b o n t o a Fe a t o m and n i t rogen 
atoms t o the other and fo rms a d imer ic f ragment [Fe2(pic*)2]. I n [Fe2(pic*)2], the core 
e igh t -membered heterocycle def ined by F e ( l ) , N ( 2 ) , C(13) , C(14) , and thei r symmetr ic 
a toms is i n a “ c h a i r ” con fo rmat ion w i t h the f o l d angle a long F e ( l ) and C ( 1 3 ) vec tor o f 
108.9。. The other anionic pic* l igand funct ions as bidentate l igand and chelates w i t h 
Fe center t o f o r m four -membered coord inate r ing. 
The coord ina t ion conf igura t ion o f the Fe a tom surrounded by t w o carbon 
atoms and t w o n i t rogen atoms is in a d is tor ted tetrahedral ; arrangement w i t h the 
largest angle o f C ( l ) - F e ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) [148 .0 (1 ) ] and the smallest o f N ( l ) - F e ( l ) - C ( l ) 
.66.1(1)。] w h i c h accords w i t h the chelat ing coord ina t ion angle o f anionic termina l 
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l i gand pic* t o Fe atom. The other coord ina t ion angles are i n the range o f 103.2 (1 ) 
and 121.0(1)。. 
Table 3.3 The selected bond distances (A) and bond angles (。）of compound 109 
( i ) C o o r d i n a t i o n env i ronment o f Fe atoms 
F e ( l ) - N ( l ) 2 .189 (2 ) F e ( l ) - C ( l ) 2 . 1 3 3 ( 2 ) 
F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) 2 . 0 9 7 ( 2 ) F e ( l ) - C ( 1 3 a ) 2.163 (2 ) 
F e ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 2.525 
N ( l ) - F e ( l ) - C ( l ) 66.1 (1 ) N ⑴ - 1 ^ 6 ( 1 ) 禅） 103.2 (1 ) 
C ( l ) - F e ⑴ - N ( 2 ) 103.6 (1 ) N W - F e ( l ) - C ( 1 3 a ) 121.0 (1 ) 
C ( l ) - F e ( l ) - C ( 1 3 a ) 148.0 (1 ) N ( 2 ) - F e ( l ) - C ( 1 3 a ) 104.4 (1 ) 
( i i ) 2 - [ ( ^Bu ty ld ime thy l s i l y l )me thy lene ] Py r idy l l igands 
S i ( l ) - C ( l ) 1.847 (3 ) N ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 1.352 (3) 
N ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 1.347 (4) C ⑴ - C ⑶ 1.473 (4) 
C ⑶ - C ( 3 ) 1.395 (4) C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 1.368 (5 ) 
C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 1.363 (5 ) C ( 5 ) - C ( 6 ) 1.362 (5 ) 
F e ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 87.6 (1 ) Fe ( 1 ) - N ( 1 ) - C ( 6 ) 145.9 (2 ) 
C ( 2 ) - N ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 119.4 (2 ) F e ( l ) - C ( l ) - S i ( l ) 112.4 (1 ) 
F e ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 86.9 (1 ) S i ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 120.3 (2 ) 
S i ⑴ - C ( 1 3 ) 1.868 (2 ) N ( 2 ) - C ( 1 4 ) 1.369 (3 ) 
N ( 2 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 1.355 (4) C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 4 ) 1.458 (4) 
C ( 1 4 ) - C ( 1 5 ) 1.405 (4) C ( 1 5 ) - C ( 1 6 ) 1.372 (5) 
C ( 1 6 ) - C ( 1 7 ) 1.377 (4 ) C ( 1 5 ) - C ( 1 6 ) 1.372 (5) 
F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) - C ( 1 4 ) 119.2 (2 ) F e ( l ) 0 - N ( 2 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 121.6 (1 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) - N ( 2 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 119.2 (2 ) S i (2 ) -C (13 ) -C(14 ) 124.8 (2 ) 
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T h e F e ( l ) - C ( l ) b o n d o f 2 .133(2 ) A is longer than the cor respond ing b o n d 
distances o f 2 .07 observed in ( / / -CsHs jFeCCCOsCHsCOOI^ * and is close t o 2 .104(6 ) 
and 2 .147 (7 ) A i n the te t ranaphthy l comp lex [Fe(CioH7)4] [L i (Et20)4] .8 The b o n d 
distance o f F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) i n the fou r -membered chelat ing r i ng is 2 .097 (2 ) A . The F e ( l ) -
C (13a ) b o n d distance o f 2 .163(2 ) i n the b r idg ing l igand is s l ight ly longer than the 
co r respond ing distance i n the chelate r ing, bu t F e - N o f 2 .189(2 ) A is s igni f icant ly 
longer than that i n the te rmina l l igand. There is a w e a k in terac t ion be tween Fe a t o m 
and adjacent C a t o m i n te rmina l p ic* l igand w i t h the distance o f 2.525 A , w h i c h is 
consistent w i t h the tw i s ted py r i dy l r ing. The w e a k in terac t ion is possibly a t t r ibuted t o 
the steric ef fect o r t o the e lectronic effect. The distance o f 3 .828 人 be tween t w o i r o n 
a toms is t o o l o n g t o be considered as bond ing in teract ion be tween t w o Fe atoms. I n 
the d imer ic c o m p o u n d 109, t w o py r i dy l r ings are nearly perpendicular t o each other 
and the i r d ihedra l angle is 100.7。. 
2. Structure of complex [Co{CH(SiBi/Me2)C5H4N-2}2]2 110. 
The asymmetr ic un i t contains an independent molecu le i n the crystal o f 
c o m p o u n d 110 The F igure 3.4 shows the st ructure o f molecu le 110 w h i c h is a 
d imer ic w i t h approx imate invers ion symmetry at the midd le o f C o … C o line. The 
a tomic coord inates and thermal parameters fo r the molecu le are g iven in Table 14 (see 
A p p e n d i x ) and selected bond distances and bond angles are l is ted i n Table 3.4. 
The st ructure o f d imer ic compound 110 is similar t o that o f 109 described 
above. B o t h Co (p i c * ) uni ts conta in four -membered chelat ing r ings in w h i c h C o ( l ) -
C ( 2 5 ) and C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 7 ) are 2 .11(1) and 2 .13(1) A , respect ively, w h i c h is A is longer 
than 2 .025 (7 ) A in [ ( tmeda)2L i ] [Co(CH2SiMe3)4 ] ' ' . Meanwh i l e , C o ( l ) - N ( 3 ) and 
C o ( 2 ) - N ( 4 ) distances are ident ical, be ing 2 .10(1) A . The t w o chelat ing angles N ( 3 ) -
C o ( l ) - C ( 2 5 ) and N ( 4 ) - C o ( 2 ) - C ( 3 7 ) are 68.2(5) and 67.6(4)。，respectively. These t w o 
Co (p i c * ) moiet ies are b r idged by other t w o anionic l igands pic气 U p o n the association, 
the coord ina ted geomet ry sur rounding cobalt atoms are d is tor ted tetrahedral. The 
average b r i dg ing in teract ion o f C o ⑴ - N ( 2 ) and C o ( 2 ) - N ⑴ are 2 .03(1) A w h i c h is 
s igni f icant ly shorter than 2 .179(7 ) A ( R = CHsSiMes) and 2.313 (5) ( R == O ^ C M e s ) i n 
(tmeda)CoR2，i5 respect ively. T w o br idg ing distances o f Co-C(ipso) are all 2 .10 (1 ) A . 
There is considerable in teract ion between Co and adjacent C in the termina l l igands as 
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i n c o m p o u n d 109, the separat ing distance in C ( l ) - C ( 2 6 ) and C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 8 ) are 2 .416 and 
2 . 4 6 3 A , respect ively, bu t no in teract ion be tween C o and C(ad ja) i n b r i dg ing pic* 
l igands. 
Table 3.4 Bond lengths (A) and bond angles (�) of compound [Co(pic*)2]2 HO 
( i ) C o o r d i n a t i o n geomet ry about C o atoms 
C o ( l ) - C ( l ) 2 .10 (1 ) C o ( l ) - N ( 2 ) 2 .02 (1 ) 
C o ( l ) - N ( 3 ) 2 .10 (1 ) C o ( l ) - C ( 2 5 ) 2 .11 (1 ) 
C ( l ) - C o ( l ) - N ( l ) 102.1 (5 ) C ( l ) - C o ⑴ - N ( 3 ) 109.4 (5 ) 
N ( 2 ) - C o ( l ) - N ( 3 ) 128.4 (4 ) C ⑴ - C o ( l ) - C ( 2 5 ) 123.9 (5 ) 
N ( 2 ) - C o ( l ) - C ( 2 5 ) 123.3 (5 ) N ( 3 ) - C o ( l ) - C ( 2 5 ) 68.2 (5 ) 
C o ( 2 ) - N ( l ) 2 .04 (1) C o ( 2 ) - C ( 1 3 ) 2 .10 (1 ) 
C o ⑶ - N ( 4 ) 2 .10 ⑴ C o ⑶ - C ( 3 7 ) 2.13 ⑴ 
N ( l ) - C o ( 2 ) - C ( 1 3 ) 102.2 (4 ) N ( l ) - C o ⑶ - N ( 4 ) 127.3 (4 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) - C o ( 2 ) - N ( 4 ) 107.5 (4 ) N ( l ) - C o ( 2 ) - C ( 3 7 ) 125.9 (5 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) - C o ( 2 ) - C ( 3 7 ) 123.7 (5 ) N ( 4 ) - C o ( 2 ) - C ( 3 7 ) 67.6 (4 ) 
( i i ) 2 - [ ( ^Bu ty ld ime thy l s i l y l )me thy lene ]py r i dy l l igands 
C ( l ) - C ⑵ 1.49 (2) C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 4 ) 1.46 (2 ) 
C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) 1.39 (2 ) C ( 1 4 ) - C ( 1 5 ) 1.39 (2 ) 
C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 1 . 3 6 ( 2 ) C ( 1 5 ) - C ( 1 6 ) 1.35 ⑵ 
C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 1.38 (2) C ( 1 6 ) - C ( 1 7 ) 1.40 (2 ) 
C ( 5 ) - C ( 6 ) 1 . 3 5 ( 2 ) C ( 1 7 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 1.37 ⑵ 
N ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 1.36 ⑵ N ( 2 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 1.34 ⑵ 
N ( l ) - N ( 2 ) 1 . 3 8 ( 2 ) N ( 2 ) - C ( 1 4 ) 1 . 3 8 ( 2 ) 
C ( 2 5 ) - C ( 2 6 ) 1.42 (2) C ( 3 7 ) - C ( 3 8 ) 1.46 (2) 
C ( 2 6 ) - C ( 2 7 ) 1.42 (2) C ( 3 8 ) - C ( 3 9 ) 1.41 (2 ) 
C ( 2 7 ) - C ( 2 8 ) 1.37 (2) C ( 3 9 ) - C ( 4 0 ) 1.38 (2) 
C ( 2 8 ) - C ( 2 9 ) 1.38 (2 ) C ( 4 0 ) - C ( 4 1 ) 1.39 (2 ) 
C ( 2 9 ) - C ( 3 0 ) 1.34 (2) C ( 4 1 ) - C ( 4 2 ) 1.34 (2) 
N ( 3 ) - C ( 3 0 ) 1.36 (2) N ( 4 ) - C ( 4 2 ) 1.35 (2) 
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The core e igh t -membered r i ng is i n 
C13 Co2 » a “ c h a i r ” con fo rma t i on w i t h three planes. 
/ C 2 
/ The planes o f N ( l ) - C o ( 2 ) - C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) and 
C14 c\ 
\ L N ( 2 ) - C o ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 4 ) are nearly 
coplanar (d ihedra l angle on ly 0,7。) and the 
dihedral angles are 71.8 and 71.5° be tween 
the t w o planes and C o ( l ) - C ( l ) - C o ( 2 ) - C ( 1 3 ) , respect ively. The signi f icant d i f ference o f 
c o m p o u n d 1 1 0 f r o m 1 0 9 is the relat ive or ientat ions o f b r i dg ing and te rmina l py r i dy l 
r i ng planes. I n c o m p o u n d 1 1 0 f ou r planes are nearly paral lel t o each other w i t h the 
d ihedra l angles i n the range o f 2.1-6.6°. The distance be tween t w o C o atoms is 3.895 
A, t o o far t o consider as C o - C o interact ion.. 
3. Structure of compound [Co{CPh(SiMe3)C5HW-2}2] 113. 
The a tomic coordinates and thermal parameters f o r c o m p o u n d 1 1 3 are g iven in 
Tab le 15 (see Append ix ) . The bond lengths and angles are shown in Table 3.5 
respect ively. F igu re 3.5 shows the molecular structure w i t h the number ing scheme. 
There are t w o molecules o f 1 1 3 i n a un i t cel l and on ly an ha l f molecu le is 
independent i n an asymmetr ic un i t , so the molecu le possesses a crysta l lographic 
invers ion center imposed at the Co atom. The Co a tom is chelated by t w o anionic 
b identate pic*，ligands t h r o u g h carbon and n i t rogen atoms. The geomet ry sur round ing 
the center C o a t o m is described as a d is tor ted square-plane w h i c h is exact ly planar 
requ i red by the crysta l lographic invers ion center o f symmetry. The square-plane 
geomet ry o f C o a t o m is presumably due t o the signif icant con t r i bu t ion o f l igand f ie ld 
stabi l izat ion energy.^ ' M o s t signif icant ly, the chelat ing angle N ( l ) - C o ( l ) - C ( l ) o f the 
anionic l igand pic•，in the four -membered coord ina t ion r i ng is 70.5。which is the largest 
one among al l complexes conta in ing the subst i tuted methy l py r idy l l igand ( P y C R R ' ) ' . 
The a-C-Co b o n d distance o f 2 .071(3) A is shorter than those f ound in [Co2(pic”4] . 
The c o m p o u n d 1 1 3 have a signi f icant ly short bond C o ( l ) - N ( l ) distance, be ing 
1 . 8 7 9 ( 3 )人,w h i c h is shorter than 1 .931 (5 )人 i n Co(p ic" )2^^ The distance be tween Co 
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a t o m and adjacent C ( l ) is 2 .416(3 ) A and the cobal t a t o m lies 0 .151 A ou t o f py r i dy l 
r ing. The d ihedra l angels be tween py r i dy l and C0C2N2 plane is 19.2° as w e l l as the 
d ihedra l angle be tween py r i dy l and phenyl r ing planes is 68.6。. 
20 
I t is n o t e w o r t h y that simi lar s t ructure was f o u n d in the c o m p o u n d C o ( p i c ” ) 2， 
w h i c h conta ins a analogous bu l ky l igand and have d is tor ted square-plane geomet ry 
su r round ing C o ( I I ) a tom. 
Table 3 .5 Bond lengths (A) and bond angles (。) o f compound [ C o ( p i c 中 ) 2 ] 
C o ( l ) - N ( l ) 1.897 (3 ) C o ( l ) - C ( l ) 2 .416 (3 ) 
C o ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 2 .071 (3) S i ⑴ - C ( 6 ) 1.879 (4) 
S i ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) 1.882 (5) S i ( l ) - C ( 1 4 ) 1.881 (5) 
S i ( l ) - C ( 1 5 ) 1.866 (5 ) N ( l ) - C ( l ) 1.358 (5 ) 
N ( l ) - C ( 5 ) 1.347 (5) C ⑴ - C ( 2 ) 1.395 (5) 
C ⑴ - C ( 6 ) 1.484 (5) C ⑶ - C ( 3 ) 1.392 (6) 
C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 1.370 (7) C ⑷ - C ( 5 ) 1.369 (6) 
C ( 6 ) - C ( 1 2 ) 1.502 (4) 
N ( l ) - C o ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 70.5 (1 ) N ( l ) - C o ( l ) - N ( l a ) 180.0 (1 ) 
C ( l ) - C o ( l ) - N ( l a ) 145.9 (1 ) C ( 6 ) - C o ⑴ - N ( l a ) 109.5 (1 ) 
N ( l ) - C o ( l ) - C ( l a ) 145.9 (1 ) C ( 6 ) - C o ( l ) - C ( l a ) 142.4 (1 ) 
C ( 6 ) - S i ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) 110.5 (2 ) C ( 6 ) - S i ( l ) - C ( 1 4 ) 113.9 (2 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) - S i ( l ) - C ( 1 4 ) 108.6 (2 ) C ( 6 ) - S i ⑴ - C ( 1 5 ) 109.9 (2 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) - S i ( l ) - C ( 1 5 ) 107.4 (2 ) C ( 1 4 ) - S i ( l ) - C ( 1 5 ) 106.2 (2 ) 
C o ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( l ) 94.4 (2 ) C o ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( 5 ) 143.2 (3 ) 
C ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( 5 ) 120.6 (3 ) C o ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 164.0 (3 ) 
N ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 120.5 (3 ) N ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 107.6 (3 ) 
C ⑵ - C ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 131.9 (4 ) C ( l ) - C ⑶ - C ( 3 ) 117.8 (4 ) 
C ⑵ - C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 120.5 (4 ) C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 119.7 (4 ) 
N ( l ) - C ( 5 ) - C ( 4 ) 120.7 (4 ) C o ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - S i ( l ) 104.9 (2 ) 
C o ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( l ) 83.9 (2 ) S i ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( l ) 110.1 (2 ) 
C o ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( 1 2 ) 112.8 (2 ) S i ⑴ - C ( 6 ) - C ( 1 2 ) 122.0 (2 ) 
C ⑴ - C ( 6 ) - C ( 1 2 ) 116.2 (3 ) C ( 6 ) - C ( 1 2 ) - C ( 7 ) 118.9 (2 ) C 
C ( 6 ) - C ( 1 2 ) - C ( l l ) 1 2 1 . 0 ( 2 ) 
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c n o ) c ( i 3 ) 
C(9)\ W / 
� ^ ( 1 5 1 
Figure 3.5 O R T E P structure w i t h a tom number ing scheme fo r the c o m p o u n d 
[Co{CPh(S iMe3)C5H4N-2}2 ] 113 ( 2 5 % thermal el l ipsoids) 
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4. The structure of compound [Fe{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)Cl] 115. 
T h e molecu la r s t ructure o f c o m p o u n d 115 is shown in the F igure 3.6. The 
selected s t ruc tura l data are summar ized i n Table 3.6 and the coord ina t ion and thermal 
parameters are l is ted i n table 16 (see A ) . The ind iv idua l molecu le possesses no 
crys ta l lograph ic symmetry . I r o n a t o m is f ive-coord inated, be ing bonded t o the pic***’ i n 
a (C , N ) chelate, a ch lor ide atom, and tmeda. The geomet ry o f the FeNsCC l core 
deviates f r o m t r i gona l b ipy ramida l w i t h the C(6) , C l ( l ) , and N ( 3 ) atoms in the 
equator ia l plane as w e l l as N ( l ) and N ( 2 ) occupy ing the axial posi t ions. The N ( l ) -
F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) angle o f 167.6° is great ly departed f r o m the 180° f o r the res t r ic t ion o f t w o 
chelat ing r ings and the F e ( l ) a t o m is 0 .251 A ou t o f the equator ia l plane. The three 
angles C l ( l ) - F e ⑴ - C ( 6 ) , C I ⑴ - F e C l j - N p ) , and C ( 6 ) - F e ( l ) - N ( 3 ) at the equator ia l 
plane are i n the range o f 111.8(2)-128.8(2)° . 
I n the fou r -membered chelat ing r ing, the angle o f N ( l ) - F e ( l ) - C ( 6 ) is 63.8(2)。. 
The F e - C l b o n d distance o f 2 .310 (2 )A . The dihedral angle be tween py r i dy l and phenyl 
r i ng planes is 58.3。and the Fe a t o m deviates 0.223 A f r o m py r idy l r i ng plane. The 
b o n d distances F e ( l ) - C ( 6 ) o f 2 .212 F e ( l ) - N ( l ) o f 2 .218(6 ) A f r o m the (C, N ) 
b identate l igand pic巾，-are al l s igni f icant ly longer than cor respond ing bonds i n tet ra-
coord ina ted Fe complexes. The t w o F e - N bond distances f r o m bidentate donor l igand 
tmeda are d i f ferent f r o m each other and the F e ( l ) - N ( 3 ) bond distance o f 2 .206(6 ) A in 
the equator ia l pos i t i on is shorter than the F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) b o n d distance o f 2 .284(6 ) A in 
the apex. The in terac t ion distance o f 2.645 A be tween Fe and adjacent C atoms is 
m u c h longer than those observed in the three complexes discussed above. The three 
angles subtended at N a tom o f the anionic bidentate l igand pic^，’ are remarkably 
d i f ferent . The F e ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( l ) and F e ⑴ - N ⑴ - C ( 5 ) angles are 147.8(5) and 92.6(4)。， 
respect ively, wh i l e the C ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( 5 ) angle is close t o 120。, being 119.5(6)。. 
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Table 3.6 Selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles O o f the compound 
[Fe {CPh(S iMe3)C5H4N-2 } ( tmeda)C l ] 115 
( i ) C o o r d i n a t i o n geomet ry a round Fe a t o m 
F e ( l ) - C l ( l ) 2 .310 (2 ) F e ( l ) - N ( l ) 2 .218 (6 ) 
F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) 2 .284 (6 ) F e ( l ) - N ( 3 ) 2 .206 (6 ) 
F e ( l > C ( 6 ) 2 . 2 1 2 ( 6 ) F e ( l ) - C ( 5 ) 2 .646 
C l ( l ) - F e ( l ) - N ( l ) 98.0 (2 ) C l ( l ) - F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) 93.5 (2 ) 
N ( l ) - F e ( l ) - N ( 2 ) 167.6 (2 ) C l ( l ) - F e ( l ) - N ( 3 ) 106.0 (2 ) 
N ( l ) - F e ( l ) - N ( 3 ) 92.6 ⑶ N ( 2 ) - F e ( l ) - N ( 3 ) 79.8 (2 ) 
C l ( l ) - F e ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 128.8 (2 ) N ( l ) - F e ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 63.8 (2 ) 
N ( 2 ) - F e ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 111.8 (2 ) N ( 3 ) - F e ⑴ - C ( 6 ) 121.3 (2 ) 
( i i ) 2 - [ ( t r imethy ls i l y lpheny l )methy lene ]pyr idy l l igand 
N ( l ) - C ( l ) 1.333 (10) N ( l ) - C ( 5 ) 1.345 (8 ) 
C ( l ) - C ⑶ 1.367 (11) C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) 1.371 (12 ) 
C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 1.369 (11 ) C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 1.384 (9 ) 
C ( 5 ) - C ( 6 ) 1.471 (10 ) C ( 6 ) - S i ( l ) 1.880 (8) 
C ( 6 ) - C ( 7 ) 1 . 4 9 2 ( 1 0 ) 
F e ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( l ) 147.8 (5 ) F e ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( 5 ) 92.6 (4 ) 
C ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( l ) 119.5 (5 ) N ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 123.4 (7 ) 
C ⑴ - C ⑶ - C ( 3 ) 117.5 (8 ) C ⑶ - C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 119.7 (7 ) 
C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 120.4 (7 ) N ( l ) 0 - C ( 5 ) - C ( 4 ) 119.4 (6 ) 
F e ⑴ - C ( 6 ) - S i ( l ) 104.6 (3 ) F e ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( 5 ) 89.5 (4 ) 
S i ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( 5 ) 106.7 (5 ) F e ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( 7 ) 121.1 (4 ) 
S i ( l ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( 7 ) 116.0 (5 ) C ( 5 ) - C ( 6 ) - C ( 7 ) 121.1 (4 ) 
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Figure 3.6 O R T E P structure w i t h a t o m number ing scheme fo r c o m p o u n d 
[Fe {CPh(S iMe3)C5H4N-2 } ( tmeda)C l ] 115 ( 2 5 % thermal el l ipsoids). 
5. Comparison of the structures of the iron(II) and cohalt(II) alkyls 109’ 110’ 
113 and 115. 
A m o n g al l the i r o n and cobalt complexes in this w o r k , the py r i dy l r i ng o f 
l igands [ C R R ' C 5 H 4 N - 2 ] ' are all d is tor ted i n d i f ferent degree and there is a w e a k 
in te rac t ion be tween meta l a tom and adjacent carbon atom. The distances o f M -
C(adja.) cover the range f r o m 2.645 to 2 .416 A. The bis-subst i tuted methy l py r idy l 
l igand pic*^'' tends to f o r m monome l i c complexes 113-115 w i t h F e ( I I ) and C o ( I I ) 
metals, w h i l e the mono-subst i tu ted a lky l l igand pic* w i t h the metal a tom f o r m dimer ic 
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complexes 109 and 110. Selected s t ructura l data o f the i r o n and cobal t compounds 
descr ibed above are summar ized and presented i n Table 3.7. 
Table 3 .7 Comparison o f Selected Structural Data o f Fe and Co Compounds 
{Fe(pic^)2}2 {Co(pic^)2}2 Co(pic*，)2 Fe(pic 力(tmeda)Cl 
Compounds 110 113 y j 
Dinuclear Dinuclear Monomer Monomer 
Coordination Dist. tetrahedron Dist. tetrahedron Square Plane Tr i . Bipyramid 
geometry o f M FeNsC〗 C0N2C2 C0N2C2 FeNsCCl 
M . . . . M (A) 3 .828 3.895 - -
M - N (A) 2 .189 {2)\ 2 .10 ( l y； 1.897 (3 ) 2 .218 (6) 
2 .097 (2)b 2 .03 (1 ) ' 
M - C {ipso){k) 2 .133 (2)t; 2 . 1 2 ( l ) t ; 2 .071 (3) 2 .212 (6 ) 
2.163 (2)b 2 .10 (1 ) ' 
M - C {adja){k) 2.525 2 . 4 1 6 , 2 . 4 6 3 2 .416(3 ) 2.645 
Bite Angle: 66.1 (1 ) 67.9 (5 ) 70.5 (1 ) 63.8 (2 ) 
Z N - - M - - C 0 
C . . . N ( A ) f o r 2 .356 2 . 3 5 6 , 2 . 3 5 7 
chelating ligand 
t : te rmina l ; b: br idg ing. 
Based o n the st ructura l data o f the t i n ( I I ) compounds in Chapter 2 and the 
i r o n ( I I ) and coba l t ( I I ) compounds, i t has shown that the anionic l igand p ic* " prefer t o 
f o r m br idge be tween t w o metal centers in a binuclear molecu le rather than to f o r m 
monomer i c compound . I n contrast, the anionic l igand pic•，- favours chelat ing mode 
and f o rms monomer . These facts support the steric and electronic nature o f 
subst i tuted g roup incorpora t ing on the carbon a tom inf luences the structure o f meta l 
a lky l compounds. 
The l igands i - R ' R C C s R t N have shown that they interact w i t h meta l centers in 
d i f ferent ways in the present and previous w o r k reported. The bidentate l igands 
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p r o v i d e t w o electrons f r o m the dono r N a t o m as w e l l as t w o electrons t h r o u g h the a 
M - C b o n d t o meta l a tom, w h i c h seem an impor tan t fac tor t o stabil ize the t rans i t ion M -
C{ipsd) b o n d thermal ly . I n addi t ion, the bidentate a lky l l igands conta in ing h igh ly 
h indered g r o u p o n ipso ca rbon a t o m pro tec t the t rans i t ion meta l a lky l complexes f r o m 
at tacks by o ther reagents and hence b lock ing the a-e l im ina t ion . 
3.2.4 The structure of complex [Ni{SC(Ph)2C5H4N}2] 119. 
T h e X - r a y s t ructure o f c o m p o u n d 119 w i t h number-scheme are presented in 
F igu re 3.7. The b o n d distances and bond angles are g iven in Table 3.8. The 
coord ina ted and therma l parameters are l is ted i n Append ix . 
The asymmetr ic un i t i n 119 consists ha l f o f a molecule. The molecu le st ructure 
shows the con f i gu ra t i on o f N iSsN〗 around n icke l a t o m is exact ly square planar f o r the 
crys ta l lograph ic imposed C； symmetry and N i a tom locates i n the C； center. The n icke l 
a t o m is coord ina ted by t w o - [SC(Ph)2C5H4N] l igands w h i c h f o r m f i ve-membered r ing 
w i t h N i a t o m t h r o u g h a b o n d o f S a tom and donor bond o f N atom. The N i - S bond 
length of 2.190(2) A is significantly shorter than those found in the sulphur ligated 
te t ra th io la to complexes [ N i ( S P h ) 4 f (2 .287 k f ^ and b is ( im ido te t ramethy ld i th io -
d iphosph ino -S ,S)n icke l ( I I ) (2 .282 A),^^ but longer than those in the complex 
Ni2( tpdt )2(2 .142, 2.161A).28 The N i - N bond distance is 1 .938(5) A . 
The angle o f N ( l ) - N i ( l ) - S ( l ) , subtended at the N i a t o m by the bidentate 
l igand, is 85.8(1)。，so as the angle between t w o l igands, S ( l ) - N i ( l ) - N ( 1 A ) , is 94.2(1)。. 
The b i te distance N (1 ) . . .S (1 ) o f the l igand is 2 .817 A . The coord inated f ive-membered 
r i ng made o f N i ( l ) , S ( l ) , C ( l ) , C(2) , and N ( l ) is non-planar and the dihedral angle o f 
py r i dy l r i ng plane and NiSsNs is 157.3。. The dihedral angles be tween py r idy l r ing 
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Table 3.8 Bond distances and bond angles o f compound [ N i { SC(Ph)2C5H4N}2] 
N i ( l ) - S ( l ) 2 .190 (2 ) N i ( l ) - S ( 1 A ) 2 .190 (2 ) 
N i ( l ) - N ( l ) 1.938 (5 ) N i ( l ) - N ( 1 A ) 1.938 (5 ) 
S ( l ) - N i ( l ) - N ( l ) 85 .8 (1) S ( l ) - N i ( l ) - S ( 1 A ) 180.0(1) 
S ( l ) - N i ( l ) - N ( 1 A ) 94 .2 (1 ) 
S ( l ) - C ( l ) 1.860 (5 ) N ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 1.371 (7 ) 
N ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 1.357 (9 ) C ⑴ - C ( 2 ) 1.524 (9 ) 
C ( l ) - C ( 7 ) 1.533 (9) C ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) 1.543 (7 ) 
C ( 2 ) . C ( 3 ) 1.366 (8 ) C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 1.402 (10 ) 
C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 1.364 (9) C ( 5 ) - C ( 6 ) 1.356 (10) 
C ( 7 ) - C ( 8 ) 1.395 (8) C ( 7 ) - C ( 1 2 ) 1.388 (9 ) 
C ( 8 ) - C ( 9 ) 1.395 (10 ) C ( 9 ) - C ( 1 0 ) 1.363 (11 ) 
C ( 1 0 ) - C ( l l ) 1.381 (11) C ( l l ) - C ( 1 2 ) 1.382 (10 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 4 ) 1.380 (8) C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 1.400 (9 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) - C ( 1 5 ) 1.408 (8 ) C ( 1 5 ) - C ( 1 6 ) 1.360 (10) 
C ( 1 6 ) - C ( 1 7 ) 1.370 (10) C ( 1 7 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 1.395 (9) 
N i ( l ) - S ( l ) - C ( l ) 95.5 ⑶ N i ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 118.9(4) 
N i ( l ) - N ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 124.3(4) C ( 2 ) - N ( l ) - C ( 6 ) 116.7(5) 
S ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 105.1(4) S ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 7 ) 110.3(4) 
C ⑵ - C ( l ) - C ( 7 ) 111.2(5) S ( l ) - C ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) 108.1(4) 
C ( 2 ) - C ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) 110.5(5) C ( 7 ) - C ( l ) - C ( 1 3 ) 111.4(4) 
N ( l ) - C ( 2 ) - C ( l ) 116.4(5) N ⑴ - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) 121.6(6) 
C ⑴ - C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) 121.9(5) C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 120.5(5) 
C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) 117.1(6) C ( 4 ) - C ( 5 ) - C ( 6 ) 120.7(7) 
N ⑴ - C ( 6 ) - C ( 5 ) 123.2(5) C ⑴ - C ( 7 ) - C ( 8 ) 121.7(6) 
C ⑴ - C ( 7 ) - C ( 1 2 ) 119.6(5) C ( 8 ) - C ( 7 ) - C ( 1 2 ) 118.5(6) 
C ( 7 ) - C ( 8 ) - C ( 9 ) 119.8(6) C ( 8 ) - C ( 9 ) - C ( 1 0 ) 120.8(7) 
C ( 9 ) - C ( 1 0 ) - C ( l 1) 119.9(7) C ( 1 0 ) - C ( l 1 ) -C(12) 120.0(7) 
C ( 7 ) - C ( 1 2 ) - C ( l l ) 121.0(6) C ⑴ - C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 4 ) 122.9(5) 
C ⑴ - C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 119.0(5) C ( 1 4 ) - C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 8 ) 118.0(5) 
C ( 1 3 ) - C ( 1 4 ) - C ( 1 5 ) 120.0(6) C ( 1 4 ) - C ( 1 5 ) - C ( 1 6 ) 121.2(6) 
C ( 1 5 ) - C ( 1 6 ) - C ( 1 7 ) 119.7(6) C (16 ) -C (17 ) -C (18 ) 119.9(7) 
C n 3 V C ( 1 8 ) - C ( 1 7 ) 121.2(6) 
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3.3 Experimental. 
L Synthesis of [Fe2{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}4], 109. 
T o a suspension o f anhydrous F e C b (0.115 g, 0 .91 m m o l ) i n 10 m l o f ether 
w a s added a so lu t ion o f [ L i { C H ( S i B u ' M e 2 ) C 5 H 4 N - 2 } ( t m e d a ) ] 2 34 ( 0 .600 g, 1.82 
m m o l ) i n 30 m l o f ether. A f t e r s t i r r ing f o r 10 mins, the d a r k - b r o w n m ix tu re was 
f i l te red immed ia te ly and a l l owed t o stand at r . t . f o r a f e w days t o a f fo rd b r o w n p r i sm 
crystals w h i c h w e r e isolated by f i l t ra t ion, washed w i t h hexane, and dr ied in vacuo t o 
ob ta in 0.25 g ( 5 8 % ) p roduc t o f compound 109, M . p . 155-159 °C. E lementa l Analysis: 
Found : C, 60 .96 ; H , 8.53; N，5.76%: Calc. f o r C48H8oN4Fe2Si4： C, 61.12; H , 8.60; N , 
5 .94%) . 
2. Synthesis of [Co2{CH(SiBi/Me2)C5H4N-2}4]’ 110. 
T o a suspension o f anhydrous C0CI2 (0.195 g, 1.50 m m o l ) i n 2 0 m l o f ether 
was added a so lu t ion o f [ L i {CH(S iBu 'Me2 )C5H4N-2 } ( tmeda ) ]2 34 ( 0 .970 g, 2 .94 
m m o l ) i n 45 m l o f ether. A f t e r s t i r r ing fo r 10 mins, the dark-green m ix tu re was f i l tered 
immedia te ly and the f i l t ra te was a l lowed t o stand at ambient temperature f o r a f e w 
days. The pi l lar crystals f o rmed was separated by f i l t ra t ion, washed w i t h hexane, and 
dr ied in vacuo t o ob ta in 0.28 g ( 40 .4%) o f 110, M . p . 164-165。C. E lementa l Analysis: 
Found : C, 59.65; H , 8.45; N , 5 .63%; Calc. f o r C48H8oN4Co2Si4： C, 61.10; H , 8.55; N , 
5.940/0. Mass spectrum: m/z 471 [1/2P]+, 357 [ l / 2 P - S i B u M e 2 ] , 299 [ l / 2 P - S i B u M e 2 -
B U T , 283 [ l / 2 P - S i B u M e 2 - B u - M e ] " , 206 [ p i c ” + . 
5. Preparation of [Co{CPh(SiMe3)C5HJ^-2}2]，113. 
The red co loured so lu t ion o f [ L i {CPh(S iMe3)C5H4N-2 } ( tmeda ) ] 38 ( 0.673 g， 
1 85 m m o l ) in 2 0 m l o f ether was added dropwise t o a suspension o f anhydrous C0CI2 
(0 122 g, 0 .094 m m o l ) i n 10 m l o f ether and the react ion m ix tu re was st i r red fo r 6 hrs 
t o ob ta in a dark red mix ture . U p o n f i l ter ing, the red so lu t ion was concentrated and 
coo led ( - 1 8 。 C ) t o y ie ld dark- red crystals. The mix tu re was f i l tered, the crystals 
separated was washed by pentane and dr ied in vacuo, y ie lded 0 .31 g ( 63%) . The 
crystals suitable f o r X - r a y structure analysis were obtained by the recrysta l l izat ion f r o m 
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EtsO. E lementa l Analysis: Found : C, 66.62; H , 6.69; N , 5 .07%: Calc. f o r 
C3oH36N2CoSi2： C, 66.75; H , 6.72; N , 5 .19%. Magne t i c momen t i n so lu t ion state 
(benzene-c/^): 3 .28 B . M . Mass spectrum: m/z 598 [P + Co]+, 539 [P]+, 524 [P-Me]+, 
300 [P- pic*，]+, 284 [P- p i c、Me ]+ , 240 [pic'^'"], 225 [ p i c " - M e ] + . 
4. Preparation of [Fe{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N-2}2] 114. 
T o a so lu t ion o f [ L i {CPh (S iMe3 )C5H4N-2 } ( tmeda ) ] 38 (0 .708 g, 1.94 m m o l ) 
i n 30 m l o f ether was added t o a suspension o f anhydrous FeCl2 (0 .134 g, 1.06 m m o l ) 
i n 20 m l o f ether at r o o m temperature. A f t e r s t i r r ing f o r 6 hrs, the reddish co lour 
m i x t u r e was f i l te red o f f f r o m the L i C l and the solvent was removed in vacuo. The red 
residue was ext racted w i t h 30 m l pentane and then the so lu t ion was concentrated ( to 
< 1 0 m l ) and coo led t o -18 t o y ie ld 0.27 g ( 5 2 % ) o f 114 E lementa l Analysis: 
Found : C，65.72; H , 6.69; N , 5 .03%: Calc. f o r CsoHseNsFeSis： C, 67.14; H , 6 .76; N , 
5 .22%. Mass spectrum: m/z 536 [ P i 480 [2 p i c ^ T , 333 [2 p ic、2SiMe3 ]+, 240 
[pic-^'l, 225 [p i c^ ' -Me ] , 167 [p ic^ ' -S iMes] ' , 73 [S iMes ] ' . 
5. Preparation of [Fe{CPh(SMe3)C5HW-2}(tmeda)Cl] 115. 
T o an orange so lu t ion o f [ L i {CPh(S iMe3 )C5H4N-2 } ( tmeda ) ] 38 (0.483 g, 1.33 
m m o l ) i n 20 m l o f ether was added dropwise t o a suspension o f anhydrous FeCl2 
(0 .165 g, 1.30 m m o l ) in 10 m l o f ether. The react ion m ix tu re was st i r red f o r 10 hrs t o 
ob ta in a r e d d i s h - b r o w n mix ture . U p o n f i l ter ing, the red so lu t ion was concentrated (ca. 
10 m l ) and s tood at ambient temperature. A f t e r coo l ing at -20。C, y ie lded red needle 
crystals (0 .41 g, 71%) . The crystal l ine sol id was separated by f i l te r ing and washed 
w i t h pentane f o r a f e w t imes and dr ied in vacuo. E lementa l Analysis: Found : C, 55.73; 
H , 7 .47; N , 8 .89%; Calc. f o r CsiHsANsClFeSi: C, 56.31; H , 7.65; N，9 . 3 8 % ) . 
M a g n e t i c momen t in benzene-^^5 solut ion: 5.61 B . M . Mass spectrum: m/z 585, 462, 
396, 336, 255, 220，168. 
6, The reaction ofNiCh and[Li{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H^-2}(tmeda)]2 38. 
A red so lu t ion o f [ L i {CH(S iBu 'Me2)C5H4N-2 } ( tmeda) ]2 38 (0 .654 g, 1.98 
m m o l ) i n 20 m l o f ether was added dropwise t o suspension o f N i C l s (0 .127 g, 0.098 
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m m o l ) i n 10 m l o f ether and the react ion m ix tu re was st i r red f o r 3 hrs t o get a dark 
red m i x t u r e w i t h b lack precipi tate. A f t e r f i l ter ing, the red so lu t ion was concentrated 
and coo led ( - 2 0 °C) t o y ie ld w h i t e needle crystal l ine. The p r o t o n N M R shows that 
coup l i ng p roduc t 114 was obtained. ^H N M R i n benzene-减：5 (ppm) : -0 .61 (s, 3 H , 
S i M e ) , 0 .29 (s, 3 H , S iMe) , 0 .64 (s, 9 H , SBu' ) , 3 .66 (s, I H , C H ) , C5H4N: 6 .57 (m, 
I H ) , 6 .96 ( m ， I H ) , 7.05 (m, I H ) , 8.44 (m, I H ) . Mass spectrum: m /z 412 [P]+，355 [P-
Bu]+, 297 [P-SiBuMe2]+. 
7. Preparation of complex [Ni{SC(Ph2)C5HW}2] 119. 
T o a so lu t ion o f [ L i {C (Ph2)C5H4N} (E t20 )2 ] (0.73 g, 1.83 m m o l ) i n 15 m l T H F 
was added sulphur i n 100% excess and the resul t ing m ix tu re was a l lowed t o stir f o r 4 
hrs t o ob ta in a scarlet mix ture . The scarlet m ix tu re was then added t o a s lurry o f N i C b 
(0 .115 g 0.88 m m o l ) i n 15 m l T H F , st i r red fo r 6 hrs t o obta in a y e l l o w m ix tu re w i t h a 
lo t o f y e l l o w precipi tate. A f t e r f i l t ra t ion, the y e l l o w sol id obta ined (0.8 g ) was 
recrysta l l ized by 30 m l ho t D M F and obta ined some pale b r o w n crystals suitable f o r X -
ray s t ructure analysis. 
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Chapter 4 
Zirconocene Derivatives with the Substituted 
Methylpyridine Ligands 
4.1 Introduction. 
4.1.1 A general review of zirconocene derivatives. 
Z i r c o n i u m a lky l complexes o f the type Z r C p 2 ( R ) ( X ) have been studied 
extensively. I n early 1960s, Cp^TiCl〗 was bel ieved t o be the act ive species i n 
metal locene-based Z ieg le r -Na t ta o le f in po lymer iza t ion c a t a l y s t . " I n the late 1970s, the 
research was fue led again by the appl icat ion o f hydroz i rcona t ion reagent Z r C p 2 ( H ) C l 
i n organ ic syntheses^ N o w , the so cal led “s te reor ig id ” z i rconocene- type catalysts 
have been establ ished by thei r appl icat ion i n b o t h basic research and industry.^'^ 
C o m p o u n d s A , B , and C al l exhib i t par t icu lar catalyt ic propert ies.^ 
o ^ ^ 
C H 2 - C H 2 C H 2 - C H 2 
A B C ( n = 9) 
I n general, the complexes Z rCpsX〗 have pseudo-tetrahedral structures. The 
angle o f Cen t -Z r -Cen t ( a ) is usual ly larger than the X - Z r - X angle (p) . W h e n X 二 C I 
a tom, a = 129。and (3 = 95.2°. The meta l -cent ro id distances are close t o 2.2 A . The 
t w o C p g roups can have staggered or eclipsed conformat ion. 
Staggered Ec l ipsed 
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U s i n g b identate a lky l l igands, the react ion o f P h C H ( K ) N M e 2 w i t h Cp2ZrR(C l ) 
( R = M e , C I ) leads t o the f o r m a t i o n o f 77^-alkylamino comp lex Cp2Z rR(CH(Ph )NMe2 ] ^ 
123, w h i c h con ta in a th ree-membered chelate r ing. 
PhCH(K)NMe2 + Cp2ZrR(Cl) n x j - ^ / i 
P h 一 巧 / W 
(4.1) 
123 
The decompos i t i on o f d iphosphido comp lex Cp*2(PMesH)2 af fords the 
phosphometa l lacyc le 124 w h i c h undergoes an inser t ion process t o f o r m the seven-
membered r i ng comp lex 125.8 
H \ H 
MeCN ^ V N r ^ 
^ ^ CP* 於 ^ ( 4 2 ) 
124 125 
I n the presence o f PMes, C p * 2 Z r ( C H 2 B u % (Cp* = T/ '-CSK^BU) was reduced by 
Na [C ioH8 ] t o a f fo rd Cp*Z r { ( "2 -CH2PPh2) }2 1 2 6 ^ 
CH2 
H 2 / z P P h 2 
(4.3) 
126 
Th is Chapter described the synthesis and structure o f t rans i t ion meta l Z r ( I V ) 
species w i t h p A^-functionalised a lky l l igands. Reac t ion o f Z r C p s C k and transfer 
reagents L i ( L ) ( L = dpmp, p ic* , pic小，，and p i c , a f fo rded a series o f penta-coord inated 
z i rconocene der ivat ives w h i c h are eighteen-electron compounds. The st ructure o f 
c o m p o u n d [ Z r C p 2 ( d p m p ) C l ] has been determined by X - r a y d i f f ract ion. 
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4.2 Results and discussion. 
4.2.1 Syntheses of zirconocene compounds Cp2Zr(CRR ’ CsHJ^jCl. 
The comp lex [Cp2Zr(CPh2C5H4N-2)Cl ] 127 was prepared and isolated as a red 
sol id i n modes t y ie ld ( 3 6 % ) f r o m the react ion o f Z r C p s C l ! w i t h [ I ^ C P h i C s I I t N -
2 ) (E t20 )2 ] i n T H F . The crystals suitable f o r X - r a y determinat ion we re obta ined by 
recrys ta l l i za t ion f r o m ho t T H F . F o r c o m p o u n d 127, i t shows l o w solubi l i ty i n to luene 
and the N M R spec t rum has no t been recorded. 
T h e complexes 128-130 we re synthesized by the similar me thod as shown in 
Scheme 4.1. The react ions o f z i rconocene ZrCp2Cl2 and [L i (CRR 'C5H4N-2 ) ( tmeda) ]n 
( w h e n R - R ' = P h , 1, 38; or w h e n R = S i B u M e s , R，= H , 34; o r R = Ph, R , 二 H , 
36, n = 2 ) a f fo rded the mono-subs t i tu ted z i rconocene products . The compounds 128-
130 obta ined as analyt ical ly pure sol id, w h i c h we re character ized by elemental 
analyses, ^H N M R , and mass spectra. A l l these data obta ined are i n accord w i t h the 
f o r m u l a proposed. I t is no tewor thy that at tempt t o synthesize d ia lky l z i rconocene 
der ivat ive [ Z r C p 2 ( p i c ” 2 ] f r o m react ion o f ZrCpzCl〗 and [L i (p ic * ) ( tmeda) ]2 i n the ra t io 
o f 1:1 was unsuccessful, presumably due t o steric reason. 
ZrCp2Cl2 + 2 - N C 5 H 4 C R R ' L i t m e d a 
E t ? 0 o r T H F • C p 2 Z r ( 2 - p y C R R ' ) C 
-L iC I K n Kj^  
CI 
/ C R R . 
R 二 R, = Ph, 127, Red 
R = S i B u M e 2 , R, 二 H , 128, ye l l ow 
R 二 Ph, R, = SiMes, 129, Y e l l o w 
R = P h , R , = ^ H ’ 130, Y e l l o w 
Scheme 4.1 Preparation of compounds ZrCp2(CRR，C5H4N-2)Cl. 
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T h e at tempts t o prepare Z r ( I I I ) complexes by the reduc t ion o f compounds 127 
and 128 was unsuccessful. The reduc ing react ion o f c o m p o u n d 127 by N a - H g in 
T H F a f fo rded a g reen ish -b rown solut ion. The pale y e l l o w sol id isolated was shown by 
i f i N M R tha t no d p m p l igand was present. H o w e v e r , the reac t ion o f 128 and N a - H g 
reagent obta ined a deep green so lu t ion and isolated l i t t le pale green crysta l c o m p o u n d 
w h i c h is ex t remely air sensit ive and at tempts t o character ize the c o m p o u n d by N M R 
and X - r a y s t ruc ture analyses we re unsuccessful. 
A t t e m p t s t o synthesize hafnocene and t i tanocene der ivat ives 
H fC l (p i c * ) {C5H3(S iMe3)2 } and T iC l (p ic* ) {C5H3(S iMe3)2} complexes by similar 
m e t h o d as z i rconocene c o m p o u n d were unsuccessful. I n b o t h the react ions o f 
HfC l2{C5H3(S iMe3)2} and T i C k i C s H s C S i M e s W w i t h [L i (p ic* ) ( tmeda)]2 , the star t ing 
mater ia l metal locenes we re recovered as shown by p r o t o n M v l R . I t maybe due t o the 
constra in t o f steric h indered SiMes groups on Cp r ings w h i c h l imi ts the approach o f 
the meta l locene der ivat ives by the bu l ky A^-functionalised a lky l l igand. 
A s expected, the stabi l i ty o f z i rconocene der ivat ives conta in ing subst i tuted 
methy l py r id ine anionic l igands can be fur ther enhanced by bear ing bu l ky l igand o n the 
_ - c a r b o n . T w o complexes 127 and 128 w i t h b is-subst i tuted l igands are modest ly 
stable t o ox ida t i ve decompos i t i on i n sol id state, whereas b o t h 129 and 130 w i t h m o n o -
subst i tu ted l igands are ext remely air sensitive. The stabi l i ty sequence o f these 
complexes is postu la ted as fo l lows . 
Z r C p 2 ( d p m p ) C l > ZrCp2(pic小’)CI » Z r C p 2 ( p i c ' ) C l - ZrCp2(pic伞)CI 
127 129 128 130 
N o t e w o r t h y propert ies i n the A^-ft inctionalised a lky l l igand z i rconocene 
c o m p o u n d are that the a lky l l igands act as a 4e" l igand to the center metal t h rough a a -
b o n d o f ipso-carbon ( t w o electrons) and a donor N ( t w o electrons) and achieved an 
18-e lect ron z i r con ium compound. 
4.2.2 1H NMR spectra of Cp2Zr(CRR’C5H州 CI. 
A s shown in F igure 4.1, the ^H N M R spectrum o f compound 128 in c/e-benzene 
at r o o m temperature exhibi ts one Cp at 5.79 p p m and one methy l signal (0 .22 p p m ) fo r 
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the S iMe2Bu ' g roup . W i t h reference t o the comp lex Z rCp2(p i c ' )C l ^ ^ w e expected t o 
see s imi lar dynamic process as shown in eq. 4.4, i n w h i c h the penta-coord inate 
z i rconocene c o m p o u n d undergo a d issociat ion o f N - Z r b o n d process t o get a tet ra-
coord ina te 128b and the later f reely rotates a round the Z r - C ( i p s o ) bond. The singlets 




The chemical shifts o f the py r idy l p ro tons o f c o m p o u n d 128 shift d is t inct ly 
up f ie ld t o the range o f 6.37-7.03 p p m as compared t o the free l igand at ppm. These 
large chemical shifts o f py r idy l p ro tons are consistent w i t h the fact that l ong Z r - C bond 
and short Z r - N b o n d distances f ound in the structure o f compound 127. 
The 1 h N M R spect rum o f 129 shows t w o non-equivalent Cp groups separated 
by 0 .71 p p m w h i c h is d i f ferent f r o m compound 128 w i t h the more bu l ky pic*^，alkyl 
l igand. The pro tons in the py r idy l r i ng also signi f icant ly shift t o h igh f ie ld t o the range 
o f 6 .29-7 .86 ppm. 
Table 4.1 ^H N M R data o f compounds Cp2Zr (CRR 'C5H4N-2 )C l ( p p m ) 
C o m p o u n d I S " ^ ^ 
Cp 6.06 5.28, 5.96 6.03 
SiMen 0.22 0.22 
S iBu 1.06 -
_ C H 2.41 - 4.07 
Py and P h 6.37, 6.79, 7.00 6 . 3 2 , 6 . 8 4 , 6 . 9 , 7 . 4 2 , 7 . 8 6 6 .71-7 .31 
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4.2.3 The molecular structure of [ZrCp2(CPh2C5H4^-2)01] 127. 
I n the asymmetr ic un i t o f the st ructure o f Z r C p 2 ( d p m p ) C l 127, there are t w o 
sets o f molecu les w i t h simi lar s t ructura l feature. F o r each molecule, one Cp g roups is 
d is to r ted i n t w o posi t ions so that cor responding t w o Cp g roups are i n staggered 
c o n f o r m a t i o n o r in termediate be tween staggered and ecl ipsed t o each other. I n fact , 
t w o cor respond ing d is tor ted Cp r ings are nearly coplanar and the dihedral angle 
be tween the t w o d is tor ted Cp r ing planes is on ly 1.1。as w e l l as the cent ro id 
coord inates o f cor respond ing Cp r ings are similar. One o f the molecu lar structures 
w i t h o u t d is tor ted Cp groups is shown in the F igure 4.2 and selected b o n d distances 
and b o n d angles are l isted i n Table 4.2. 
The st ructure o f 127 consists o f the typ ica l metal locene arrangement. The Z r 
a t o m is f i ve -coord ina ted by t w o r j ^ -Cp groups, a CI as w e l l as C and N atoms f r o m the 
b identate a lky l l igand dpmp. The Z r - C bond distances in the cyc lopentadieny l g roups 
are in the normal ranging from 2.51 to 2.60 A with a mean distance of 2.55 A and the 
average distance f r o m Z r atoms t o the centers o f Cp r ings is 2 .24 A w h i c h is similar t o 
those f o u n d in some f ive-coord inated z i rconocene ( I V ) compounds 
Z r C p 2 C l [ C ( P M e 2 ) H S i M e 3 ] i i (2 .24 A ) and [Z r {77 ' -C(0 )Me}Me(77 ' -C5H4)2 ] (2.22 入尸. 
The C e n t r o i d - Z r - C e n t r o i d angle, 129.3。，similar t o those repor ted in the 
1.丄 I 10 ,11 ,12-18 l i terature. 
The anionic l igand dpmp chelates z i r con ium a tom to f o r m a fou r -member r ing 
w i t h a comparable small angle subtended at Z r atom, 56.8(av.)。. The angle is one o f 
the smallest b i te angle f ound in all meta l complexes w i t h the 2 -py r i dy l a lky l l igands at 
th is w o r k , w h i c h may results f r o m the repuls ion o f t w o cyc lopentadieny l r ings. One o f 
the signi f icant features o f compound 127 is a long distance o ^ Z r - C { i p s o \ 2 .577(9 ) and 
2 .537(9 ) A f o r molecules I and I I , respectively. The distances are m u c h longer than 
cor respond ing Z r - C bonds 2.38 A observed in the analogous z i rconocene complex 
Z rCp2(p ic ’）Cr and 2.357 A in Z r C p 2 { i f - N ( M e ) N = CPh^jMei〗. The Z r - N bond 
length，av. 2.335(7) A, is slightly shorter than 2.38 A reported in the ZrCp2(pic')Cl^^ 
whi le , longer than 2.28 A in Z rCp2{ r i 2 -N(Me)N二C P h 2 }Me i3 . Z r - C l bond distances are 
2 558(3 ) and 2 .578(4 ) A f o r molecules I and I I , respectively. I n the st ructure o f 127, 
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t he Z r a t o m is coplanar w i t h three l iga t ing CI, ipso-C, and N atoms, conta in ing a small 
the f o l d angle 17.1° be tween i t and the py r i dy l r i ng plane. The three l iga t ing atoms 
or ien t same d i rec t ion and opposi te t o t w o Cp r ings as f o l l o w i n g simple st ructure 
displays. T h e mean angles o f C l - Z r - C and C l - Z r - N are 139 and 82.2°. 
/ ^ 
I t is n o t e w o r t h y that the three bonds be tween ipso-C and adjacent C atoms are 
d i f ferent and the C ( l ) - C ( 2 ) and C ( 2 9 - C ( 3 0 ) b o n d distances o f 1.48 (av.) A t o 
associate py r i dy l r ings are apparent ly shorter than the other t w o bonds C ( l ) - C ( 7 ) and 
C ( l ) - C ( 8 ) , C ( 2 9 ) - C ( 4 0 ) and C ( 2 9 ) - C ( 4 6 ) t o associate w i t h phenyl r ings [1 .54 (av.) A ] . 
M e a n w h i l e , the C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) and C (30 ) -C (31 ) bond distances in py r idy l r ings are 
enlarged t o 1 .41(1) (av.)A. The average distance o f adjacent C in Py r i ng { C ( l ) and 
C ( 3 0 ) } w i t h Z r a t o m is 2 .91 A. D ihedra l angles o f py r i dy l r i ng plane w i t h t w o phenyl 
planes are 87.5 and 61 .2, respect ively, and the Z r atoms are 0.53 and 0.49 A ou t o f 
py r i dy l r i ng planes f o r molecu lar I and I I . 
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C'g丨 V \ C,3, A C.27, 
c 乂 /个、P -
C(15) 
F i g u r e 4.2 Mo lecu la r structure w i t h number ing scheme o f c o m p o u n d 
[ZrCp2(CPh2C5H4N-2)Cl ] 127. 
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T a b l e 4.2 Selected b o n d distances ( A ) and b o n d angles (。）of c o m p o u n d 127. 
M o l e c u l e I M o l e c u l e I I 
Z r ( l ) - C l ( l ) 2 .558 (3 ) Z r ( 2 ) - C l ( 2 ) 2 .578 (4 ) 
Z r ( l ) - N ( l ) 2 .336 (7 ) Z r ( 2 ) - N ( 2 ) 2.333 (7 ) 
Z r ( l ) - C ( l ) 2 .557 (9 ) Z r ( 2 ) - C ( 2 9 ) 2 .537 (9 ) 
Z r ( l > X l A * 2.246 Z r ( 2 ) - X l C 2.248 
Z r ( l ) - X 1 B 2 .237 Z r ( 2 ) - X 1 D 2.232 
C l ( l ) - Z r ( l ) - N ( l ) 138.2 (2 ) C I ⑵ - Z r ( 2 ) - N ( 2 ) 139.8 (2 ) 
C l ( l ) - Z r ( l ) - C ( l ) 81.6 (2 ) C l ( 2 ) - Z r ( 2 ) - C ( 2 9 ) 82.9 (2 ) 
C I ⑴ - Z r ( l ) - X 1 A 99.1 C l ( 2 ) - Z r ( 2 ) - X l C 97.5 
C l ( l ) - Z r ( l ) - X 1 B 101.9 C I ⑶ - Z r ( 2 ) - X 1 D 100.5 
N ( l ) - Z r ( l ) - C ( l ) 56.6 N ( 2 ) - Z r ( 2 ) - C ( 2 9 ) 56.9 (3 ) 
N ( l ) - Z r ( l ) - X 1 A 97.2 N ( 2 ) - & ⑵ - X I C 97.4 
N ( l ) - Z r ⑴ - X I B 99.7 N ( 2 ) - Z r ( 2 ) - X 1 D 98.3 
C ( l ) - Z r ( l ) - X 1 A 114.6 C ( 2 9 ) - Z r ( 2 ) - X l C 110.8 
C ⑴ - Z r ( l ) - X 1 B 118.5 C ( 2 9 ) - Z r ( 2 ) - X 1 D 118.3 
X 1 A - Z r ( l ) - X 1 B 98.3 X l C - Z r ( 2 ) - X l D 129.3 
N ( l ) - C ( 2 ) 1 . 3 5 ( 1 ) N ( 2 ) - C ( 3 0 ) 1.34 (1 ) 
N ( 1 ) - C ( 6 ) 1 . 3 4 ( 1 ) N ( 2 ) - C ( 3 4 ) 1.36 (1) 
C ⑴ - C ( 2 ) 1.48 ⑴ C(29 ) -C (30 ) 1.49 ⑴ 
C ⑴ - C ( 1 2 ) 1.55 (1 ) C ( 2 9 ) - C ( 4 0 ) 1.54 (1 ) 
C ⑴ - C ( 1 8 ) 1 . 5 4 ( 1 ) C (29 ) -C (46 ) 1.56 (1) 
C ( 2 ) - C ( 3 ) 1 . 4 1 ( 1 ) C (30 ) -C (31 ) 1 . 4 1 ( 1 ) 
C ( 3 ) - C ( 4 ) 1 . 3 6 ( 1 ) C (31 ) -C (32 ) 1.37 (1) 
C ⑷ - C ⑶ 1 . 3 7 ( 1 ) C (32 ) -C (33 ) 1.37 (1) 
C ( 5 ) - C ( 6 ) 1 . 3 5 ( 1 ) C (33 ) -C (34 ) 1.33 (1) 
* X 1 A , X I B , X I C , and X l d are the centers o f four Cp groups, respectively. 
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4.3 Experimental. 
Material 
ZrCp2Cl2 was purchased f r o m A l d r i c h Chemica l Co. L t d . and used w i t h o u t 
fu r the r pur i f i ca t ion . 
L Preparation ofZrCp2(Ph2CC5H4N)Cl 127, 
T o a so lu t ion o f Z r C p z C b ( 0.24 g, 0 .82 m m o l ) i n 10ml o f T H F was added a 
so lu t ion o f [ (Ph2CC5H4N)L i -2Et20 ] (0.33 g, 0.83 m m o l ) i n 2 0 m l o f T H F . A f t e r 
s t i r r ing f o r 4 days at 20。C, the react ion m ix tu re was f i l tered, concentrated and coo led 
t o g ive a red sol id c o m p o u n d 10 (0.15 g, 36 % ) . m.p. 185-187。C. The p roduc t was 
pu r i f i ed by recrysta l l iza t ion f r o m 20 m l o f hot T H F (about 60 ) t o a f fo rd red crystal 
suitable f o r X - r a y st ructure analysis. E lementa l Analysis: Found : C, 67.23; H , 4 .68; N， 
2 . 4 7 % : Calc. f o r C28H24NClZr: C, 67.10; H , 4 .83; N , 2 .79%) . 
2. Preparation of [ZrCp2{CH(SiBu'Me2)C5H4N-2}Cl]. 128, 
T o a so lu t ion o f Z r C p ^ C b (0 .336 g, 1.14 m m o l ) i n 10 m l o f E tzO was s low ly 
added [Li{CH(SiBu^Me2)C5H4N-2}(tmeda)]2 (0 .47 g, 1.18 mmol) in 20 ml of EtzO. 
The y e l l o w react ion m ix tu re was st i r red fo r an addi t ional 2 hrs and then f i l te red t o 
separate the sol id. The f i l t ra te was concentrated t o ca. 10 m l and coo led t o ca. -18 T 
t o ob ta in a y e l l o w crystal l ine complex 128 (0 .41 g, 78%) , m.p. 178。C. E lementa l 
Analys is: Found : C, 56.73; H , 6.49; N , 2 .92%: Calc. f o r C22H3oNClSiZr: C, 57.04; H， 
6.53; N , 3 .02%) . P r o t o n N M R in benzene-"6: 6 ( ppm) 0.22 (s, 6 H , SiMe?), 1.06 (s, 
9 H , SiBut) , 2.35 (s, I H , C H ) , 5.79 (s, lOH , Cp) , C5H4N: 6.37 (t , I H ) , 6.77 (d, I H ) , 
7.03 (m，2H). Mass spectrum: m/z 462, [P - l ] + ; 396, [P-Cp-1 ]^ ; and 255 [P-p ic、l ]+ , 
220, [P- pic、a-l]150 [pic、Bu]+. 
3. Preparation of complex ZrCp2{CPh(SiMe3)C5H^-2}Cl 129. 
This c o m p o u n d was prepared f r o m the react ion o f [ Z r C p ^ C y (0 .462 g, 1.58 
mmol) and [Li{CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N(tmeda)] (0.581 g，1.6 mmol) by a procedure similar 
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t o tha t descr ibed f o r c o m p o u n d 128, y ie lded a y e l l o w sol id c o m p o u n d 129 The 
c o m p o u n d was pur i f i ed by recrysta l l izat ion f r o m the to luene so lu t ion (0 .50 g, 64%) . 
E lemen ta l Analys is : Found : C, 58.59; H , 5.60; N , 2 .64 % : Calc. f o r CssHsgNClSiZr: C, 
60 .39 ; H , 5 .68; N , 2 .82%) . N M R i n benzene-^^6: ^H, 5 (ppm) : 0 .21 (s, 9 H , SiMes), 
5.28 (s, 5 H , Cp) , 5.98 (s, 5H , Cp) , C5H4N and CeHs： 6 .29 (m, I H ) , 6 .84 (m, I H ) , 
6.93 (m, 2 H ) 7.15 (m, I H ) , 7 .40 (m, I H ) , 7.86 (m, I H ) . 
4. Preparation of complex ZrCp2[CH(Ph)C5H4NJCl 130. 
Th is p roduc t was prepared f r o m [ Z r C p s C y (0 .442 g，1 . 5 1 m m o l ) and 
[ L i { C H ( P h ) C 5 H 4 N } ( t m e d a ) ] 2 - l / 2 ( t m e d a ) 3 6 (0.993 g, 1.55 m m o l ) also by a p rocedure 
simi lar t o that descr ibed fo r compound 129, y ie ld a y e l l o w p o w d e r conta in ing 
c o m p o u n d 130 and L i C l i n EtsO. A f t e r remova l o f EtzO, the residue was ext racted 
w i t h to luene (25 m l ) , f i l tered, concentrated, and coo led t o -18。C t o a f fo rd 0 .42 g o f 
c o m p o u n d 129 ( 65%) . E lementa l Analysis: Calc. f o r CsJHsoNClZr: C, 62.16; H , 4 .74; 
N , 3 . 30%) . N M R in benzene-Jg： 5 (ppm) : 0 .22 (s, 6 H , SiMes), 1.06 (s, 9 H , 
S iBu) , 2 .41 (s, I H , C H ) , C5H4N and CgHs： 6.38 (m, I H ) , 6.83 (m, 2 H ) , 6.99 (m, I H ) . 
7 .21 (m, 3 H ) , 7.50 (m, I H ) . Mass spectrum: m/z 581 [P+ZrCl ]+ , 462, 464, 424 [P]+, 
396. 
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APPENDIX A: Physical Measurements and Tables of Crystal Data 
and Refinement Parameters 
A l l the meta l alkyls are ext remely mois ture- and air-sensit ive and we re carr ied 
o u t under an a rgon o r h igh pur i t y d in i t rogen atmosphere o r under v a c u u m us ing 
standard Schlenk techniques except specif ied. A l l solvents we re dr ied over and 
d is t i l led f r o m sodium-benzophenone (d ie thy l ether), N a (benzene), o r CaH2 (hexane) 
under a d in i t rogen atmosphere before use. E lementa l analyses we re pe r fo rmed by the 
M e d a c L t d . , Depar tmen t o f Chemist ry , B rune i Un ivers i ty , U . K . o r Shanghai Ins t i tu te 
o f Organ ic Chemis t ry , Chinese Academy o f Sciences, P. R. C. ^H and ^^C N M R 
spectra o f compounds in J ^ - b e n z e n e were recorded o n B r u k e r W P - 2 5 0 spectrometer, 
So l id state N . M . R . we re recorded on B r u k e r A S X 300 spectrometer. Chemica l 
shifts (5 ) are repor ted relat ive to d e - h m z t n t and ' ' C ) , sol id o f L i N O s (external) 
( l i , external) . ^^^Sn N M R were measured on B r u k e r A R X 500 spectrometer 
reference t o SnMe4. Mass spectroscopy were recorded on V G 7070F spectrometer. 
The air-sensit ive crystals were moun ted and sealed i n capi l lary under a rgon o r 
d in i t rogen atmosphere f o r X - r a y analysis. Intensit ies data we re col lected o n a Siemens 
P 4 / P C four -c i r c le d i f f rac tometer at r o o m temperature ( 2 9 4 。 K ) except specif ied. 
Graph i te -monochromated M o - K a rad iat ion sources were used (X = 0 .71073 A). The 
structures we re solved by direct phase determinat ion. The hydrogen atoms were 
p roduced by calculat ing ( C - H bonds f i xed at 0.96 A ) and a l l owed t o r ide o n thei r 
respect ive parent C atoms. The hydrogen atoms were assigned the appropr ia te 
i so t rop ic temperature factors and inc luded in the s t ructure- factor calculat ions. A l l 
ca lculat ions we re pe r fo rmed on a P C 486 computer us ing the S H E L T X L P C p r o g r a m 
package (Scheldr ick , 1985, 1990). Ana ly t i c expressions o f a tomic scatter ing factors 
we re employed, and anomalous dispersion correct ions were incorpora ted 
{international Tables for X-ray Crystallography, 1974). 
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T a b l e A 1 Crys ta l s t ruc tu ra l data f o r l i t h i u m a lky ls 34 , 36，and 38. 
M 3 6 ' t m e d a 38 
f o r m u l a CseHvzLySfeSiz CssHeoLisN? C2iH34LiN3Si 
m o l e c u l a r w e i g h t 6 5 9 . 1 640 .82 363.5 
c rys ta l sys tem m o n o c l i n i c m o n o c l i n i c m o n o c l i n i c 
space g r o u p ( N o . 5) C2 / c ( N o . 15) ( N o . 14) 
a, A 14 .009 ( 3 ) 14 .191 (3 ) 19.345 ( 4 ) 
b , A 14 .957 ( 3 ) 19.153 ( 4 ) 11.918 ( 2 ) 
c, A 1 1 . 1 1 3 ( 2 ) 1 6 . 5 1 4 ( 3 ) 2 1 . 2 1 0 ( 4 ) 
p , deg 108.97 ( 3 ) 1 0 0 . 0 0 ( 3 ) 1 0 3 . 0 4 ( 3 ) 
V ， R 2 2 0 2 ( 1 ) 4 4 2 0 ( 2 ) 4 7 6 4 ( 2 ) 
Z 2 4 8 
deaicd, g /cm^ 0 .994 0.963 l . O M 
| a ( M o K a ) , m m - i 0 .11 0 .06 0 .11 
F(OOO), e 729 1396 1584 
hJd, range - 1 1 t o + 1 5 , - 1 7 t o + 1 5 , + 2 1 , ± 1 8 + 1 9 , + 1 2 , ± 2 2 
- 1 1 , - 1 2 t o + 1 2 
no. o f r f l n s 2 6 1 4 3437 5726 
(measd /un ique) 
R i n t 0 .027 0 .022 0 .025 
N o . o f r f l n s obsd 1672 1162 3117 
[Fo>4 .0a (Fo ) ] 
no . o f params r e f 209 2 3 2 ^ ^ 4 7 0 
weighting scheme oo=ct2[|f�|+o._1|F�|Y ^^t^ 'Pol l" ' o^=ct2[if�|+o._1|Fo|2]-i 
Ra 0.055 0.080 0.062 
R b 0 054 0 .079 0 . 0 6 1 
A p f i , ( m a x / m i n ) , + 0 . 2 5 / - 0 . 2 1 + 0 . 2 5 / - 0 . 1 9 + 0 . 2 1 / - 0 . 1 9 
^ — 
aR 二 M|Fo|-|Fc||)/2:(|Fo|. bRw = I:CO(|F。HFc|)2/:ScoF。2]i�. Function minimized: Ea)(|Fo|-|Fc|)l 
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Table A2 Crysta l s t ructura l data fo r l i t h i um alkyls 3 9 * 
^ 
f o r m u l a CzsHsoNsC^LizSi? 
mo lecu la r we igh t 574.9 
crysta l system o r tho rhomb ic 
space g roup Pbca ( N o . 6 1 ) 
a, A 14.649(3) 
b, A 10.211(2) 
c, A 24 .616(5 ) 
V ,人3 3 6 8 2 ⑶ 
Z 4 
dcaicd, g/cm^ 1037 
| i ( M o K a ) , mm- i 0.123 
F(OOO), e 1264 
M / , range -11 to 0; 士9; 士22 
no. o f r f l n s 3824 
(measd/unique) 
R i n t 0 .036 
N o . o f r f l n s obsd 3045 
[Fo>4.0a(Fo) ] 
no. o f params r e f 194 
w e i g h t i n g scheme (F) + 0.0035 F^ 
Ra 0.064 
R : 0.117 
Ap f in (max /min ) , + 0 . 6 2 / - 0 . 4 3 
^ 
* The data was col lected o n R i g a k u A F C 7 R at -80 
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Table A3 Crysta l s t ructura l data f o r t i n ( I I ) a lky l compounds 77, 78, and 79. 
c o m p o u n d 77 78 79 
f o r m u l a C52Hio2Cl2Li2N70Si3Sn C24H4oCl2N2Si2Sn2 CgoHssNzSizSn 
mo lecu la r w e i g h t 1136.1 721.0 599.5 
crysta l system monoc l in i c t r ic l in ic monoc l in i c 
space g roup P2i/c ( N o . 14) p \ (No . 2 ) P 2 i / n ( N o . 14) 
a, A 17.157 (3 ) 8.296 (3) 17.756 (4 ) 
b, A 19.911 (3 ) 12.293 (4 ) 10.080 (2 ) 
c, A 23 .724 (9) 16.835 (9) 18.865 (4) 
a , deg 76.64 (1 ) 
p，deg 109.25 (3 ) 86.45 (1 ) 114.89 (3 ) 
y, deg 71.99(1) 
V , ^ 7957 (5) 1588.4 (15 ) 3063 (1 ) 
Z 4 2 4 
dcaicd, g / c m ' 0.948 1.508 1.300 
| i ( M o Ka)，mm-i 0 .466 1.83 0.93 
F(OOO), e 2424 720 1232 
hkl, range - 1 t o +13 , - 1 to 22， +9 , -12 t o 13, ±18 -1 t o 20，-1 t o 1 2 , -
-27 t o +26 23 t o 21 
no. o f r f lns 9012 4318 5368 
(measd/unique) 
R i n t 0 .030 0.036 0 .020 
N o . o f r f lns obsd 4208 3312 4011 
[Fo>4.0a(Fo) ] 
no. o f params r e f 556 290 317 
we igh t i ng scheme co=a'[|FO|+0.002|FO|']-' co=[cr2|F�|+0.0004|F。|Y co=[cj2|F�|+0.0001|Fo|2]-i 
Ra 0.080 0.040 0 .042 
l O 0.096 0.050 0.043 
Ap f in (max /min ) , +0 .72 / -0 .29 +0.69/ -0 .73 +0 .21 / -0 .69 
e/人3 
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T a b l e A 4 Crys ta l s t ruc tu ra l data f o r R 2 S n ( C R ' R " C 5 H 4 N ) X 
C o m p o u n d ^ U 
f o r m u l a C ^ o f t s C l N S i S n C i7H24BrNS iSn 
m o l e c u l a r w e i g h t 4 7 4 . 7 4 4 6 9 . 1 
c rys ta l sys tem o r t h o r h o m b i c M o n o c l i n i c 
space g r o u p P 2 i 2 i 2 i P 2 i / n 
a, A 10.442 ( 2 ) 9 .023 ( 3 ) 
b , A 10 .877 (2 ) 15.148 ( 4 ) 
c, A 2 1 . 9 4 1 (4 ) 1 4 . 4 8 0 ( 3 ) 
P, deg 93 .60 ( 2 ) 
V , 设 2492 .0 ( 8 ) 1975.2 ( 9 ) 
Z 4 4 
dcaicd, g/cm^ 1.265 1.577 
lui(Mo K a ) , m m ] 1.183 928 
F(OOO), e 984 3 .372 
hkl, range + 1 1 , + 1 2 , - 1 t o +25 + 1 0 , + 1 7 , ± 1 6 
no. o f r f lns 2335 川 ^ 
(measd /un ique) 
R i n t 0 .023 0 .0324 
N o . o f r f lns obsd 1864 2 6 8 6 
[FO>4.0G(FO)] 
no. o f params r e f 218 191 
w e i g h t i n g scheme co=a^[|Fo|+0.002|Fo|^]"^ w'^ = a ^ ( F ) + 0 . 0 0 0 5 F ^ 
Ra 0 .037 0 .0326 
R J 0 .042 0 .0383 
A p f i n ( m a x / m i n ) , +0 .55 / -0 .48 0 .57 / -0 .47 
dR 
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T a b l e A 5 Crysta l s t ructura l data f o r M2(pic*)4 ( M = Fe 109, C o 110) 
C o m p o u n d 109 110 
formula C48H8oFe2N4Si4 C48H8oCo2N4Si4 
mo lecu la r w e i g h t 937.2 943.34 
crysta l system Tr ic l in ic M o n o c l i n i c 
space g r o u p p | 2 ) P 2 i / n ( N o . 14) 
a, A 10.850 (2) 13.358 (3) 
b, A 11.254 (2) 24.990 (5) 
c, A 11.580 (2) 16.458 (3) 
a , deg 75.74 (2) 
P, deg 84.32 (2) 93.92 (3 ) 
丫, deg 80.92 (2) 
V, ^ 1350.6 (4) 5481 (3) 
Z 1 4 
dcaicd, g/cm^ 1.152 1.143 
]i(Mo K a ) , mm- i 0.66 0.73 
F(OOO), e 504 2024 
hJd, range +12 , ±13 , ±13 , 2(^ax = 50。 +12+ , +26 , 士 17, 2(9max = 50。 
no. o f r f l n s 4762 5838 
(measd/unique) 
R i n t 0 .012 0 .061 
N o . o f r f l n s obsd 4049 2809 
[Fo>4.0a(Fo) ] 
no. o f params r e f 262 524 
weighting scheme co二[0,� | + 0.0002|Fo|']-' co=[a'|Fo|]-' 
Ra 0.035 0.078 
R : 0.046 0.074 
Ap f in (max /m in ) , +0 .61/ -0 .38 +0.68/ -0 .63 
dR 
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T a b l e A 6 Crysta l s t ructura l data f o r Co(pic*^’)2 113 and Fe(p i c * ’ ) ( tmeda)C l 115 
C o m p o u n d n a U 5 
formula CsoHssCoNzSi〗 C2iH34N3ClSiFe 
mo lecu la r w e i g h t 539.7 447.9 
crysta l system M o n o c l i n i c M o n o c l i n i c 
space g r o u p P2i/n ( N o . 14) P2i/n ( N o . 14) 
a, A 9 .777 (2) 10.598 (2) 
b , A 10.762 (2 ) 14.205 (6 ) 
c, A 14.065 (3) 16.334 (4 ) 
P, deg 91.40 (3 ) 96.290 (0 ) 
V , ^ 1479.6 (5 ) 2444 (1 ) 
Z 2 4 
dcaicd, g/cm^ 1.211 1.217 
|LI(MO K a ) , mm-I 0.681 0.79 
F(OOO), e 570 952 
hk l , range _1 t o 11, -1 t o 13, 士 19, 26Ux +12 , +16 , 士 19, 26Uc = 45。 
= 5 2 ° 
no. o f r f l n s 2663 4281 
(measd/unique) 
R i n t 0 .0267 0.039 
N o . o f r f l n s obsd 1839 2137 
[Fo>4.0a(Fo) ] 
no. o f params r e f 160 244 
weighting scheme 0)=[a'|Fo| + 0.0006 |Fo|']"' co=[a'|Fo| + 0.0005 丨？/广 
Ra 0.047 0 .0596 
i C 0.055 0 .0596 
Apfin(max/min), +0.40/-0.25 +(3.48/-0.36 
e/人3 
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T a b l e A 7 D a t a co l lec t ion and processing parameters o f [ N i { SC(Ph)2C5H4N}2] 119 
M o l e c u l a r f o r m u l a CseHzsNsSsNi 
M o l e c u l a r w e i g h t 611.44 
C o l o r and habi t Y e l l o w plate 
Crys ta l size 0.10 x 0 .30 x 0.40 m m 
Crys ta l system M o n o c l i n i c 
Space g r o u p P2i/c ( N o . 14) 
a (A) 13.538(6) 
b ( A ) 14.256(6) 
c ( A ) 7 .576(4) 
P (deg. ) 102.37(10)° 
V ( A ' ) 1428.1(11) 
Z 4 
Dens i t y (ca lcd) 1.422 g cm'^ 
A b s o r p t i o n coef f ic ient 0.855 mm"^ 
F(OOO) 636 
Rint ( f r o m merg ing o f eqiv. reflections) 0 .0310 
Scan type and rate co-scan; 4 .00-30.00 deg m i n ] 
Scan range 0.60° be l ow Ka! t o 0.60° above K a � 
Col lec t i on range 0 < / 2 < 8 , 0 < A : < 15 
- 1 4 < / < 1 4 ; 2 6 L a x ^ 4 6 ° 
U n i q u e data measured 1 9 8 4 
Obs. data w i t h > 4a(|Fo|) n 1354 
N o . o f variables p 187 
W e i g h t i n g scheme 二 [^ "“丨/^  + 0 .0001 \ F o \ Y 
R^=I]\Fo\-\Fcf/m\ 0 .0488 
wR = [i:wi\Fo\ - 0 .0648 
S = [i:w(\Fo\ - \F.\f/(n-p)f' 1.09 
Apfin(max/min), dR 0.68 to -0.30 e 
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Table A8. Crysta l s t ructura l data fo r Z rCp2 {C(Ph )2C5H4N}C l 127. 
f o r m u l a C^sHssNClZr 
mo lecu la r w e i g h t 502.2 
crysta l system o r tho rhomb ic 
space g r o u p P n a 2 i ( N o . 33 ) 
a, A 32 .553(4) 
b, A 9 .618(2) 
c, A 14.029(2) 
V , R 4393(1 ) 
Z 8 
dcaicd, g/cm^ 1.519 
} i ( M o K a ) , mm- i 0.64 
F(OOO), e 2056 
M / , range + 3 8 , + 1 1 , + 1 6 
no. o f r f l n s 4041 
(measd/unique) 
Rint 0 
N o . o f r f lns obsd 2652 
[Fo>4.0a(Fo) ] 
no. o f params r e f 277 
w e i g h t i n g scheme ^ 二 [ 一 + 0 .0002 
Ra 0.044 
R : 0 .052 
Ap fm(max /m in ) , +0 .67 / -0 .46 
dR 
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APPENDIX B: Tables of Atomic Coordinates and Thermal 
Parameters 
T a b l e B I A t o m i c coordinates ( x lO^) and equivalent i so t rop ic temperature 
fac to rs* (X 10^) f o r compound [ L i { C H ( S i B u ' M e 2 ) C 5 H 4 N } ( t m e d a ) ] 2 34 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
^ 2363 (1 ) 4418(3 ) 4255 (1 ) 
L i ( l ) 0 4159 0 60 (1 ) 
L i ( 2 ) 0 6084(7 ) 0 65 (1 ) 
N ( l ) 1216(2) 5141(3) 426 (3 ) 60 (1 ) 
N ( 2 ) 715(3 ) 3064(4) -746 (4 ) 98 (1 ) 
N ( 3 ) 248 (3 ) 7138(4) 1371(4) 81(1 ) 
C ( l ) 1617(3) 4780(4 ) 2635(4 ) 63 (1 ) 
C ( 2 ) 1930(3) 4977(4 ) 1604(4) 51(1 ) 
C ( 3 ) 2976(3 ) 4996(4 ) 1693(4) 61 (1 ) 
C ( 4 ) 3266(3 ) 5148(4) 681(5 ) 76 (1 ) 
C ( 5 ) 2539(4 ) 5307(4) - 513 (5 ) 82(1 ) 
C ( 6 ) 1557(4) 5292(4) - 565 (4 ) 69(1 ) 
C(7) 1506(4) 3826(5) 4977(5) 126(1) 
C ( 8 ) 3389(4 ) 3600(4 ) 4266 (5 ) 100(1) 
C ( 9 ) 2983(4 ) 5353(5) 5396(5) 89(1 ) 
C ( 1 0 ) 2170(5 ) 5929(5) 5691(5) 143(1) 
C ( l l ) 3582(4 ) 5978(5) 4794(5 ) 122(1) 
C ( 1 2 ) 3688(5 ) 4972(5 ) 6652(5 ) 126(1) 
C ( 1 3 ) 116(5) 2290(4 ) -597 (7 ) 171(1) 
C ( 1 4 ) 693(5 ) 3108(6) - 2050 (6 ) 215 (1 ) 
C ( 1 5 ) 1747(3) 2961(4 ) 104(5) 97 (1 ) 
C ( 1 6 ) - 117 (5 ) 7942(4) 613(5 ) 135(1) 
C ( 1 7 ) -193 (4 ) 7092(5) 2418 (5) 133(1) 
C ( 1 8 ) 1359(3) 7170(4) 1937(5) 93(1 ) 
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T a b l e B 2 Atomic coordinates (x l O , and equivalent isotropic temperature factors* (x 
10^) for compound [Li(CHPhC5H4N)(tmeda)]2-tmeda 36- tmeda 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
L i ^ 0 698(10 ) 65 (2 ) 
L i ( 2 ) 0 2219(10 ) 2500 78 (2 ) 
N ( l ) 1033(4) 1392(3) 3081(4 ) 65 (2 ) 
C ( l ) 101(5) 1746(4) 4050 (5 ) 63 (2 ) 
C ( 2 ) 989 (6 ) 1561(4) 3898(4 ) 60 (2 ) 
C ( 3 ) 1853(5) 1510(4) 4487 (5 ) 70 (2 ) 
C ( 4 ) 2677 (6 ) 1320(5) 4247 (5 ) 95 (2 ) 
C ( 5 ) 2727 (6 ) 1185(5) 3417(5 ) 102(2) 
C ( 6 ) 1873(6) 1221(5) 2889(5 ) 88(2 ) 
C ( 7 ) - 167 (6 ) 1983(4) 4827 (5 ) 66 (2 ) 
C ( 8 ) 433 (6 ) 2322(4 ) 5460(5) 80(2 ) 
C ( 9 ) 101(7) 2534(5 ) 6151(5 ) 104(2) 
C ( 1 0 ) - 817 (8 ) 2438(5 ) 6251(6 ) 110(2) 
C ( l l ) - 1435 (7 ) 2140(4 ) 5617(5 ) 99 (2 ) 
C ( 1 2 ) -1111 (6 ) 1918(4) 4941 (5 ) 76 (2 ) 
N ( 2 ) 1053(5) 3073(3) 2561(4 ) 75 (2 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) 453 (6 ) 3676(4 ) 2331(6 ) 116(2) 
C ( 1 4 ) 1619(7) 3148(5) 3374(5 ) 116(2) 
C ( 1 5 ) 1685(7) 3018(5 ) 1974(5) 122(2) 
N ( 3 ) 259(6 ) -109 (4 ) 1685(4) 98 (2 ) 
C ( 1 6 ) 353(8) -731(5 ) 2227(5 ) 140(2) 
C(17) -568(7) -147(5) 1023(5) 128(2) 
C ( 1 8 ) 1125(7) -68 (5 ) 1312(6) 155(2) 
N ( 4 ) 3974(12) 221(10 ) 635(11) 147(2) 
C ( 1 9 ) 4757(11 ) 227(8 ) 249(9 ) 229 (4 ) 
C ( 2 0 ) 4053(16 ) 5 7 1 ( 1 1 ) 1393(13) 1 6 1 ( 2 ) 
C ( 2 1 ) 3312(16) 600(13) 108(15) 188(2) 
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Table B 3 A t o m i c coordinates ( x 10 )^ and equivalent i so t rop ic temperature 
f a c t o r s ( l O ' ) f o r c o m p o u n d [ L i {CPh (S iMe3 )C5H4N} ( tmeda ) ] 38 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
M o l e c u l e I 
Si(l) 1937(1) 1837(2) 4466(1) 72(1) 
Li(l) 554(4) 1816(8) 2113(4) 64(3) 
N( l ) 203(2) 1751(3) 2919(2) 52(2) 
N(2) 42(3) 2913(4) 1360(2) 79(2) 
N(3) 342(3) 510(4) 1409(2) 86(2) 
C(l) 1344(2) 1815(4) 3658(2) 53(2) 
C(2) 612(2) 1761(4) 3542(2) 46(2) 
C(3) 242(3) 1711(4) 4061(2) 56(2) 
C(4) -472(3) 1649(4) 3953(2) 65(2) 
C(5) -869(3) 1620(5) 3316(3) 73(2) 
C(6) -506(2) 1688(4) 2840(2) 62(2) 
C(7) 1681(2) 1945(6) 3097(2) 66(2) 
C(8) 1697(3) 2975(7) 2803(3) 110(4) 
C(9) 2066(4) 3144(8) 2304(4) 149(5) 
C(10) 2394(5) 2235(12) 2129(6) 172(8) 
C( l l ) 2405(7) 1252(12) 2378(6) 180(8) 
C(12) 2013(4) 1086(7) 2862(3) 126(4) 
C(13) 1846(3) 573(5) 4970(2) 114(3) 
C(14) 2881(3) 1858(5) 4399(3) 110(3) 
C(15) 1814(3) 3130(5) 4939(2) 107(3) 
C(16) -364(4) 2083(6) 913(3) 111(4) 
C ( 1 7 ) 27(4 ) 1090(6) -806 (3 ) 109(4) 
C ( 1 8 ) 539(3) 3508(5) 1061(3) 122(4) 
C ( 1 9 ) -446 (3 ) 3733(5) 1525(3) 116(4) 
C ( 2 0 ) -165 (4 ) -252(5 ) 1595(3) 124(4) 
C ( 2 1 ) 943(4 ) - 1 6 0 ( 6 ) 1 3 0 4 ( 3 ) 1 5 2 ( 5 ) 
Molecule I I 
Si(2) 3194(1) 8179(2) 8757(1) 74(1) 
t ^ A 
Appendix A 
Li(2) 4591(4) 8253(7) 6982(3) 60(3) 
N(4) 4940(2) 8302(3) 7933(2) 52(2) 
N(5) 5066(3) 7111(4) 6451(2) 70(2) 
N(6) 4816(3) 9518(4) 6338(2) 75(2) 
C(31) 3789(2) 8184(4) 8196(2) 53(2) 
C(32) 4524(2) 8270(4) 8386(2) 44(2) 
C(33) 4892(2) 8338(4) 9059(2) 55(2) 
C(34) 5601(3) 8416(4) 9240(2) 65(2) 
C(35) 6003(3) 8439(4) 8776(3) 71(2) 
C(36) 5647(2) 8377(4) 8145(2) 61(2) 
C(37) 3451(2) 8091(6) 7494(2) 60(2) 
C(38) 3315(4) 7092(6) 7182(3) 118(4) 
C(39) 2946(4) 7005(8) 6544(4) 153(5) 
C(40) 2699(4) 7914(10) 6198(3) 125(5) 
C(41) 2853(4) 8884(8) 6477(3) 136(5) 
C(42) 3220(3) 9002(6) 7120(3) 104(3) 
C(43) 3281(3) 9451(5) 9299(3) 127(4) 
C(44) 2264(3) 8159(7) 8305(3) 162(5) 
C(45) 3306(3) 6918(5) 9295(3) 109(3) 
C(46) 5423(4) 7860(6) 6091(3) 119(4) 
C ( 4 7 ) 5090(4) 8860(6) 5868(3) 118(4) 
C ( 4 8 ) 5577(4) 6328(5) 6817(3 ) 126(4) 
C ( 4 9 ) 4538(4 ) 6453(5) 6010(3) 130(4) 
C ( 5 0 ) 4247(4 ) 10234(6) 5977(3) 149(4) 
C ( 5 1 ) 5 3 6 5 ( 4 ) 1 0 2 3 8 ( 6 ) 6706(3 ) 1 2 6 ( 4 ) 
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Table B4 A t o m i c coordinates ( x 10^) and equivalent i so t rop ic temperature 
fac to rs* ( x 10 ' ) f o r c o m p o u n d [ L i { C H ( S i B u M e 2 ) C 5 H 4 N } ( E t 2 0 ) ] 2 39 
A t o m X y z ^ 
L i ^ 5727(3) 5225(5) 5299(2) ？！^ 
Si(l) 4621(1) 6266(1) 6657(1) 33(1) 
C(l) 4664(2) 5385(3) 6003(1) 34(1) 
N( l ) 4749(2) 3664(2) 5339(1) 35(1) 
C(2) 4744(2) 4050(3) 5882(1) 31(1) 
C(3) 4864(2) 3043(3) 6288(1) 41(1) 
C(4) 4911(2) 1753(3) 6144(1) 43(1) 
C(5) 4878(2) 1393(3) 5594(1) 45(1) 
C(6) 4807(2) 2367(3) 5224(1) 39(1) 
C(7) 4765(3) 8051(3) 6487(2) 53(1) 
C(8) 5572(2) 5833(4) 7142(1) 52(1) 
C(9) 3488(2) 6069(3) 7033(1) 43(1) 
C(10) 3366(4) 4663(4) 7235(2) 88(2) 
C( l l ) 2702(3) 6431(6) 6653(2) 86(2) 
C(12) 3437(3) 6974(4) 7531(2) 58(1) 
0(1) 6999(2) 5058(3) 5397(1) 73(1) 
C(13) 7616(4) 5084(6) 4951(3) 123(3) 
C(14) 7728(4) 6380(8) 4710(3) 126(3) 
C(15) 7415(6) 5045(8) 5924(3) 147(4) 
C(16) 7460(6) 3701(9) 6112(3) 155(4) 
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Tab le B 5 A t o m i c coordinates (x 10^ f o r Sn; x 10^ f o r others) and equivalent 
i so t rop ic temperature factors(Ac 10^ f o r Sn; x 10^ f o r others) f o r 
c o m p o u n d [ S n { C H ( S i B u ' M e 2 ) C 5 H 4 N - 2 } 3 ] [ L i { L i ( t m e d a ) C l } 2 ] 77 
A t o m X y z ^ 
S n ( l ) 27084 (8 ) 24706(6 ) 69093(5 ) 747 (5 ) 
L i ( l ) 2929 (18 ) 3767(13) 5728(11) 74 (12 ) 
L i ( 2 ) 2220 (22 ) 4707 (17 ) 4096 (12 ) 107(16) 
L i ( 3 ) 2751 (25 ) 5708(16) 5018(14) 116(18) 
C l ( l ) 3064 (3 ) 4580(2 ) 4998(2 ) 98 (2 ) 
C l ( 2 ) 1849(3) 5814(3) 4153(2 ) 124(3) 
N ( l ) 1753(10) 3605(10) 5638(7) 75 (8 ) 
C ( l ) 1333 4203 5509 119(33) 
C ( 2 ) 573 4270 5632 127(21) 
C ( 3 ) 234 3740 5884 97 (13 ) 
C ( 4 ) 654 3142 6014 113(13) 
C ( 5 ) 1414 3075 5891 62(8 ) 
N ( r ) 1841(13) 4003(11 ) 6008(11 ) 70 (11 ) 
C ( r ) 1266 4204 5541 49 (34 ) 
C(2 ' ) 462 4145 5564 65 (17) 
C(3 ' ) 234 3886 6054 93 (18) 
C(4 ' ) 808 3685 6521 107(17) 
C(5 丨） 1612 3744 6498 65 (12) 
C ( 6 ) 1972(12) 2426(9 ) 5965(7) 99 (8 ) 
Si(l) 1371(4) 1614(3) 5905(3) 98(3) 
C ( 7 ) 2080(20 ) 881(12) 6120(12) 223 (18 ) 
C ( 8 ) 748(14 ) 1615(15) 6468(12) 181(16) 
C ( 9 ) 743(16) 1562(10) 5113(10) 141(14) 
C ( 1 0 ) 3 8 8 ( 2 6 ) 857 (14 ) 5 1 1 4 ( 1 3 ) 3 4 2 ( 3 0 ) 
C ( l l ) 148(17) 2146(17) 4977(13 ) 198(17) 
C ( 1 2 ) 1364(19) 1547(16) 4721(10 ) 228 (21 ) 
N ( 2 ) 3407(11) 4198(9 ) 6500(6 ) 71(8 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) 4083 4557 6437 64 (16 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 4660 4712 6918 119(34) 
C ( 1 5 ) 4559 4507 7462 87(11) 
1 n 
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C(16) 3883 4148 7526 78(10) 
C(17) 3307 3993 7045 62(9) 
N(2') 3881(16) 3842(16) 6329(10) 101(12) 
C(13') 4111 4515 6361 135(38) 
C(14') 4590 4762 6859 124(44) 
C(15') 4839 4336 7325 156(26) 
C(16') 4609 3663 7293 144(21) 
C(17') 4130 3416 6795 86(13) 
C(18) 2483(12) 3614(7) 7021(7) 92(9) 
Si(2) 2111(4) 3731(3) 7712(2) 95(3) 
C(19) 1163(16) 3189(12) 7713(14) 183(17) 
C(20) 2900(20) 3440(14) 8327(10) 217(18) 
C(21) 1843(15) 4692(10) 7817(8) 142(14) 
C(22) 1539(28) 4720(15) 8386(13) 309(31) 
C(23) 2601(17) 5113(12) 7858(14) 202(18) 
C(24) 1208(19) 4909(14) 7300(12) 227(19) 
N(3) 3606(12) 2962(7) 5591(8) 69(8) 
C(25) 3556 2875 5001 89(24) 
C(26) 3723 2251 4785 79(17) 
C(27) 3940 1713 5159 134(19) 
C(28) 3990 1799 5748 70(9) 
C(29) 3823 2424 5964 72(9) 
N(3') 2870(17) 2836(10) 5353(11) 73(10) 
C(25') 3435 2843 4999 136(47) 
C(26') 3795 2245 4879 173(44) 
C(27') 3592 1641 5112 100(18) 
C(28') 3027 1635 5465 102(15) 
C(29') 2667 2232 5585 81(13) 
C ( 3 0 ) 3932(10) 2634(9 ) 6625(7) 88(8) 
Si (3) 4674(4) 2081(3) 7101(2) 95 (3 ) 
C ( 3 1 ) 4365 (16 ) 1148(10) 7028(12) 161(15) 
C ( 3 2 ) 4 6 2 3 ( 1 6 ) 2294(15) 7 8 9 3 ( 9 ) 1 8 3 ( 1 6 ) 
C ( 3 3 ) 5687(14) 2180(12) 6919(10) 163(15) 
C ( 3 4 ) 5739(18) 1966(15) 6306(13) 198(19) 
C ( 3 5 ) 5926(16) 2923(14) 6938(12) 173(17) 
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C ( 3 6 ) 6270 (16 ) 1780(23) 7369(17 ) 332 (31 ) 
N ( 4 ) 1371(13) 4026(9 ) 3733(8 ) 127(10) 
N ( 5 ) 2835 (14 ) 4588 (12 ) 3404(8 ) 140(11) 
C ( 3 7 ) 604 (14 ) 4374 (15 ) 3638 (17 ) 247 (23 ) 
C ( 3 8 ) 1345(18) 3408(12 ) 4067 (10 ) 178(17) 
C ( 3 9 ) 1622(20) 3794(14 ) 3203 (11 ) 191(20) 
C ( 4 0 ) 2238 (19 ) 4238(17 ) 3002(11 ) 207 (23 ) 
C ( 4 1 ) 3555 (16 ) 4182 (15 ) 3573(11 ) 186(17) 
C ( 4 2 ) 3046 (19 ) 5209(14) 3130(13 ) 201 (20 ) 
N ( 6 ) 2265 (18 ) 6256(10) 5674(8) 165(14) 
N ( 7 ) 3792 (13 ) 6316(11) 5131(9) 152(12) 
C ( 4 3 ) 1501(19) 6588(21) 5430(16) 269 (25 ) 
C ( 4 4 ) 2379 (17 ) 5867(12) 6212(9 ) 167(16) 
C ( 4 5 ) 2869 (21 ) 6792(16) 5770(16) 251 (31 ) 
C ( 4 6 ) 3711 (24 ) 6709(22) 5644(19) 314(40 ) 
C ( 4 7 ) 3798(21 ) 6679(18) 4593 (12 ) 281 (24 ) 
C ( 4 8 ) 4576 (15 ) 6024(16) 5359(18) 216 (20 ) 
0 ( 1 ) 1251(33) 7039(28) 2123 (18 ) 393(37 ) 
C ( 4 9 ) 1027(52) 7662(28) 2386 (26 ) 171(39) 
C(49 ' ) 1417(47) 6950(24) 2749 (18 ) 104(25) 
C ( 5 0 ) 1325(39) 7628(26) 3039(24 ) 208 (26 ) 
C ( 5 1 ) 1 1 4 8 ( 6 0 ) 6 4 6 5 ( 2 7 ) 2 4 9 0 ( 2 2 ) 1 5 9 ( 3 9 ) 
C(51 ' ) 1418(43) 6405(36) 1849(25) 144(34) 
C ( 5 2 ) 938(54 ) 5857(30) 2089(36 ) 346(48 ) 
0 ( 2 ) 3365(41) 8995(29) 5520(24) 395(38 ) 
C ( 5 3 ) 3948(38 ) 9457(36) 5353(25) 259 (34 ) 
C ( 5 4 ) 4658 (38 ) 9470(43) 5861(33) 313(42 ) 
C ( 5 5 ) 2573(34 ) 9164(37) 5195(38) 400 (59 ) 
C(56) 2368(49) 8685(50) 4679(33) 357(51) 
N ( l ) , C( l)，C(2) , C(3) , C(4) , C(5) , N ( r ) , 0 (1 ' ) , C(2 ' ) , C(3,), C(4,), C(5,), N (2 ' ) , C(13) , 
C (14) , C(15)，C(16), C(17) , C(13' ) , C(14,), C(15' ) , C(16,)，C(17,), N(3)，C(25), C(26) , 
C (27) , C (28) , C(29)，N(3,) , C(25 ' ) , C(26’)，C(27'), C(28,)，C(29'), C(49)，C(49,) , 
C (51) , C(5V) atoms are disordered, they have site occupancy fac tor o f 1/2. 
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T a b l e B 6 A t o m i c coordinates (x lO*) and equivalent iso t rop ic temperature factors 
(X 1 0 , o f C o m p o u n d [ S n { C H ( S i B u M e 2 ) C 5 H 4 N } C l ] 2 78 
A t o m X y z U^ 
S n ( l ) 790(1 ) 3798(1 ) 2472(1 ) 54(1 ) 
Sn(2) 5709(1 ) 4624(1 ) 2242 (1 ) 49 (1 ) 
Cl(l) -465(3) 2911(2) 3701(2) 84(1) 
Cl(2) 6426(3) 6117(2) 2773(2) 74(1) 
S i ( l ) 2750 (3 ) 6996(2 ) 1050(1) 57(1 ) 
S i (2) 4063 (3 ) 1141(2) 2744(1 ) 59(1) 
N ( l ) 1063(7) 5233(5) 3060(3 ) 48 (2 ) 
C ( l ) 2009 (8 ) 5949(5) 2708(4 ) 43 (3 ) 
C ( 2 ) 2120(9 ) 6821(7) 3082(5 ) 61 (3 ) 
C ( 3 ) 1289(11) 6985(8) 3791(5 ) 71(4 ) 
C ( 4 ) 335(11 ) 6275(8) 4132 (5 ) 72 (4 ) 
C ( 5 ) 251 (9 ) 5417(8) 3760(4 ) 62 (4 ) 
C ( 6 ) 2924 (8 ) 5736(5) 1955(4) 40 (2 ) 
C ( 7 ) 4573 (14 ) 6549(11) 368(7 ) 140(7) 
C ( 8 ) 2915 (17 ) 8350(9) 1282(7) 131(7) 
C ( 9 ) 707(12 ) 7326(8) 484 (5 ) 71 (4 ) 
C ( 1 0 ) 577(15) 8321(10) -252 (6 ) 123(7) 
C ( l l ) - 782 (13 ) 7681(14) 1008(8) 168(9) 
C ( 1 2 ) 636(19) 6264(10) 182(7) 153(9) 
N ( 2 ) 4932(6 ) 3774(5) 3488(3 ) 43 (2 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) 4055(8 ) 2990(6 ) 3562(4 ) 43 (3 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 3593(9) 2474(6 ) 4346(4 ) 52(3) 
C ( 1 5 ) 4063(10 ) 2760(7 ) 5015(4) 64 (3 ) 
C ( 1 6 ) 4 9 8 8 ( 1 0 ) 3 5 2 3 ( 7 ) 4 9 3 3 ( 4 ) 65 (4 ) 
C ( 1 7 ) 5388(9) 4013(6 ) 4165(4 ) 52(3) 
C ( 1 8 ) 3563(8 ) 2719(5 ) 2832(4 ) 42 (3 ) 
C ( 1 9 ) 3432(16) 1270(9) 1664(6) 119(6) 
C ( 2 0 ) 2842(13) 283(8) 3429(7) 109(6) 
C ( 2 1 ) 6389(12) 347(7) 2888(5 ) 71(4 ) 
C ( 2 2 ) 6746(14) -898(8 ) 2725(6 ) 99 (5 ) 
C ( 2 3 ) 6987(13) 177(9) 3767(7 ) 106(5) 
C ( 2 4 ) 7442(14) 968(9) 2332(8 ) 127(6) 
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Tab le B 7 A t o m i c coordinates (x 10^ f o r Sn; x 10^ f o r others) and equivalent 
i so t rop ic temperature factors(Ac lO* f o r Sn; x 10^ f o r others) f o r 
c o m p o u n d [Sn{CPh(S iMe3)C5H4N-2}2 ] 79 
A t o m X ^ z ^ 
S n ( l ) 56832(2 ) 19843(3) 29269 (2 ) 537(1 ) 
S i ( l ) 46205 (9 ) 41616(13 ) 34709(7 ) 636 (5 ) 
S i (2) 63275(8 ) -5592 (13 ) 21528 (1 ) 638 (6 ) 
C ( l ) 4377 (2 ) 2787(4 ) 2720 (2 ) 46 (1 ) 
C ( 2 ) 4157 (3 ) 1580(4) 3056(2 ) 52(1 ) 
C ( 3 ) 3417(3 ) 1360(5) 3129(3 ) 75 (1 ) 
C ( 4 ) 3347(4 ) 247(6 ) 3528(3 ) 97 (1 ) 
C ( 5 ) 3999(4 ) -609 (6 ) 3845(3 ) 101(1) 
C ( 6 ) 4705 (4 ) -353 (5 ) 3755(3 ) 83(1 ) 
N ( l ) 4784 (2 ) 705(3) 3361(2 ) 63 (1 ) 
C ( 7 ) 3124(3 ) 2362(4 ) 1438(2) 56(1) 
C ( 8 ) 2607(3 ) 2730(5 ) 676(3 ) 71 (1 ) 
C ( 9 ) 2725(3 ) 3869(5 ) 360(3 ) 79(1 ) 
C ( 1 0 ) 3361(3 ) 4687(5 ) 812(3 ) 73 (1 ) 
C ( l l ) 3884(3 ) 4347(4 ) 1567(2) 58(1) 
C ( 1 2 ) 3786(2 ) 3165(4) 1904(2) 45 (1 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) 5102(4) 3398(5) 4462(2 ) 92 (1 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 3664(3 ) 5073(5) 3352(3 ) 90 (1 ) 
C ( 1 5 ) 5359(4) 5425(5) 3425(3 ) 109(2) 
C ( 1 6 ) 5413(3) 618(4) 1849(2) 49 (1 ) 
C ( 1 7 ) 5524(3) 1752(4) 1380(2) 50(1) 
C ( 1 8 ) 5599(3) 1652(5) 676(3 ) 67 (1 ) 
C ( 1 9 ) 5741(3) 2770(5) 336(3 ) 78(1 ) 
C ( 2 0 ) 5810(3) 3981(5) 690(3 ) 72(1 ) 
C ( 2 1 ) 5731(3) 4023(4 ) 1378(3) 65 (1 ) 
N ( 2 ) 5593(2) 2939(3 ) 1718(2) 52(1) 
C ( 2 2 ) 3968(3) 282(5 ) 752(3) 63(1 ) 
C ( 2 3 ) 3217(3 ) -396(5 ) 426(3 ) 80(1 ) 
C ( 2 4 ) 3062(3) -1436(5 ) 809(4) 93 (1 ) 
C ( 2 5 ) 3654(4) -1788(5 ) 1521(3) 89(1) 
C ( 2 6 ) 4399(3 ) -1135(5 ) 1845(3) 72(1 ) 
C ( 2 7 ) 4587(3 ) -65 (4 ) 1475(2) 52(1) 
C ( 2 8 ) 6585(3) -1332(5 ) 3129(3) 92 (1 ) 
C(29) 6127(3) -1921(5) 1430(3) 98(1) 
C ( 3 0 ) 7261(3) 370(6) 2230(3 ) 104(2) 
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T a b l e B 8 A t o m i c coordinates (x 10^ fo r Sn; lO* f o r others) and equivalent 
i so t rop ic temperature factors ( x lO* f o r Sn; 10^ f o r others) o f c o m p o u n d 
[Sn{CH(SiBuMe2)C5H4N}Bu2Cl] 85 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
S n ^ 7478(1 ) 2310(1 ) 8462(1 ) 5 0 ^ 
C l ( l ) 5396(2 ) 2387(3 ) 8968(1 ) 87(1 ) 
S i ( l ) 7950 (3 ) -525 (2 ) 9219(1 ) 60 (1 ) 
N ( l ) 9873 (6 ) 1628(7) 8311(3) 63 (3 ) 
C ( l ) 8454(7 ) 1146(8) 9113(4 ) 53(3) 
C ( 2 ) 9790(7 ) 1348(8) 8897(4) 55(3 ) 
C ( 3 ) 10878(9) 1242(12) 9229(5 ) 104(5) 
C ( 4 ) 12044(10) 1438(14) 8977(6) 129(7) 
C ( 5 ) 12126(9) 1733 (12) 8372(5) 98 (5 ) 
C ( 6 ) 11016(9) 1829(11) 8056(5) 83(4) 
C ( 7 ) 6351 (12 ) -919 (12 ) 8908(5) 119(6) 
C ( 8 ) 9115 (12 ) -1541(10 ) 8794(5) 115(6) 
C ( 9 ) 7910(9 ) -946 (9 ) 10048(4) 65 (3 ) 
C ( 1 0 ) 6908(12 ) -242(14) 10381(6) 140(7) 
C ( l l ) 9185(11 ) -667 (13 ) 10367(5) 114(6) 
C ( 1 2 ) 7624(14) -2307(11) 10134(5) 151(8) 
C ( 1 3 ) 8034(9) 4242(9 ) 8631(5) 70(4 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 6968(10) 5058(10) 8401(6) 110(5) 
C ( 1 5 ) 9285(9 ) 4594(9 ) 8333(5) 86(4) 
C ( 1 6 ) 8156(11) 4377(9) 9322(5) 90 (5 ) 
C ( 1 7 ) 6981(9) 1829(11) 7528(4 ) 74(4 ) 
C(18) 7247(15) 502(13) 7389(5) 152(8) 
C ( 1 9 ) 5621(10) 2089(18) 7411(5 ) 192(11) 
C(20) 7797(12) 2540(13) 7110(4) 139(7) 
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T a b l e B 9 A t o m i c coordinates ( x 10"^) and equivalent i so t rop ic displacement 
coef f ic ients ( x 10^) f o r comp lex [Sn {CPh(S iMe3 )C5H4N-2 }Me2Br ] 86 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
S n ^ 1045(1) 2070(1 ) 1037(1) 4 0 ^ 
B r ( l ) 1912(1) 1120(1) - 344 (1 ) 57(1 ) 
N ( l ) 995 (4 ) 3075(2 ) 2369(3 ) 44 (1 ) 
C ( l ) 3150 (4 ) 2687(3 ) 1576(3) 40 (1 ) 
C ( 2 ) 2494 (5 ) 3113(3 ) 2400 (3 ) 40 (1 ) 
C ( 3 ) 3281(5 ) 3559(3) 3112(3 ) 50(1 ) 
C ( 4 ) 2540(7 ) 3986(3) 3773(3 ) 59(2) 
C ( 5 ) 981(7 ) 3966(3) 3713(3 ) 62 (2 ) 
C ( 6 ) 272 (6 ) 3493(4) 3018(3 ) 59(2 ) 
C ( 7 ) 4291 (4 ) 1978(3) 1828(3) 41 (1 ) 
C ( 8 ) 5279(5 ) 1688(3) 1181(3) 53(1 ) 
C(9) 6319(6) 1028(4) 1400(4) 62(2) 
C ( 1 0 ) 6393(5 ) 652(3 ) 2260(4 ) 60 (2 ) 
C(LL) 5427(6) 915 (4 ) 2 8 9 7 ( 4 ) 62(2) 
C(12) 4378(5) 1562(3) 2680(3 ) 51(1) 
Si(l) 3809(1 ) 3627(1) 815(1) 47(1) 
C ( 1 3 ) 5656(7) 4028(4 ) 1311(5) 74 (2 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 3983(8 ) 3320(4) -428 (4 ) 70 (2 ) 
C ( 1 5 ) 2432(7 ) 4544(3 ) 846(4) 65 (2 ) 
C(16) -641(6) 2803(4) 291(4) 67(2) 
C ( 1 7 ) 424(6 ) 1003(4) 1888(4) 63(2 ) 
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T a b l e B I O A t o m i c coordinates (x 10^ f o r Fe; x 10^ f o r others and equivalent 
i so t rop ic temperature f a c t o r s * 、 R x lO^ f o r Fe; x 10^ f o r others) o f 
[Fe(pic”2]2 109 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
F e ( l ) 46425 (3 ) 10196 (3 ) 34522 (3 ) 368 (1 ) 
S i ( l ) 6806 (1 ) 2754 (1 ) 2110 (1 ) 4 7 ( 1 ) 
N ( l ) 3837 (2) 1962 (2 ) 1750 (2 ) 50 (1 ) 
C ( l ) 6000 (2 ) 1460 (2) 2007 (2 ) 42 (1 ) 
C ( 2 ) 4969 (2 ) 1677 (2 ) 1209 (2 ) 44 (1 ) 
C ( 3 ) 5041 (3) 1557 (3) 33 (3 ) 68 (1 ) 
C ( 4 ) 3979 (3) 1792 (4) -579 (3) 8 6 ( 2 ) 
C ( 5 ) 2849 (3 ) 2133 (3) -40 (3) 80 (1) 
C ( 6 ) 2811 (3) 2212 (3) 1118 (3) 66 (1 ) 
C ( 7 ) 7696 (3) 2250 (3) 3497 (3 ) 71 (1) 
C ( 8 ) 5661 (3 ) 4146 (3) 2232 (3 ) 80 (1) 
C ( 9 ) 7971 (3 ) 3216 (3 ) 7 9 4 ( 3 ) 76 (1 ) 
C ( 1 0 ) 8820 (4) 2085 (4) 545 (5 ) 139 (3 ) 
C ( l l ) 7285 (5) 3869 (4) -340 (3 ) 126 (2) 
C ( 1 2 ) 8787 (4) 4098 (5) 1064 (4) 136 (3) 
S i (2) 7838 (1) -2225 (1) 5162 (1) 42 (1 ) 
N ( 2 ) 4513 (2) -848 (2) 3574 (2) 36 (1 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) 6236 (2) -1364 (2) 4879 (2) 37 (1) 
C ( 1 4 ) 5303 (2) -1745 (2) 4 2 7 4 ( 2 ) 3 6 ( 1 ) 
C ( 1 5 ) 5169 (3) -2991 (2) 4384 (3) 53 (1 ) 
C ( 1 6 ) 5272 (3) 3298 (3) 3796 (3) 62 (1) 
C ( 1 7 ) 3484 (3) -2383 (3) 3096 (3 ) 60 (1) 
C ( 1 8 ) 3640 (2) -1187 (3) 3007 (2) 49 (1) 
C ( 1 9 ) 8657 (2) -1190 (3) 5772 (3) 56 (1 ) 
C ( 2 0 ) 7859 (3) -3749 (3) 6287 (3) 61 (1 ) 
C ( 2 1 ) 8798 (2) -2527 (3) 3767 (3) 52 (1) 
C ( 2 2 ) 8759 (2) -1336 (3) 2784 (3) 92 (2 ) 
C ( 2 3 ) 8306 (3) -3501 (3) 3275 (3) 82 (2 ) 
C ( 2 4 ) 10150 (3) -3015 (3) 4064 (3) 79 (1) 
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Table B l l Atomic coordinates (x 10^ for Co; x lO'^  for others and equivalent isotropic 
temperature factors* { R x 10^ for Co; x 10^ for others) o f [Co(pic*)2]2 H O 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
C o ( l ) 438 (2 ) 1 8 7 9 ( 1 ) 1009 (1 ) 580 (7 ) 
C o (2 ) -392 (2 ) 3349 (1) 1370 (1) 605 (7 ) 
S i ( l ) -1925 (3) 1635 (2 ) 758 (2 ) 61 (1 ) 
N ( l ) - 826 (8 ) 2840 (4) 2246 (6 ) 56 (2 ) 
C ( l ) -1015 (9 ) 2142 (5 ) 1205 (8 ) 59 (2 ) 
C ( 2 ) -1020 (9) 2 3 0 9 ( 6 ) 2070 (8) 61 (2 ) 
C ( 3 ) -1197 (9 ) 1958 (6) 2701 (7 ) 65 (2 ) 
C ( 4 ) -1170 (10) 2133 (6) 3486 (9 ) 83 (2) 
C ( 5 ) - 971 (10 ) 2665 (6) 3662 (8) 81 (2 ) 
C ( 6 ) -812 (10) 2995 (6) 3040 (8 ) 71 (2) 
C ( 7 ) -1908 (10) 966 (5) 1302 (8) 82 (2) 
C ( 8 ) -1536 (10) 1529 (5) -297 (7) 75 (2 ) 
C ( 9 ) -3274 (10) 1874 (5) 711 (9 ) 69 (2 ) 
C(10) -3989(11) 1 4 6 0 ( 6 ) 2 9 9 ( 1 0 ) 124(2) 
C ( l l ) -3377 (10) 2387 (6) 177 (9) 105 (2) 
C ( 1 2 ) -3616 ( 1 0 ) 2 0 1 6 ( 7 ) 1 5 4 4 ( 9 ) 1 1 6 ( 2 ) 
Si (2) 1986 (3) 3570 (2) 1703 (3) 65 (1) 
N ( 2 ) 859 (8) 2398 (4) 154 (6) 58 (2) 
C ( 1 3 ) 1070 (9) 3085 (5) 1200 (7) 56 (2 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 1 0 9 2 ( 9 ) 2 9 2 2 ( 6 ) 3 5 0 ( 7 ) 58 (2) 
C ( 1 5 ) 1332 (10 ) 3270 (5) - 2 6 6 ( 8 ) 6 2 ( 2 ) 
C ( 1 6 ) 1304 (10) 3120 (5) -1053 (9) 73 (2) 
C ( 1 7 ) 1066 (10) 2588 (6) -1252 (8) 72 (2) 
C ( 1 8 ) 831 (10) 2255 (5) -634 (8) 64 (2) 
C ( i 9 ) 1581 (10) 3656 (5) 2754 (7) 75 (2 ) 
C ( 2 0 ) 1967 (10) 4256 (5) 1211 (8 ) 90 (2 ) 
C ( 2 1 ) 3344 (11) 3322 (6) 1772 (10) 88 (2) 
C ( 2 2 ) 4038 (10) 3 7 1 9 ( 6 ) 2 2 2 2 ( 1 0 ) 1 2 7 ( 2 ) 
C ( 2 3 ) 3691 (11) 3214 (6) 941 (10) 120 (2) 
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C ( 2 4 ) 3 4 0 2 ( 1 1 ) 2788 (6 ) 2253 (10) 1 1 6 ( 2 ) 
S i (3) 2023 (4 ) 956 (2) 494 (3 ) 8 6 ( 2 ) 
N ( 3 ) 1 1 9 2 ( 8 ) 1 6 8 4 ( 4 ) 2129 (6 ) 65 (2 ) 
C ( 2 5 ) 885 (10 ) 1068 (5) 1 0 5 6 ( 8 ) 63 (2 ) 
C ( 2 6 ) 1013 (9) 1 1 6 2 ( 6 ) 1 9 0 9 ( 9 ) 6 7 ( 2 ) 
C ( 2 7 ) 846 (11) 805 (6) 2555 (8 ) 80 (2 ) 
C ( 2 8 ) 9 7 4 ( 1 1 ) 956 (7) 3 3 5 2 ( 9 ) 95 (2 ) 
C ( 2 9 ) 1221 (11) 1 4 7 9 ( 7 ) 3548 (9) 9 2 ( 2 ) 
C ( 3 0 ) 1284 (10) 1824 (6) 2 9 3 0 ( 8 ) 7 2 ( 2 ) 
C ( 3 1 ) 1531 (12) 780 (6) -578 (8 ) 119 (2) 
C ( 3 2 ) 2907 (10) 1551 (6) 489 (10 ) 115 (2 ) 
C ( 3 3 ) 2838 (12) 372 (6) 876 (9) 99 (2 ) 
C ( 3 4 ) 3339 (13) 515 (6) 1729 (9) 138 (2 ) 
C ( 3 5 ) 3630 (12) 245 (6) 320 (9) 131 (2 ) 
C ( 3 6 ) 2098 (14) -130 (6) 985 (10) 168 (2) 
Si (4) -1992 (4) 4297 (2) 1 7 6 4 ( 3 ) 8 0 ( 1 ) 
N ( 4 ) - 1 1 1 2 ( 8 ) 3482 (4) 211 (6 ) 63 (2) 
C ( 3 7 ) - 871 (10) 4157 (4) 1203 (8 ) 58 (2) 
C ( 3 8 ) -968 (10) 4016 (6) 341 (9 ) 63 (2) 
C ( 3 9 ) -817 (10) 4340 (6) - 341 (9) 82 (2 ) 
C ( 4 0 ) -940 (11) 4133 (7) -1116 (9) 90 (2 ) 
C ( 4 1 ) -1150 (10) 3592 (6) -1218 (9) 79 (2) 
C ( 4 2 ) -1192 (10) 3288 (6) -553 (8) 69 (2) 
C ( 4 3 ) -1488 (12) 4531 (6) 2796 (7) 107 (2) 
C ( 4 4 ) -2848 (10) 3693 (5) 1860 (10) 109 (2 ) 
C ( 4 5 ) -2814 (10) 4864 (6) 1328 (10) 101 (2) 
C ( 4 6 ) - 3 2 6 6 ( 1 2 ) 4691 (6) 465 (10 ) 1 3 4 ( 2 ) 
C ( 4 7 ) -2130 (12) 5375 (5) 1210 (10) 131 (2) 
C ( 4 8 ) -3656 (11) 4 9 7 4 ( 6 ) 1841 (10) 130 (2) 
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T a b l e B 1 2 A t o m i c coordinates (x 10^ fo r Co ; x 10^ f o r others and equivalent 
i so t rop ic temperature factors (M x 10^ fo r Co ; x 10^ f o r others) o f [ C o ( 2 -
CPh(SiMe3)C5H4N)2] 113 
Atom X y z Ueq 
Co(l) 0 ^ 360 (2) 
Si(l) -812(1) 7 5 1 4 ( 1 ) 4 0 1 4 ( 1 ) 47(1) 
N ( l ) 125 (3 ) 4581 (3) 3695 (2 ) 42 (1 ) 
C ( l ) 881 (3) 5594 (4 ) 3476 (2 ) 37 (1 ) 
C ( 2 ) 1600 (4 ) 5636 (4) 2632 (3) 55 (1) 
C ( 3 ) 1425 (5) 4654 (5) 1997 (3 ) 64 (2 ) 
C ( 4 ) 601 (5 ) 3670 (4) 2213 (3) 63 (2 ) 
C ( 5 ) -30 (5 ) 3638 (4 ) 3071 (3) 56 (2 ) 
C ( 6 ) 730 (3) 6511 (3) 4254 (2) 36 (1) 
C ( 7 ) 3225 6315 (2) 4644 (2 ) 50 (1) 
C(8) 4433 6743 5080 61 (2) 
C ( 9 ) 4 4 5 0 7 8 8 4 5 5 5 2 6 6 ( 2 ) 
C(10) 3259 8595 5588 57 (2) 
C ( L L ) 2 0 5 2 8 1 6 6 5 1 5 2 4 7 ( 1 ) 
C(12) 2035 7026 4681 37 (1) 
C(13) -356 (5) 8870 (4) 3239(4) 78 (2) 
C(14) -1625 (5) 8122 (5) 5120 (3) 66 (2) 
C(15) -2163 (4) 6601 (5) 3365 (3) 74 (2) 
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Table B13 Atomic coordinates (x 10^ for Co; x 10^ for others and equivalent isotropic 
temperature factors、R x 10^ for Co; x 10^ for others) o f [Fe(pic"^，)(tmeda)Cl] 115 
A t o m X y z Ueq 
F e ( l ) 25392 (9) 19954 (7) 12152 (5) 425 (3) 
Si ( l ) 2501 (2) 19954 (7) 173 (1) 59 (1 ) 
Cl(l) 2662 (2) 3945 (2) 2501 (1) 67(1) 
N ( L ) 5 1 5 ( 5 ) 2 6 8 8 ( 1 ) 8 1 5 ( 3 ) 4 8 ( 2 ) 
N (2 ) 4565 (5) 2306 (4) 1416(4) 5 7 ( 2 ) 
N (3 ) 2151 (6) 1426 (4) 1408 (4) 63 (3) 
C ( l ) -682 (8) 491 (4) 996 (4) 59 (3) 
C(2) -1701 (8) 2297 (5) 4 3 4 ( 5 ) 75 (3) 
C(3) -1466 (8) 2494 (6) -358 (5) 72 (3 ) 
C(4) -241 (7) 2685 (5) -549 (4) 54 (3) 
C(5) 759 (7) 2711 (5) 52 (4) 45 (2) 
C (6 ) 2125 (6) 2545 (5) -10 (4) 45 (2) 
C(7) 2591 (7) 2659 (4) -756 (4) 55 (3) 
C (8 ) 1949 (8) 2234 (5) -1220 (4) 67 (3 ) 
C (9 ) 2384 (10) 1513 (6) -1911 (5) 91 (4) 
C(10) 3480 (12) 1134 (6) -2176 (6) 102 (5) 
C ( l l ) 4177 (9) 1426 (8) -1739(6) 92 (4 ) 
C ( 1 2 ) 3731 (8) 2112 (8) -1037 (5) 74 (3) 
C(13) 1375 (7) 2506 (6) 847 (4) 73 (3) 
C ( 1 4 ) 2305 (8) 4613 (6) -827 (5) 8 6 (4) 
C(15) 4126(8) 4173 (6) 704 (5) 91 (4) 
C(16) 3365 (10) -13 (6) 1548 (6) 94 (4) 
C ( 1 7 ) 4404 (9) 598 (7) 1915 (6) 106 (5) 
C ( 1 8 ) 5073 (7) 1 2 3 3 (6) 6 3 8 (5) 8 5 (4) 
C(19) 5521 (7) 2023 (7) 1905 (5) 92 (4) 
C(20) 1456 (8) 404 (6 ) 2138 (5) 93 (4) 
C(21) 1339 (9) 8 4 ( 5 ) 714(6) 9 9 ( 4 ) 
1 oo 
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Table B14 Atomic coordinates (x lO^) and equivalent isotropic temperature factors*、R x 
10') of [Ni(SCPh2C5H4N)2] 119 
A t o m jc y z Ueq 
Ni(l) 0 0 0 
S(l) 1151(1) 1072(1) 942(3) 48(1) 
N( l ) 508(3) -606(3) 2306(7) 39(2) 
C(l) 2084(4) 257(4) 2309(8) 36(2) 
C(2) 1462(4) -390(4) 3250(8) 35(2) 
C(3) 1835(4) -739(4) 4941(9) 45(2) 
C(4) 1251(5) -1348(5) 5753(9) 55(3) 
C(5) 315(5) -1576(5) 4777(10) 59(3) 
C(6) -47(4) -1186(5) 3133(10) 51(3) 
C(7) 2638(4) -298(4) 1082(8) 34(2) 
C(8) 2741(4) -1271(4) 1211(9) 44(2) 
C(9) 3323(5) -1740(5) 177(9) 53(3) 
C(10) 3804(5) -1258(6) -946(10) 58(3) 
C ( l l ) 3702(5 ) -296(5 ) -1095(9 ) 56(3) 
C ( 1 2 ) 3112(4 ) 177(5) - 104 (8 ) 45 (2 ) 
C ( 1 3 ) 2829(4) 843(4) 3710(8) 32(2 ) 
C ( 1 4 ) 3865(4 ) 7 7 0 ( 4 ) 3 9 4 2 ( 8 ) 3 8 ( 2 ) 
C ( 1 5 ) 4502(5) 1306(4) 5282(10) 52(3) 
C ( 1 6 ) 4115(5 ) 1891(5) 6383(9) 55(3) 
C ( 1 7 ) 3088(5) 1969(5) 6182(9) 56(3) 
C ( 1 8 ) 2445(5) 1448(4) 4854(9 ) 46 (2 ) 
1 OC\ 
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Table B15 Atomic coordinates (x 10^  for Z r ; x lO* for other) and equivalent isotropic 
temperature factors、R x 10^ for Zr ; x 10^ for other) o f [ZrCp2(dpmp)Cl] 127 
Atom X z ^ 
Zr(l) 813(3) 80479(10) 25000 276(3) 
Zr(2) 24367(3) 5779(10) 22032(9) 291(3) 
Cl(l) -201(1) 9770(3) 3725(2) 48(1) 
Cl(2) 2731(1) 2109(3) 860(2) 51(1) 
N( l ) 357(2) 5805(7) 2477(6) 31(1) 
C(l) 150(3) 6516(10) 3998(7) 29(1) 
C(2) 396(3) 5548(10) 3416(7) 28(1) 
C(3) 642(3) 4437(11) 3733(8) 39(1) 
C(4) 829(3) 3630(11) 3070(8) 43(1) 
C(5) 778(3) 3884(10) 2113(8) 40(1) 
C(6) 544(3) 4978(10) 1845(8) 36(1) 
C(7) -596(2) 6806(5) 4516(4) 46(2) 
C(8) -994 6293 4634 55(2) 
C(9) -1081 4910 4414 56(2) 
C(10) -771 4040 4076 62(2) 
C( l l ) -373 4553 3958 45(2) 
C(12) -286 5936 4178 34(2) 
C ( 1 3 ) 191(2) 7201(5) 5760(4) 35 (2 ) 
C(14) 422 7527 6566 48(2) 
C(15) 847 7685 6494 53(2) 
C(16) 1041 7517 5614 49(2) 
C(17) 810 7192 4807 38(2) 
C(18) 385 7034 4880 32(2) 
C ( 1 9 ) 857(2) 8241(5) 2411(5 ) 43 (2 ) 
C ( 2 0 ) 717 9427 2919 42 (2 ) 
C ( 2 1 ) 494 10278 2275 46 (2 ) 
C ( 2 2 ) 496 9618 1369 58(2) 
C ( 2 3 ) 7 2 1 8 3 5 9 1 4 5 4 4 6 ( 2 ) 
C(24) -646(3) 8634(8) 1966(6) 16(2) 
C ( 2 5 ) -646 7198 2200 25 (2 ) 
C ( 2 6 ) -392 6496 1533 22(2 ) 
C ( 2 7 ) -234 7498 887 22(2 ) 
C ( 2 8 ) - 391 8820 1154 18(2) 
C(24,) -696(3) 7808(11) 2224(8) 53(2) 
C(25 ' ) -538 6501 1930 33(2 ) 
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C(26 ' ) - 282 6725 1125 40 (2 ) 
C(27 ' ) - 282 8172 922 56(2 ) 
C(28 ' ) -538 8841 1601 57(2 ) 
C ( 2 9 ) 2343 (3 ) -1158(9 ) 859(7 ) 26 (1 ) 
N ( 2 ) 2163 (2 ) -1639(7 ) 2430(7 ) 35 (1 ) 
C ( 3 0 ) 2101 (3 ) -2041(10) 1523(7) 27 (1 ) 
C ( 3 1 ) 1851(3) -3192(10) 1306(9) 43 (1 ) 
C ( 3 2 ) 1693(3) -3959(10) 2038(10 ) 52(1 ) 
C ( 3 3 ) 1772(3) -3585(12) 2963(9 ) 56(1) 
C ( 3 4 ) 1991(3) -2444(11) 3123(8 ) 37 (1 ) 
C ( 3 5 ) 1684(2) -674(5 ) -44 (4 ) 39(2 ) 
C ( 3 6 ) 1469 -174 -833 49 (2 ) 
C ( 3 7 ) 1683 361 -1613 54(2 ) 
C ( 3 8 ) 2111 396 -1604 46 (2 ) 
C ( 3 9 ) 2326 -104 -814 38(2 ) 
C ( 4 0 ) 2112 -639 -34 30 (2 ) 
C ( 4 1 ) 3108(2 ) -1057(5 ) 400(4 ) 36(2 ) 
C ( 4 2 ) 3489 -1693 274 48 (2 ) 
C ( 4 3 ) 3533 -3116 440 57(2) 
C ( 4 4 ) 3195 -3902 732 52(2) 
C ( 4 5 ) 2814 -3265 857 45 (2 ) 
C ( 4 6 ) 2770 -1842 691 32(2 ) 
C ( 4 7 ) 2001(2 ) 2234(6 ) 3182(4) 49 (2 ) 
C ( 4 8 ) 2042 2838 2264 56(2 ) 
C ( 4 9 ) 1825 1990 1605 49 (2 ) 
C ( 5 0 ) 1650 861 2116 49 (2 ) 
C ( 5 1 ) 1759 1012 3091 47 (2 ) 
C(52) 3207(2) 582(7) 2458(5) 3(2) 
C ( 5 3 ) 3073 -740 2783 5(2) 
C ( 5 4 ) 2822 -532 3598 17(2) 
C ( 5 5 ) 2 8 0 0 9 1 9 3 7 7 6 17(2) 
C ( 5 6 ) 3038 1608 3071 12(2) 
C(52') 3191(5 ) -161(13) 2501(10) 91(2) 
C(53 ' ) 2950 -869 3190 86(2) 
C(54 ' ) 2773 141 3805 59(2) 
C(55') 2906 1473 3496 56(2) 
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